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News In Brief
Government out of place in
regulating babies' health care

MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE 9, 1986

Fisher-Price announced today
that two of its plant managers Frank Urbancic from the Murray facility and Gerald Kelly
from the Medina, N.Y. facility
will exchange positions effective
August 1.
Frank Urbancic, who has
served as plant manager in Murray for the past three years, and
as plant manager in Holland and
Medina, N.Y. facilities, returns
to Western New York to manage
the company's Medina plant.
Gerald Kelly comes back to
the Murray plant where he
played an important role in
establishing the molding operation. He held key engineering
and manufacturing positions at
Murray for nine years during a
period of significant plant expansions and now returns to
oversee all plant operations.
Urbancic joined Fisher-Price

Frank Urbancic
Going to New York

Et) the Associated Press

WASHINGTON - As the Senate prepared to begin work in
earnest on the landmark tax-overhaul bill, Sen. Robert
Packwood said yesterday that he would resist moves to make the
very wealthy pay more.
FRANKFORT. Ky. - An attorney for five university governing board members said today he disagrees with a court decision
that said six-year terms for his clients are unconstitutional, and
he wants a chance to prove his case. Henry Meigs II, who
represents selected trustees at the University of Kentucky and
University of Louisville, said the entire matter should be heard
again.
WASHINGTON - President Reagan and King Hussein of Jordan sat down today for their first talk in more than a year, but
U.S. officials said their brief White House meeting was not expected to provide a breakthrough in the stalled Middle East
peace process.
BALTIMORE - The glare of press scrutiny and a federal investigation have made it difficult for organizations tied to extremist Lyndon H. LaRouche to raise money. An official of one of
those groups says.

25 CENTS

Urbancic, Kelly to change positions

WASHINGTON (API - The federal government has no legal
authority to investigate and help regulate health care for babies
with severe birth defects, the Supreme Court ruled today.
By a 5-3 vote, the court handed the Reagan administration a
key defeat by ruling that federal regulators have no role to play
in so-called Baby Doe cases.
The justices said a 1973 law banning discrimination against
handicapped people cannot be applied to such cases.
Justice Department lawyers had urged the court to rule that
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 gives federal regulators the power
to make sure no hospital receiving federal money denies nourishment or medical treatment to a child "solely because of its
handicap."
But lawyers for the American Hospital Association and the
American Medical Association said Congress never intended the
law to grant federal authority in an area traditionally regulated
by the states.
Today, the Supreme Court agreed with two lower courts and
ruled that the Reagan administration was reading the 1973 law
wrong.

Elsewhere...

Home of the
hailing& Bo) Scout Museum

in 1966 as plant manager in
Holland, N.Y. Since then he has
held a variety of senior management positions in operations at
Fisher-Price and Marx Toys
(formerly a part of FisherPrice's parent company,
Quaker Oats ). He holds a B.S. in
Electrical Engineering from the
University of Detroit, an M.S. in
Industrial Engineering from
Wayne State University and a
law degree from Wayne State.
Urbancic was out of town and
was unable to be reached for
comment.,
Kelly joined Fisher-Price in
1957. He • was engineering
manager at Murray from
1973-76, technical manager from
1976-79 and molding manager
from 1979-82. He moved to
Medina as interim plant
Gerald Kelly
Coming to Murray

(Cont'd on page 2)

Challenger explosion cause: seal failure
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The destruction
of Challenger and the death of its seven
crew members had a single cause - the
failure of a seal in the shuttle's booster
rocket, the Rogers Commission said today.
Its report faulted NASA for operating a
"silent safety" program that concealed
festering problems with the seal from top
launch managers.
The panel urged NASA to review all
items whose performance are deemed
critical to shuttle flights and said the orbiter's tires, brakes and steering systems
"do not have sufficient safety margin."

In its report to the president, just over
four months after the Jan. 28 disaster, the
commission said Challenger "struggled
futilely against forces" triggered immediately after ignition when gas leaked
past the seal.
The commission said the shuttle should
not have been launched, and wouldn't have
been if top launch managers had been
aware of opposition from rocket engineers
who feared the effects of cold
temperatures.
'If the decision-makers had known all of
the facts, it is highly unlikely that they
would have decided to launch," the commission said.

In a 256-page report that combined a
millisecond-by-millisecond dissection of
the Challenger accident with sweeping
recommendations for improved safety and
management practices, the panel also said
the shuttle's crew "apparently had no indication of a problem before the rapid
break-up up" of the craft 73 seconds into
flight.
"There were no alarms sounded in the
cockpit,",'here the seven astronauts rode,
or in Mission Control. "There was nothing
that either the crew or the ground controllers could have done to avert the
catastrophe," concluded the panel.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Waldheim
president
of Austria
despite his
dark past

Bridging a gap
Today's highlight in history: On June 9, 1954, during the Senate
Army-McCarthy hearings, Army counsel Joseph N. Welch assailed Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy for attacking a member of Welch's
law firm, Frederick G. Fisher. Said Welch: "Have you no sense
of decency, sir? At long last, have you left no sense of decency?"

l israel's changing borders
Israel nisraeli occupied
1982-today

INot shown are Israel's first occupation of Sinai in 1956, results of
Suez Canal fighting in 1973 during second Sinai occupation, 19741982 phased withdrawal from Sinai and 1982 invasion of Lebanon
!Chicago Tribune Map
Construction worker Randy Neal loads a scoop of mud onto a truck at the Chestnut Hill-Central Center
bridge project, being funded by a joint effort of K-Mart Corporation, JCPenney Company and CBL &
Associates, a Chattanooga, Tenn.-based development company that owns Chestnut Hillis Shopping
Center. The bridge is being constructed locally by Adams Construction of Murray. CBL & Associates
had hoped to have the bridge complete by last fall, but the asphalt companies closed for the winter and
the project was tabled until this spring. Estimates from Adams Construction say the access bridge between the two shopping centers will be completed in mid-July.
Staff MN,Sy David Turk
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MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger AL
Times by 5:30 p.m MondayFriday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
are urged to call 733-1916 between 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and
Saturdays. Office Hours -•a.m.-3p.m. Monday thru Friday. II
e.m.-12 p.m. Saturday.

Forecast
Monday will be sunny and
pleasant with a high in the
mid ROs
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy and very
warm weather Tuesday
through Thursday but with a
chance of thunderstorms
eactvlay.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359 9
Barkley Lake
360 0

""•--• —

VIENNA. Austria
AP i Kurt Waldheim, the former U.N
secretary-general accused of
hiding a Nazi past involving
atrocities in the Balkans during
World War II. won a smashing
victory in Austria's presidential
election yesterday
Interior Minister Karl Blecha
declared Waldheim thewinner
of the runoff election with
2,464,598 votes, or 53 9 percent,
of the valid ballots cast Kurt
Steyrer. Waldheim's Socialist
opponent, drew 2.107.317 votes
for 46.1 percent.
"The result showed that the
Austrian people are not
prepared to accept these accusations that have been made
against me," Waldheim said in a
televised victory statement
Waldheim, 67. was backed by
the conservative People's
Party.
As president. he will receive
foreign guests and make state
visits to other countries

Gander crash pretrial on Tuesday
By JOYCE A.‘'ENEZIA
Associated Press Writer
On the eve of a conference on
the suits spawned by the deaths
of 248 soldiers from Fort Campbell. Ky.. attorney Melvin Belli
is complaining because the Army recommended names of
lawyers to families of the air
crash victims.
Army officials, however, say
the ihformation was sent_to the
families only because they were
concerned about reports of
solicitation from law firms.
Belli. the San Francisco at

torney who often handles mass
disaster lawsuits, will be among
scores of lawyers converging for
a pretrial conference Tuesday
before U.S District Judge Edward H Johnstone in Paducah.
Ky
In a telephone conversation
from his West Coast office, Belli
said one of the complaints he has
for Johnstone concerns the letters- giving legal advtiee-to survixpraand families of-victims.
The troops of the /9101st Airborne division had been part of a
peace-keeping mission in the

Middle East and were returning
from a six-month tour
"Private lawyers had the Pentagon chase the widows for
them," Belli said "The Pentagon sent out letters on Army
stationery for these lawyers,
telling the widows that these are
the good lawyers and they'll
charge you Itle least."
The Pentagon. Belli said, has
a conflict of interest in the whole
legal issue becatios; of its
volvement in chartering the Arrow Air jet that crashed Dec 12
in Gander. Newfoundland

But the Army believes there is
no conflict of interest because
"these attorneys have no affiliation with the Army at all," said
Army spokeswoman Elaine
Henrion
Some surviving families had
received letters from various
law firms after the crash, she
said. "and in some cases the
_
solic itation was upseUing.."
"The Army cannot:i
oevide
lawyt.rs butthey ea.advice," Henrion said.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Reagan plans
news conference
Wednesday night

Mayfield PCA names
Murphey to head post
The boards of directors of the
Federal Land Bank Association
of Mayfield and Jackson Purchase Production Credit
Association have promoted
Tommy B. Murphey, senior vice
president, to chief executive officer of the farm lending
cooperatives.
The local cooperative boards
of directors with the approval of
Steven Montgomery, president
of the Louisville banks, appointed Murphey who replaces
David Hornback. Hornback will
become a vice president of the
Bank of Murray.
The appointment took effect
June 4 although Hornback's
resignation will not take effect
until June 15.
Hornback resigned because of
what he said were long-standing
philosophical differences with
supervisors in the Federal Land
Bank of Louisville and the
Federal Intermediate Credit
Bank of Louisville.
A drop in new loans made by
both cooperatives and reduced
assets for both lenders have
resulted from the financial problems some area farmers face.

According to Jim Doerstler,
regional vice president for the
Louisville banks, the PCA's and
land bank's reserves remain
adequate to protect the association's financial integrity.
While Murphey said he it
would be premature to discuss
specific plans for overseeing the
,. land bank and PCA offices in the
Purchlise he said that his
familiarity with borrowersmembers will ease the
transition in leadership. "I'm
not going to alienate the people I
work for," he said.
A Wingo native, Murphey, 37,
joined the Farm Credit System
in 1971 as manager of the Murray PCA office. In 1973 he
transferred to the central office.
He has served as acting president of the PCA at times and his
responsibilities expanded to inchide the land bank when
management of the two lenders
was consolidated last year.
The new chief executive officer holds a bachelor of science
in degree agriculture and
mathematics from Murray
State University.
The local board of Ihrector

WASHINGTON (AP — President Reagan will hold a nationally broadcast news conference at the White House
Wednesday evening, his
spokesman announced today.
The half-hour question-andanswer session with reporters,
Reagan's first at the White
House since April 9 and the 36th
of his presidency, will be held in
the East Room at 8 p.m. EDT,
spokesman Larry Speakes said.
The president held a
somewhat abbreviated news
conference for reporters traveling with him to Tokyo at the conclusion of the economic summit
there on May 7.

Iry
TOMMY MURPHEY
New CEO at Land Bank
president are pleased with the
promotions partly because Murphey has worked in the office in
Mayfield.
"We feel Tom has the experience. He knew the system,
so he could take it and go with
it...He's been on the firing line a
long time." said David Leonard,
president of the PCA board and
a Graves County farmer.

Prichard panel seeking funds
Kentucky's Prichard Committee for Academic Excellence is
seeking to broaden its base of
support by seeking donations
from smaller businesses and
banks,and through a direct-mail
program to get contributions
from the public.
The committee, which has
been in operation in the Commonwealth for six years, currently exists on an annual
budget of $145.000 with most of
those funds coming from private
sector foundations and
corporations.
Among the issues the committee has indicated it plans to address in the future are the proposed constitutional amendment
for an appointed state school
superintendent, teacher
preparations, vocational education and early childhood
development.
"In a way,our fund-raising efforts of the next few months will
be a gauge of whether people
around the state want us to continue.' Executive Director

Robert F. Sexton said.
The committee was formed by
the state Council on Higher
Education in 1980. The thirty
members appointed to the group
were told at that time to do some
-"-blue-sky thinking"-about Kew—
tucky's higher education
system,
report entitled "In
Pursuit of Excellence" was
issued in October 1981.
Edward Prichard. for whom
the committee is named, served
as its chairman until his death in
December 1984. The committee's ties to the council were
severed following the issuance
of the 1981 report and some committee members feel the independent status has
strengthened its credibility.
The committee has been
praised by public officials,
educators and editorial writers
throughout Kentucky and is
credited with helping create a
climate conducive to action on
education initiatives in the 1984
and 1986 sessions of the General
Assembly as well as the 1985
special session.

Cristy Lane
"One Day At A Time" 1986 Tour
Presented by Murray State University Center Board

Sat., June 21, at the
Lovett Auditorium
7:00 p.m., Murray
Tickets available at:
The World of Sound
Murray, and
Good Book Store
Paducah.
To reserve your tickets
at the door call
(615) 868-7171.

IF YOU SEE ONE SHOW THIS YEAR,
MAKE IT THE FABULOUS CRISTY LANE SHOW!
Tickets Are Going Fast!

"One of the working strengths
of the committee has been that,
instead of being an organization
looking for a cause, it was built
around a cause." Sexton said.
Pat Kafoglis of Bowling
-Green;
six,year committee'
veteran, said the group needs to
make sure the continued improvement of the state's education system is an issue in the
1987 governor's race.
"There are certain areas in
the state where education is stil
no where near being a high
priority." she said. "It's important that the message gets
across that the whole state
benefits if those areas are
addressed."
The group's future may hinge
on its ability to generate money
from other sources in the state.
"A lot of people think the job
hag been done," committee
Chairman Dot Ridings,
Louisville, said. "The point is,
we hope that no one will ever
think the job is done. Ever."
A Carnegie Foundation
associate, Michael O'Keefe. said
the committee has done an
"outstanding job raising the
level and quality of discussion
on education in Kentucky." The
Carnegie Foundation is involved
in funding numerous education
studies and projects.
O'Keefe, who is president of
the Consortium for the Advancement of Higher Education, said
similar groups have been formed in several states as a result of
the Prichard Committee's
success

Urbancic...
(Cont'd from page 1)
manager in 1982 and later was
named plant manager.
The Murray plant is one of six
Fisher-Price facilitied' in the
United States. Fisher-Price, the
world's largest producer of infant and preschool toys, is a
manufacturer and marketer of
high quality, durable products
for children and parents. Its
sales for calendar year 1985
were $424 million.

GED test dates
at university
have been reset
The July dates for administration of the General Educational
Development (GED) test at
Murray State University have
been changed.
Testing, conducted by the
Couseling and Testing Center at
Murray State, will be held July 8
and 9 and July 29 and 30 in Room
226 of Stewart Stadium on
campus.
The test is usually administered the second and
fourth Tuesday and Wednesday
of each month.
Persons interested in taking
the test should ,,all 762-6851 for
reservations. .
-

_
Fire guts mobile
home Saturday

The mobile home residence of
Vicki Bogard at a trailer park on
Ky. 280 was gutted in a fire early
Saturday evening according to
the Calloway County FireRescue Squad.
The squad received the call
about 6:15 from a neighbor who
reported hearing glass break
and looked out and saw the fire.
According to the squad report,
the fire is thought to have
originated in a center bedroom.
In the trailer and quickly spread
throughout the mobile home,
located on Locust Drive.
Three trucks and eight
firefighters responded to the
call.

City policeman
suspended after
wrecking cruiser

Three hospitalized
following shooting
at Graves nightspot
Three Graves Countians were
hospitalized with gunshot
wounds following a fight at a
club near Mayfield according to
the Graves County Sheriff's
department.
The three, Danny Kathey, 30,
his brother Randy, 26, and Ray
Keeling, 52, were all taken to
Community Hospital in
Mayfield following the incident
about midnight Friday. According to a hospital spokesman,
the Kathey brothers were listed
in satisfactory condition today
while Keeling was listed in
stable condition.
The sheriff's office said the
shootings occurred Inside Larry
Dale Clark's club on Old Dublin
Road west of Mayfield. According to the sheriff's report the
incident began with a fight between Richard Keeling, 20, of
Mayfield and Danny Kathey,
Water Valley. Richard Keeling
is Ray's son.
The officers said Randy
Kathey apparently joined in the
fight, helping his brother
against the younger Keeling and
then Keeling's father told Randy
he was armed and warned him

Soil conservation society
to meet at Kentucky Dam
Members of the Kentucky
Lake Chapter of the Soil Conservation Society of America will
host the annual convention of the
Kentucky Council of Chapters of
the Soil Conservation Society of
America at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park on June 12
and 13, 1986. Local members
assisting with the planning include Robert Hendon, Steve
Alcott, John Clendenon, John
Mikulcik, Brent Miller and

Challenger...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Although the commission called for many changes in NASA's
practices, the final report singled out the Marshall Space Flight
Center, the facility which
oversees the booster rocket program. The report said Marshall
suffers from "management
isolation" which needs to be
eliminated "whether by changes
of personnel, organization, indoctrioniation or all three."
The report said NASA's highly
successful safety program — a
"hallmark during the Apollo
program" — was allowed to
lapse, and no where more than
at Marshall.
The panel also pointedly
criticized Lawrence Mulloy, the
NASA official who was in charge
of the solid rocket motor program at the time of the launch,
for providing testimony that was
contradicted by other facts
developed in the case.
The commission, headed by
former Secretary of State
William P. Rogers, arranged to
formally present its report to
President Reagan at early afternoon. NASA Administrator

A Murray policeman has been
suspended from duty for two
weeks without pay as a result of
an auto accident involving a city
vehicle.
Murray Police Chief Paul
Jerry Lee said today that
patrolman Darold.Davis had an
accident while driving a city
police car on Poor Farm Road,
just off of U. S. 641 in the early
morning hours of June 2and that
Davis had not been authorized to
drive the vehicle.
According to Lee, Davis, in his
off-duty hours, had been helping
to move police radios and other
equipment from cruisers that
are being replaced and installing the equipment in recently
purchased new vehicles. The
vehicle that Davis was driving
was one of the older cars and
that had already been stripped
of police gear, Lee said.
According to the report filed
by Calloway County Sheriff
(Coned from page I)
Deputy Max Dowdy. Davis said
As a service to the families,
he met a car that forced him off
Army Legal Assistance drew up
the road and he lost control of
a list of attorneys who had ex:
the car.
perience with air safety cases
In addition to the city, Davis is
and
contacted those law firms to
to make restitution for the city's
see which could provide the
$500 deductible on auto inlowest fees possible, she said.
surance. The city plans to sell
The list sent to the families
the used cruisers after the five
contained
"a caveat that they
replacements are all in service.
could retain whoever they

Gander...
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to allow the other two fight
alone. When Randy Kathey
refused, the elder Keeling shot
him.once in the stomach with a
.38 pistol, a Graves County deputy said.
Danny Kathey then threatened to shoot Ray Keeling with a
.25 automatic pistol but, according to witnesses, Keeling shot
Kathey in the back and in the
right thumb. Danny Kathey's
wife, Nancy, 28, then went outside tea truck and returned to
the door with what was reported
to be a .45 automatic pistol, the
deputy reported. She then shot
Ray Keeling once in the right
arm.
Sheriff's department officials
estimated about 40 other people
in the club dispersed at the time
of the shooting. Approximately
150 cans of beer and 20 bottles of
liquor were seized by the county
authorities, who ordered the
club closed.
Formal charges against those
involved, and possible charges
against the club's owner, are expected to be made public later
today, according to a sheriff's
spokesman.

"la°.

Wayne Williams.
The two day program will include a tour of Land Between the
Lakes, update on legislation
relating to conservation of
natural resources and a genuine
West Kentucky barbecue.
Meeting with the conservationists will be members of the
Kentucky-Tennessee Society of
America Foresters represented
by Miss Beth Wellbaum of
Murray.

James Fletcher, who has
scheduled a news conference for
later in the day, already has implemented some of the commission's recommendations.
Rendering its verdict on the
nation's worst space disaster
after a 120-day probe, the commission demanded that NASA
change the design on the solid
rocket boosters. "No design options shouild be prematurely
precluded because of schedule,
cost or reliance on existing hardware," the commission said.
It added that NASA should
give "full consideration" to conducting test firings on a
redesigned rocket in a vertical
configuration, a plan that some
NASA officials have said
previously could delay the
return of the shuttle to space
well beyond the July 1987 target
date.
The conclusion that the shuttle
accident was caused by a
breakdown in a seal in the right
rocket booster was no surprise
— having been discussed in the
commission's public hearings.
But the panel went on to say
that problems with the seal
made the Challenger explosion
"an accident rooted in history."
wanted," Henrion said.
"Initially, some attorneys
were upset" when they found out
about the list, she said. "When
they contacted the Army, they
were added to the list as well. It
wasn't a discriminatory thing at
all."
The first meeting among attorneys representing dozens of
survivors around the country is
being held "to see what we can
do to get the case settled," Belli
said. "It's to see what the judge
has in mind, what we can do in
the way of discovery and
hopefully to set a trial date."
The principal defendant is Arrow Air, based in Miami, the
owner of the DC-8 military
charter that crashed minutes
after takeoff.
Attorneys will probably want
to seek punitive damages as well
as general damages, Belli said.
A judge or jury would assess
punitive damages to punish a
defendant. General damages
are awarded to compensate for
economic losses.
"It was inexcusable to fly that
plane out of there with it being
so overweight," Belli claimed.
"I'm .convinced someone in the
Pentagon is showing favoritism
giving this" charter contract to
Arrow."
About 25 of his clients will attend Tuesday's meeting, Belli
said. As of May 19, about 70 suits
had been filed
"We move them pretty fast
now," he said "I think we could
accelerate this "

Iv
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„PERSPECTIVE
IRAs should be saved
It appears our lawmakers have gone one step too far this time
by attempting to do away with Individual Retirement Accounts
(IRAs) as recommended by the Senate Finance Committee's
proposed tax reform plan.
Approximately 40 million Americans currently own IRAs as a
measure of securing their futures. Those 40 million who own
IRAs have already ccuiributed $250 billion into the accounts.
Records show that $70 billion alone was set aside in IRAs last
year.
Sen. Bill Bradley, a member of the committee, and Chairman
Robert Packwood are two of the key figures in trying to do away
with the IRA exemptions. According to the two, this is the only
means of making up for revenues lost during the switch to a
simplified tax system. We disagree.
Currently, residents are allowed to pay $2,000 per yer tax deferred into an IRA. Taxes are not paid until the account matures and
the individual begins receiving proceeds as income.
IRAs have indeed functioned as a creative and productive tool
as well as a powerful influence in helping to reduce interest rates,
create new jobs and new enterprise. IRAs have also been instrumental in encouraging more savings and investments.
IRAs serve a variety of functions, including supplying the nation with economic stability and independence from depending
upon the federal government for financial securities.
These accounts are anything but loopholes, as those the proposed tax reform plan intends on doing away with.
Yes, an assortment of exemptions have resulted in an extremely complex system, but IRAs should not be deleted as suggested.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Sandra Stark, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles 13. Stark, Rt. 2,
Murray, has been named
Calloway County Dairy
Princess, according to James
Stahler, president of Calloway
County Dairy Council.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America won honors at Kentucky FFA conention held June
1-4 at Louisville. Steve McCuiston of CCHS presided as
state president.
New officers of Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club
are June Smith, Mildred Hatcher, Juletta Christopher and
Louise Overby.
The Rev. Howard Copeland
will speak at homecoming on
June 13 at Ledbetter Baptist
Church.
Twenty years ago
PE-2 Roy Gene Dunn, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Dunn,
has been transferred to duty in
Frankfurt, Germany. His wife,
the former Cecelia Cavitt, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Cavitt.
Pvt. Harold W. Vied, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chester T. Vied,
completed a radio teletype
operation course at Army
Southeastern Signal School at

Fort Gordon, Ga.
Miss Patsy Darlene Hendon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Hendon of Murray, and
Stephen J. Tricarico, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Tricarico of
Lakewood, N.J., were married
May 31 at home of bride's
parents.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Anderson, June 3.
Thirty years ago
Daylight saving time will
dawn in Murray on June 11 with
an uncertainty on the part of
many as to the exact hours
various businesses will observe.
City and county governments
and industry will observe the
new time.
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club
held at Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by
Dr. Walter Baker.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Garland
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J.T.
Duffy.
New officers of Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club
are Mrs. Cook Sanders. Mrs.
Graves Hendon and Mrs. H.L.
Oakley.
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Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Spirits are high for
Drunks Aid Benefit
The promotors of the massive
Drunks Aid Concert and its companion event, Hands Along the
Bar, are addressing a problem
that society has long overlooked.
"I have felt for a long time that
the government's policy of putting more and more taxes on liquor has placed a terrible hardship on the American drunk,"
said Willie Hustle, head of the
organizing committee, during a
recent interview
Hustle said the idea came to
him while he and several companions were sitting on a curb sharing a bottle of muscatel.
"One of my friends observed
that there was a time when each
of us would have had our own bottle of muscatel.
"But because of years of inflation, the insensitivity of government and the greed of big
business forces over which we
have no control, we were now
down to our last bottle and have
to pass it around.
"That's when I said: 'I wonder
if people know this, if they appreciate the enormity of the problem, and if they care.'
"So I decided to find out, and I
was knocked out when I found out
that people really are decent and
caring. I spoke to people on the
street, in shopping centers, in gas
stations, on buses and subways,

through doors opened a crack and
Up Toilet. And I just heard from
on the highways and byways and
Filthy Hamper."
gutters of America, and I was
Not Filthy Hamper?
overwhelmed. Everyone I talked
"Yes. They're cutting their
to said; 'What can I do?' Except European
tour short in order to
my ex-wife, of course.
take part."
"That was the big question,
What swell guys.
though: What can I do? And that
"They truly are sensitive and
is when I decided on something caring. So, after
I got the concert
that had never been done before lined up, I had
another idea —
— a huge concert, broadcast by
millions of Americans in bars,
satellite, and a display of unity, joining
hands in support of our
the Hands Along the Bar.
cause.
"So, I approached the networks
"Then I thought, why limit it to
and they said they thought it was
a terrific idea, socially uplifting, the insides of the bars? Why not
full of sentiment, with a lot of a human chain, from bar to bar,
all across America?"
visual possibilities, especially the
Will you have enough drunks to
scenes showing the red-eyed
sustain such a chain?
needy having the shakes and
"No. but we're inviting potDTs, and they urged me to get it
heads and tranquilizer freaks,
organized."
glue-sniffers and others who
I interrupted to ask which armight be sympathetic to our
tists would perform at the
cause."
concert.
"I decided that if I could get
True unity.
one big, mega-star group, others
"Right. And we expect to get
would join in. So I took a chance. millionsof people who don't drink
and approached Homicide Dan
much and even people who are
and the Cutthroats, and was
against any kind of overinlucky to catch them during a
dulgence."
painful hangover: they said
Why would they take part?
they'd do anything to help if I'd
"On the chance that they might
just run down to the corner and
get on TV. There are people who
bring them a case of beer and a
would hold hands with a giant
fifth of Southern Comfort.
squid just to get on the tube."
"They, in turn, helped recruit
That's true. But besides calling
other bands. Dirty Dishes said
attention to the problem, what
they'd be there. So did Stoppedelse do you hope to accomplish?

Letters To The Editor

Reader disagrees with May 30 letter
Dear Editor:
I would like to respond to the
letter that appeared in the Murray Ledger and Times, Friday,
May 30, 1986 from John F.
Dillon.
I would like to know what Mr.
Dillon calls good food. Murray
has about every kind of

OIRAIF1Frirr
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restaurant you could ask for and
the food is all served without
liquor.
I'm just thankful that we have
enough Christian people in Murray that will take a stand
against our city going wet.
Thank you,
Joyce Underhill
Route 3. Box 420
Murray, Ky. 42071

Fees questioned
at local pool
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Dear Editor:
I do not think it is fair that
teenagers at the age of 16 have
to pay the price for the adult fee
at the city pool but do not get to
swim at adult swim without asking the head lifeguard.
If you pay like an adult, you
should swim like an adult. If it is
like that at a pool, then 18 year
olds should pay like an adult at
the movies, but not be able to see
adult movies.
My point is they should change
the rule at the city pool so that if
you pay an adult fee, you should
be able to swiT at adult swim!
Yours truly,
John Faughn
1109 Westgate Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071
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"We're going to ask for
everyone who takes part. and
everyone who watches, to make
a contribution, so we can help
those in need."
How will you do that?
"After we deduct our administrative
costs, which
naturally will be considerable, we
hope to have enough to buy every
needy drunk in America a bottle
of the beverage of his choice."
Only one bottle?
"I can't solve all the problems
of the world, you know."
True, and at least it's a start.
One last question: When these
millions join hands and sway and
sing, what will they be singing?
"We Are the World"? "We'd Like
to Teach the World to Sing"?
What will your song be?
"What else — 'Roll Out the
Barrel."

'Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
Do things of the spirit become
more important to us as we grow
older? Carl Jung, the famous
Swiss psychoanalyst, thought so.
He wrote, in Modern Man in
Search of a Soul:
Among all my patients in
the second half of life — that
is to say,over thirty-five —
there has not been one
whose problem in the last
resort was not that of finding a religious outlook on
life.
Of course. those over thirtyfive who aren't seeking a
"religious outlook on life" probably
don't
visit
psychotherapists.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
'to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
general interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter
Ar
ryheio and limit frequent writers.
4.012rsv„
,
.=.vr
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42471.

"11611ME ID SAY GOMM ID GUESS BENETTON AND TAN% AND SAY HELLO
TO ROLEX,BMW AND GUCCI.11
Commentary:

Barbecue, by the same name, isn't
I suppose one of the best things about getting back into the
West Kentucky-West Tennessee area is being able to find good
food in a restaurant. When I left in 1982 heading for Wichita,
Kansas, I had no idea it would take me a year to find a
restaurant there where I could go on a Saturday morning and
be served biscuits with real country gravy, sausage patties anti
home fries. Grits? They were even hard to find in the grocery.
Wichita could easily be tagged the "fast food capital of the
world." In addition to being the home of Pizza Hut, the city has
more "Taco whomevers" than any place I've seen.
Kansans also seemed to have a need to boost their egos by
playing with the language. I never got used to how they pronounced the name of the river that winds through Wichita
Outside of Kansas, it's known as the AR-kan-SAW River.
Sunflower state residents call it the ar-KAN-sas River. I first
thought this was just a conversational colloquialism ... a
tongue-in-cheek poke at their neighbors to the east.
But, after a few weeks and after hearing even the tv news
readers put the heavy accent on the second syllable, I came to
learn that most Kansans thought that was the correct way to
pronounce Arkansas.
Back to the food problem. After two years in Wichita, I
transferred to the Georgia-Florida area where my duties kept
me on the road most of the time.
(Barbecue was an unknown in Kansas. If it was listed on,a
menu I soon learned that what would be served was that stuff
that looked and tasted like it came out of a can. It should be illegal for anybody to label that stuff barbecue.)
Running up and down Georgia's 1-75 and U.S. 441 and
Florida's U.S. 1 on the east coast and U.S. 19 on the west coast
I was constantly bombarded with big, sometimes, flashy signs
proclaiming Bar-B-Q.
The first few times I guess I walked in wearing blinders with
my motith watering for a taste of hickogr.-cooked pork shoulder
that I had missed so much while in Kansas. I soon learned that
most of the folks outside the West Kentucky-West Tennessee
area have no idea what the definition of barbecue is to someone
who grew up in these parts.
I do admit to finding some very close resemblances to
barbecue in the Sand Mountain area of North Alabama but in

Florida and Georgia the search proved fruitless.
Our first mistake was in Citrus County, Fla., near a little
retirement village called Inverness. The sign out front had a
pig in a chef's hat painted on it and said something about
"real" pit barbecue. Pit barbecue, for the uninitiated, is
definitely not prepared on a rotisserie in an electric oven
When the sweet little waitress asked if! wanted my barbecue
sliced I raised my eyebrows. When she asked if I wanted
mustard. mayo or ketchup my worst fears were confirmed
I soon learned that most of the folks in that part of the country who were in charge of the cooking had no idea what
barbecue means to those of us who take it for granted. To them
the word only denotes a loosely defined method of cooking
practically any kind of meat. I guess since most of them. particularly in Florida, talked like their roots were north of the
Mason-Dixon line, I should have expected that.
In the few weeks since returning to Murray. I've had the opportunity, and pleasure, of sampling some barbecue at area
places that know exactly what they're talking about. One main
difference in barbecue among area pit-cookers is in the sauce,
usually vinegar-based (not tomato-based, please 1 which gives
each its unique flavor. But the common thread is the slow cooking of the pork over an open pit.
Among those I've sampled and heartily recommend are TJ's
in Murray; Starnes in Paducah; Hutchen's and Four Little
Pigs in Benton: Trolinger's, Hoofman's and Redmon's in the
Paris, Tenn., area: and Uhcle Willie's near Paris Landing.
Two spots in Memphis are worth a visit for those of you who
travel to the Bluff City ... John Wills on Central just north of
the Liberty Bowl and Willinghams with locations in Collierville
and another near the Mall of Memphis.
I've heard The Pit, which recently opened south of New Concord, knows what barbecuing is all à,r. tom and plan to sample its fare later this week.
Readers who have a favorite barbecue spot in the area that I
have not mentioned should drop me a note here at the
newspaper. I'm always looking for another spot to find good
barbecue and if it's up to standards I'll mention it in a later
column.
— GENE MCCIrTCHEON
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Ladies' day events planned at club Anniversary reception on Saturday
Ladies' day events at
Murray Country Club
will be held on Wednesday, June 11.
A luncheon will be
served at noon with
Leisa Faughn and
Kathey Hurt as cochairmen of the
hostesses. Reservations
should be made by
today.

should form their own
foursomes.
Golf play will start at
9 a.m. with a shot gun
tee off. Anna Mary
Adams will be hostess.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup and desiring to
play should call Mrs.
Adams at 753-1238 or
come and be paired at
the tee.
The lineup is as
Other hostesses will
be Judy Carroll. Gaye follows:
Tee IA — Jerlene
Haverstock, Vicki Mile.
Jeannetta Williams. Sullivan, Mary Bogard,
Georgiana Moffitt, Pat- Betty Jo Purdom and
sy Oakley, Pat Mattis, Frances Hulse;
Tee I B — Betty
Susan Hart. Jean Carol
Ridley. Cheryl Lowry. Evelyn Jones,
Whitaker. Donna Venela Sexton and
Keller. Tara Dennison, Faira Alexander;
Tee 2 — lnus Orr, BetGayle Foster and Laura
ty Stewart. Dorothy
Miller
Filte and Dianne
Bridge with Juliet Villanova:
Wallis as hostess will
Tee 3A — Toni Hopstart at 9 a.m. Persons son, Cathryn Garrott.

Margaret Shuffett and
Louise Lamb;
Tee 3B — Genevieve
Logel, Della Miller,
Madelyn Lamb and Betty Scott;
Tee 4 — Ethelene Mc.
Callon. Anna Mary
Adams, Lula Bingham
and Norma Frank;
Tee 5A — Billie
Cohoon, Peggy
Shoemaker. Rainey Apperson and Sherry
Gibbs;
Tee 5B — Virginia
Schwettman, Martha S.
Ryan. Beth Belote and
Nancy Fandrich;
Tee 6A — Jane Fitch.
Polly Seale. Nancy
Schempp and Rebecca
Irvan;
Tee 6B — Nancy
Haverstock, Molly
Booth. Carol Edwards
and Edith Garrison;
Tee 7 — Rowena

Cullom, Joycelyn Raft,
Chris Graham and
Frances Richey;
Tee 8 — LaVerne
Ryan. Mary Bazzell,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer
and Marion Poole.
Tee 9 — Betty
Schwartz and Becki
Wilson.
Winners from golf
play on Wednesday.
May 28, have been
released by Sue
Costello, hostess, as
follows:
Championship —
Jerlene Sullivan;
First flight — Inus
Orr;
Second flight — Jane
Fitch;
Third flight — Rainey
Apperson;
Fourth flight — Tonya
Fike;
Low putts — Jerlene
Sullivan.

Newborns and dismissals released
Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Friday.
June 6. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Young baby girl.
parents. Cathy and Bur-

AU.'' SHEEDY
STEVE GUTTENBERG

SHORT CIRCUIT
No. 5 is olive. (NJ
1.30. 3.219 7,15., 9:15

SCIIIIIIIZBEICEI

RAI,IlEAL E
1 30. 3 Mi. 7 IN). 9,00

Central Center 753-3314

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY
All Seats $2.00

TOP GUN
Tom Cruise
Kelly McGillis 1-7

ton. 111 South 13th St.,
Murray;
Holland baby boy,
parents. Linda and
Bridges. Rt. 4.
Mayfield.
Dismissals
I
Miss Fidelia Foster.
4'L L P Miller Murray; Mrs. Gustia
Adams, D-3 Murray
Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Marie McMillen
and baby girl. 1004 College Courts. Murray:
Mrs. Sherry Fox. 1613
Ryan. Murray:
Dorris Colley. Box
432. Paris, Tenn.; Carl
Foster. 402 L.P. Miller.
Murray; Hugh Beach,
at. 1. Box 232, Kirksey;

Mrs. Marjorie BranNewborn admissions
don, Rt. 8. Box 895, Mur- and dismissals at
ray; Mrs. Helen Bran- Murray-Calloway Coundon, 523 South 11th St., ty Hospital for SaturMurray;
day. June 7. have been
Mrs. Marie Futrel. released as follows:
_50.1141 _Seventh St„-- MurNewborn admissions
ray; Robbie Medlock,
Adams baby boy,
3400----Clarkstorr;•--parents;- -Marilu- -andMiss.;
Charles. Box 113, New
Mrs. Tammie Siress, Concord;
Rt. 1, Box 402, Benton;
Casey baby boy,
Eurie Bazzell, Fern Ter- parents. Debra and
race Lodge, Murray;
Gary, RI. I. Dukedom.
Mrs. Lutie Tharpe. Tenn.
212 Spruce St.. Murray;
Dismissals
Mrs. Lena Wells. 807
Mrs. Felecia Perry
Hurt Dr.. Murray;
and baby boy, 407 L.P.
Bobby Carson, Rt. 5, Miller, Murray; Mrs.
Box 245. Benton; Mrs. Monica Warner and
Mary Wright, 1106 South
Sixth St., Murray.
(Cont'd on page 5)

Overbey and Webster vows said
Miss Lessa Kim
The bride is the
Overbey and George granddaughter
of Mr.
Barry Webster were and Mrs. Hugh
Mason
married on Tuesday. Waldrop of
Murray and
April 8. at Providence of the late
Mr. and Mrs.
Road'Church of Christ, George Ed
Overbey.
Chesapeake, Va. Bob
The groom is the
Clark officiated,
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. William George
Parents of the couple Moore of Richmon
d.
are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Va., and the
late Mr.
Key Overbey of Calvert and Mrs.
Edmond
City and Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Webster
Sr.
Edmond Bryon
The bride is a
Webster, Jr. of graduate of
Murray
Chesapeake.
State University with a

bachelor's degree in
political science and
nursing. She is
employed by
Chesapeake General
Hospital.
The groom is an Old
Dominion graduate with
a bachelor's degree in
computer science. He is
employed by Webster
Elevator Co. of Norfolk,
Va.
The couple is residing
in Chesapeake.

1 34. 3.35. 7:06. 9:09
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Gospel Meeting
Union Grove
Church of Christ
June 8-12, 1986
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JAGGED EDGE
ROCKY IV
BACK TO THE FUTURE
MON.SAT 11 a.m. 10 p.m.
SUN A NCH- 1 p.m.-10 p.m

Speaker:
Jim Phillips

OWES 10 60

Services:
7:30 Nightly

Everyone Welcome

Chestnut Street 753-3314

Head Quarters
lo th

Family Hair Care Center

Mr. and Mrs. Bruce
King of Rt. 8, Murray,
will be honored in
celebration of their 60th
wedding anniversary on
Saturday. June 14.
A reception will be at
the Community Room of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank from 2 to 4
p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. King
were married April 10,
1926, by Dee Knight at
Stewart County. Tenn.
Their attendants were
Mrs. Wes(Amy Knight)
Blaine and the late Roy
Vinson.
Mrs. King, the former
Monico Futrell, is the
daughter of the late
Richard Futrell and Ida
Futrell Hicks.
Mr. King is the son of
the late Phillip King and
Susie Futrell King.
They are members of
First Baptist Church,
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. King
have one son, Robert L.
King of Park City, and
five daughters. Mrs.
Samuel...D_ _4Virginia}
Henry of Erlanger, Ms.
- of- Fort - Hood. Texas. Texas:and Mrs. Jimmy
Minook a , Ill., Mrs. Mrs. James T. (Pat)
D. (Carolyn) Anderson,
Robert S. (Lou) Young Thompson of Canyon.
Murray.

Mr..-and-Mrs.--Bruce King- -

Child abuse prevention course here
Training for the
prevention of child
abuse and neglect will
be offered to concerned
citizens in Calloway
County by the University of Kentucky colleges
of home economics and
social work in a special

seminar at the Holiday
Inn in Murray.
The Calloway County
seminar will be held
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, July 12.
Each seminar is open
to all day care providers
and employees, current

Cabinet for Human
Resources "Human Service Surveyers" and
parents whose children
are currently in licensed
day care programs.
The six-hour sessions
are free and cover the
following topics:

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraeces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say,
read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR TUESDAY,JUNE 10, 1986
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Olt
(Oct.23to Nov.21)
Everything is set for a lovely
You may experience sibling rivalry
evening at home with loved ones and
today. Children get ready for camp.
guests. Don't spoil it by complaining
Vacationers meet with summer
about a career matter. Downplay ego.
romance. Make plans to go out
TAURUS
tonight.
(Apr.20 to May 20)
SAGITTARIUS
Sometimes it's best to keep what
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
tie
you know to yourself. You'll win
Luck is with you in real estate
more friends with honey than vinegar
matters. Income improves now, but
today. Invitations come from friends.
there could be tension with a close tie
GEMINI
over its use. Evening proves roman(May 21 to June 20)
tic.
Though it's OK to buy yourself
CAPRICORN
something nice today, try to avoid
(Dec22 to Jan. 19)
arguments with others over money. A
Partners will meet you halfway, so
lucky career break could come now.
there's no point in forcing issues.
CANCER
Romance blossoms now, but you
(June 21 to July 22)
mustn't be overwherming. Be less
Others notice you and give you
intense.
compliments, but a close tie could be
AQUARIUS
a bit jealous. Distant interests pros(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
per now. Some make plans for a
New financial opportunities arise
vacation.
now. Job hunters have luck. OverLEO
come self-indulgent tendencies
(July 23to Aug.22)
regarding health and diet Accent
You're the humanitarian today and
moderation.
you'll do something nice for someone
PISCES
*air
less fortunate. A co-worker may be (Feb. 19 to Mar.
20)
wilot
easily aggravated. Enjoy privacy in
Think twice about a contractual
the evening.
matter. A child could get into a fight
VIRGO
with a playmate. Romance is high(Aug.23top)
lighted tonight. Be available.
You'll sparkle socially now, but not
everyone will appreciate all the
attention thrust on you. Some will be
YOU BORN TODAY are a good
celebrating an engagement.
critic of society and its values. You'll
LIBRA
succeed in education, law and gov(Sept.23 to Oct22)
ernment service. Though you're
You may feel pressured in some
meant to do your own thing, too
way by a family member. The permuch self-insistence can interfere
sonal touch brings you success in
with harmony in personal relationbusiness. New opportunities should
ships. You're versatile, but should
be capitalized on
specialize for your greatest success.
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BIRTHDAY'
edearv/04

All of us at Head Quarters would like to
thank our more than 2000 customers who
-have made Head Quarters a success over
the past 10 years.
Our steady and continued growth is a
reflection of the trust you have placed in
us.
We are proud to serve the Murray community and we welcome all customers, old
& new, to visit us anytime. •13v a(no,r,r^"
walk
Appo,nt,,.-ts

Again, thanks to each and everyone for
your patronage. We appreciate you & your
business.

PACKAGE DEAL
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Includes Perm (Quantum or Quantum II)
Redken A a c t After Perm Fixative and gh
8 oz bottle of Redken shampoo of your
choice

(/

Vegetable Bar
Vegetable Bar

Special
$3800

with
Choice of Meat

June 21st 1986

*10% Off All Redken products through June.
715 S. 12th St.

Now At Lunch Time

(Haircut not included)
Reg. $48.25

Offer goo(1 th,ough

753-2266

''They- have 15 grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.

$300

Vegetable Bar
Only
$250

Hwy. 641 North Murray, KY
at 11 a.m. Monday-Friday, 4 p.m. Saturday
ff
•
753-4141

*men *eau

Identifying and
reporting child abuse
and neglect;
• Child development
norms and stages;
• Child direction
without abuse;
Preventing health
and nutrition problems;
Positive parental
participation;
• Selection and
supervising day care
staff.
Child care will be provided if notified in advance. Meals and/or
refreshments are provided. In addition, participants may receive
continuing education
credits and a "Child
Care Kit."
Funding for the training is provided by a
grant through the Kentucky Cabinet for
Human Resources,
Department for Social
Services.
For additional information, call the local
department for social
services day care
worker or phone Ruth
Ann Crum at
1-606-257-7732.

Members
attend
meeting
Three faculty
members from the
Department of
Philosophy and
Religious Studies at
Murray State University attended the Central
Division meeting of the
American Philosophical
Association recently.
Dr. Wayne Sheeks,
Dr. Franklin E. Robinson and Dr. Gayne
Nerney represented the
department at the convention held at the
Clarion Hotel in St.
Louis, Mo.
Sheeks, a professor of
philosophy, joined the
faculty in 1965. He
received the B.A. and
B.D. degrees from
Phillips University and
Theological Seminary
and the M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Southern
Illinois University.
Robinson holds the
rank of associate professor and received the
B.A.. M.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from SIU. He
joined the faculi, in
1968.
An assistant professor
of plillisophy, iferney
reee vett.-the -B
degree from Boston
University. the M.A.
from the University of
Pittsburgh and the M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from
Duquesne University.
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DATEBOOK
Compassionate Parent Support Group
will
meet Thursday, June 12, with the Mayfield
group
at Community Hospital, Mayfield. The
speakers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hibbs of Paduca
h,
whose son died during a spring break in Florid
a
two years ago. The Murray group will
meet at 6
p.m. at Calloway Health Center, North Sevent
h
and Olive Streets, to carpool to Mayfield. Lillian
Robertson, GLPN, coordinator of the Murray
group, urges a,11 interested parents to attend and
to note the change in date for the June meetin
g.

Tennis play Tuesday
The Tuesday Ladies' Day Tennis Group of
Murray Country Club will play Tuesday, June
10,
at 8:30 a.m. Substitutes will be Debbie Keller and
Eileen Portner. The lineup is as follows: Court
One - Mug Rigsby, Ann Uddberg, Tonda
Thomas and Jan Seargent; Court Two - Becki
Wilson, Ann Kelly Bolin, Vicky Holton and Norma Frank.

The first Aurora Arts,
Crafts and Music
Festival will be held
June 14 and 15 at the
new Kenlake Music Hall
on U.S. 68 in Aurora.
Featuring the finest in
traditional American
craftsmen and artists,
the 16 acres of the Music
Hall's grounds will be
covered with fiddlin',
food, fun, artists, craftsmen and musicians.
A highlight of the
festival will be a championship fiddlers' contest with the winners
receiving cash prizes as
well as an appearance
with a major country
music artist on the stage
of the Kenlake Music
Hall that evening.
Movie, television,
recording and stage
star, Jerry Reed will appear in concert on the
Music Hall Stage at 6
p.m. and 9 p.m. on
aturday, June 14.
Reed, star of "Smokey
and the Bandit," has
recorded smash hits
such as "Eastbound and
Down," "Amos Moses,"
"When You're Hot,
You're Hot."

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following:
William Eldridge of Murray from Western Baptist; Richard Gidcumb of Almo from Lourdes.

Jerry and the Goffs will present a gospel
concert on Thursday, June 12, at 7 p.m. at
Christian
Fellowship Church at Briensburg. The
public is
invited to attend, a spokesman said.

Oaks' events planned
Ladies of Oaks Country Club have schedulgd
both bridge and golf on Wednesday, June
11.
Mary Graves will be bridge hostess and Janice
Johnson will be golf hostess.

Free checks at Hazel
Free blood pressure checks will be given to
senior citizens at Hazel Community Center on
Wednesday, June 11, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Nurses conducting the checks will be Edythe
Frantz and Ruth Hegyi, according to Annett
e
Burnham, site director.

Nurses' schedule picnic
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses' Association is
scheduled to have its annual picnic on Thursday,
June 12, at 5:30 p.m. at lake cottage of Ruth Cole,
located on first road to right coming from Murray on Highway 94 East just before entrance to
Kenlake Hotel. Jean Culp will be chairman.

baby boy. Rt. 6, Box
469B, Paducah;
Mrs. Deanna Kendall
and baby girl. Rt. 1, Box
51, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Louise Weatherly,
204 Woodlawn, Murray;
Charlie Provine, Box
1, Hazel; Mrs. Margaret
Jean Farley, 102 South
Ninth St.. Murray;
Frank Sinkora, Box
141, Ripley, W.Va.;
John Dillon, Rt. 1, Box
38, Dexter; Mrs. Sharon
Gallimore. Rt. 1, Box
205, Almo:
Mrs. Margie Brandon,
Rt. 4, Box 130, Murray;
Mrs. Hallie Christian
and baby girl, 404
Powell St., Paris,
Tenn.:
Jesse Latimer, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Carl
Melton, 1704 Magnolia,
Murray;
Mahlon Derrington,
1101 Circarama, Apt. E.
Murray; Mrs. Lula
McWane. Box 76.
Hardin;
Harold Harris. Rt. 1,
Box 530, Hardin; O.B.
Farley. 102 South Ninth
St., Murray;
Mrs. Mary Gregory,
501 Chestnut St.. Murray: Mrs. Maxine
Mason, Box 5 ,
Lynnville.
---Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday,
June 8. have been
released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Jackson baby girl,
parents. Theresa and
Raymond, Rt. 2, Box 63,
Dover, Tenn.;
Harrell baby girl.
parents. Lisa and
Barry, Rt. 4, Box 209,
Murray.

Carol Wilson and
Chuck Blanchard,
representing the
Jonathan-Aurora Action
Committee, anticipate
overflow participation
in the festival. Top
prizes of $100 in the two
divisions of the Fiddlers' contest are expected to attract the top
fiddlers from several
states. Festival events
will continue Sunday.
June 15, plus a gospel
music concert at 2 p.m.
For Festival information contact: Carol
Wilson, 1-354-8157 or
474-2774; or Chuck Blanchard, 474-2266.
For Craft applications
and information: Carol
Wilson, Rt. 3, Box 302,
Murray. Ky., 42071.
For concert ticket information: KenLake
Music Hall - 474-8059.
The festival is sponsored by JonattionAurora Action Committee, Kenlake Music
Hall, WKYQ Radio and
Pepsi. The fiddlers'
championship is cosponsored by TVA's
Land Between the
Lakes.

Teachers at conference

(("ont'd from page 4)
Dismissals
Mrs. Nancy Erwin,
and baby girl. Rt. 2. Box
110, Hazel; Mrs. Nancy
Roberts and baby boy.
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Donnie Kaye
Young. Rt. 4. Box 197C,
Benton; Mrs. Theresa
Jane Goodwin. Rt. 4,
Box 225, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dortha McLeod
and baby girl, Rt. 5, Box
323, Mayfield; John
Sullins, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
William Deets, Rt. 1.
Box 646, A-1, Hardin;
Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomason, 304 North
14th St., Murray.
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Coming community events listed

School at F4int Church
Flint Baptist Church,Iocated one mile west
of
Almo Heights off U.S. Highway 641
North,
started its Vacation Bible School today at 9 a.m.
Classes for ages, nursery through adults, will
be
at 9 a.m. through Friday. Also the school
picnic
will be held on Friday, according to Willia
m B.
Miller, school director, who invites the public
to
attend.

MONDAY, JUNE 0, Ms

Teachers of high
school and college German from Kentucky. Indiana, Missouri and
Tennessee participated
in a special conference
recently at Murray
State University.
More than two dozen
educators took part in
the workshop, sponsored by the Department of Foreign
Languages at Murray•
State and the Goethe Institute of New York,
N.Y., and Cincinnati,
Ohio, which provided a
$3,000 grant for the
project.
Dr. Dieter Jedan,
assistant professor in

the Department of
Foreign Languages,
directed the conference
and conducted a session
introducing the Advanced Placement tests, administered by Educational Testing in
Princeton, N.J. A
primary grader of the
tests, he explained how
teachers can prepare
their students to have
greater success on
examinations.
Consultants from the
Goethe Institute led sessions to aid the teachers
in incorporating
cultural materials into
classroom
presentations.

Monday,June 9
Tuesday,June 16
West Kentucky
Murray Unit of NaChapter of American tional Hairdressers will
Production and Inven- meet at 6 p.m. at Leta's
tory Control Society will Beauty Salon.
meet at 6:30 p.m. in
---Barkley Room. Curris
Events in Land BetCenter, Murray State ween the Lakes will inUniversity. This is open clude Birding Basics at
to any interested 9:30 a.m. and LBL
persons.
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
/
Hospice Volunteer Center; Iron Industry at
Training Session will be 10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at 6 p.m. in third floor at The Homeplace-1850.
classroom of Murray ---Senior citizens' acCalloway County
tivities will be at 9:30
Hospital.
a.m. at Dexter Center;
---Kirksey Baptist from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Church will begin Vacation Bible School at 6:30 Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
p.m.
------Group II of First
Spring Creek Baptist
Church will begin Vaca- Christian Church CWF
tion Bible School at 6:30 will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
p.m.
------Summer Youth Series
Coldwater Church of
Christ will begin Vaca- will be at Lebanon
tion Bible School at 7:30 Church of Christ near
Sedalia at 7:30 p.m.
p.m.
------Bazaar Workshop will
St. John's Missionary
Baptist Church will be at 9 a.m. at First
begin Vacation Bible Presbyterian Church.
Women of the church
School at 6 p.m.
will have a brown bag
---Independence, Tem- luncheon at noon.
---ple Hill and Coles Camp
Groups of First BapGround United
Methodist Churches will tist Church Women will
begin Vacation Bible meet as follows: Estelle
School at 7 p.m. at In- Gray with Ruth Kennedy at 9 a.m., and
dependence Church.
Rebecca Whittaker with
---Otie McDougal at 2 p.m.
Parenting Class will
---be at 6 p.m. in third floor
Circles of First United
classroom of MurrayCalloway County Methodist Church
Women will meet as
Hospital.
follows: Alice Waters at
---The Boston Tea Party at
AA and Al-Anon will Holiday Inn at 9 a.m.;
have closed meetings at Bessie Tucker with
8 p.m. at First Christian Kathleen Dunn and
Church, Benton. For in- Maryleona Frost with
formation call 753-0061. Nancy Have rstock
at
762-3399, 753-7764 or 9:30 a.m.; Faith Doran
753-7663.
at church at 2 p.m.
------Parents Anonymous
Murray Star Chapter
will meet at 6 p.m. For No. 433 Order of the
information call 762-6862 Eastern Star will meet
or 762-6851.
at 7:30 'p.m. at lodge

Tuesday,June 10
hall
-- - Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County
Health Center.
---Murray Lions Club is
scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray
Woman's Club House.
---Orientation Program
for Teenage Volunteers
will be at 9 a.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Alzheimer's Support
Group will meet at 4:30
p.m. in private dining
room of Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
---Health Express will
be at Piney Campground, Land Between
the Lakes, from 10 a.m.
to noon and at Uncle
Joe's Discount Store at
Dover, Tenn., from 1 to
3 p.m.
---A Social Security
Representative will be
at Miller Courthouse
Annex from 10 a.m. to
noon.
---Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
---AA will meet at 8 p.m.
at American Legion

Tuesday,June 10
Building. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---Paris Road
Homemakers Club will
meet at 11 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Park
---Diet and Diabetes will
meet at 2 p.m. in third
floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
---Wednesday,June 11
Ladies' day events of
golf and bridge will
start at 9:30 a.m. at
Oaks Country Club.
---Ladies' day events at
Murray Country Club
will be golf and bridge
at 9 a.m. and luncheon
at noon.
---Circles of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Hannah with
Judy Stahler at 7 p.m.;
Wesleyan at church at
7:30 p.m.; Ruth Wilson
will not meet.
---Ladies and Men of
Fraternal Order of
Eagles No. 4071 will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
lodge hall.
---Bereavement Support
Group will meet at 9:30
a.m. and Living with
Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m., both in third floor
(Cont'd on page 9)

Buck's Body Shop
900 Sycamore, Murray
will be closed June 9-June 13
for redecorating and to give
our employees a vacation.
We thank you for your business
as we begin our 42nd year of serving you.

Misses

Liz Claiborne Hot & Spicy Group /
1 2 Off
Blouses, Jackets
Skirts, Pants, Sweaters

SUMMER CELEBRATION tGregge Sport /
1 2 Off
SLIM DOWN, COOL OFF at DIET CENT
ER.
GET READY FOR SUMMER!
'Intuitions /
1 2 Off
We are celebrating six years of business at the
Diet Center. We have
made a lot of friends and have had a lot of succes
s. And because we value
you as a friend we are offering the complete Diet
Center program for only
$27 a week for 6 weeks.
The offer is good for new dieters and former
dieters. Please bring this
ad and get ready for the best summer of
your life.
The counselors at the Diet Center have all
lost weight on the program
and they understand how hard it is to lose
weight. They will help and encourage you every step of the "weigh". Individ
ual counseling, strict confidence and counselors who care, is what
makes the program a success.
All the foods are nutritious and the Progr
am is safe and sound.
The Celebration ends June 13, 1986.
DIET CENTER IS SUCH STUFF AS
DREAMS ARE MADE OF

Sandy Fulton.C'onselor/Manager
Jean Lee.Counselor
Opal GlIther.Counselor

DIET
CENTER

1210 Johnson Blvd.
759.0020
7:00-12:30, 2:30-5:30 M F
10:00-Noon Sat.

Blouses /
1 2 Off
Fox

Croft
Liz Claiborne
Intuitions

Selected Group Dresses
& Jumpsuits
Act I
Donna Morgan
J Ellis
E. D. Michaels
Liz Claiborne

Sweaters IA Off

Bonnie & Bill. Liz Claiborne

Juniors
Single Session
5 SOS/Ions
10 Sessions
.20 Sessions
•••••1•••MU Settle el UVA Townley, Lotion

3 00
13.00

1.25.00
$45.00

Special also applies to the Suntans Sun $imi

Esprit
IA Off
Emanuelle
IA Off
All Bags & Socks
1
/
2 Off
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SPORTS

Mitirray Ledgeea Times •

Calloway County's Nix
selected as an All-Star
Calloway County's
Scott Nix has been
selected to play in the
Kentucky High School
Basketball Coaches'
Association All-Star
game on June 20 at
Paducah Tilghman
High School.
Nix is playing for the
West All-Star squad,
which consists of top
returning seniors from
the First and Second
regions.
The West squad will
go up against the East
squad, which consists of
the top returning
seniors from the Third
and Fourth regions.
The players on the two

teams were chosen by a East squad are David
vote of the coaches in Hogg, Maurice White
their respective regions. and Scott Johnson of
Joining Nix on the Owensboro, John
West squad are Donald Hayden of Owensboro
Tivis and Bobby Gross Catholic, Matt Coomes
of Paducah Tilghman, of Whitesville Trinity,
Donald Overstreet of Lawrence Chappel of
Paducah St. Mary, Owensboro Catholic,
Terry Birdsong of Mar- Nelson Cundiff of
shall County, Tommy Russellville, Michael
Barnett of Hickman Doss of Franklin County, Greg Thurman Simpson, Jeff Shirley
of Crittenden County, and Brad Johnson of
Brian Wilson of Lyon Barren County, Anthony
County, John Perdue of Hurt of Cumberland
Madisonville, Jerry County and Richard
Bruce of Dawson Spr- Hunt of Edmondson
ings and Lamont Ware County.
and Jeff Quarles of
Hopkinsville.
The game starts at
The members of the 7:30 p.m.

'Wood-ee' wins again
Stan pinto by anis Evans

Don't try it
Chris Jones, left, and Matthew Thurmond look toward the in. game last week. Jones and Thurmond play for the Moose
field after Jones had fielded a hit to left .field during a T-ball Lodge.

Cogdell, Herndon
don't allow any hits

SCOREBOARD
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State Farm ,s Mere

For Universal
Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
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Cogdell also contributed a double and
two singles to Footprints' cause, while
Jonathon Reid doubled
twice and singled.
Jeremy Latimer tripled twice and doubled for
Dennison-Hunt. Steve
Mattis cracked a homer
over the fence and singled. Ryan Vanover hit
two doubles and a
single.
Sean Waller tripled
for the Jaycees.

Park League
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Wesley Cogdell and
Jay Herndon combined
for a no-hitter in a Kentucky League game Friday, leading Footprints
to a 24-1 win over the
Rotary Club.
Cogdell and Herndon
struck out 10 batters.
Dennison -Hunt
defeated the Jaycees
22-9 in the second game
Friday.
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Scott Earwood
homered twice and

Harley Gamble hit three
triples to power Roy's
Pharmacy by DennisonHunt 16-7 Friday in the
Park League
Jared Plummer,
Jason Eaves, Ray
O'Connor and Brad
Lowe all hit doubles for
Roy's Pharmacy.
Jared Lencki
homered and tripled for
Dennison-Hunt Andy
Murrell laced a triple.
Sean Stonecipher, Chris
McNeely and Zack Ross
added doubles.

A crowd of 43,317
chanted "Wood-ee,
Wood-ee" after Danzig
Connection won Saturday's Belmont Stakes in
Elmont, New York.

a record that probably
won't be broken for
many years."
No trainer has ever
won a Triple Crown race
five straight times.
Mrs. Vinson said she
talked to her brother on
Thursday, two days
before the Belmont.
"Woody said the horse
was as prepared as he
could get him," Mrs.
Vinson said. "He said
all he could do know was
just wait and see."
Danzig Connection
had only raced three
times this spring going
into the Belmont Stakes,
as he was coming off a

Trainer Woody
Stephens had 'just won
his fifth straight Belmont Stakes.
"I haven't talked to
him yet, but I imagine
he will call me tonight,"
Stephens's sister, Mrs.
Anne Vinson of Murray,
said today. "He talked
to with my sister yesterday. She said he was
very pleased and very
proud. He knows he has

Taylor batted just
under .500 for the
Lakers and finished

Eric Gibson went
3-for-4 with a triple and
a double for the Lions
Club. He drove in two
runs. David Potts also
This week's schedule
went 3-for-4, doubling
and knocking in two for the Murray Calloway County Softruns.
Travis Turner went ball league is:
Monday - University
(Cont'd on page 7)

Blue vs. First
Methodist, First Christian vs. Memorial, St.
Leo's II vs. First Baptist
I;

In a Junior Babe Ruth
League game Friday,
the Lions Club beat the
Kiwanis Club 11-9.

Calloway County's
Sam Taylor will be playing for the University of
Kentucky's baseball
team next spring.
Taylor, who was the
Lakers' No. 1 hitter and
pitcher this spring, said
the scholarship he signed pays for his tuition
and his room at UK.
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Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

"Woody wasn't as optomistic about this Belmont as he was for some
of the others," Vinson
said, "but he wouldn't
run a horse in the the
Belmont unless he
thought he had a good
chance of winning it."

He said one of the
aspects of UK that he
liked was its engineering program. He plans
on majoring in either
chemical or
metalurgical
engineering.
Taylor is playing on
an American Legion
team in Ana, Ill., but he
may go to California in
July with his brother,
Bruce, and play on a
Connie Mack team.

Softball schedule set
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In an allowance race
on May 3 at Aqueduct,
he came in third. He
came in second in his
next race, a day before
the Preakness. On May
25, he won a race over
14 miles at Belmont.

Taylor inks scholarship
with a 9-1 record on the
mound.
"UK was looking at
me as a pitcher, but I
told them I didn't want
to pitch in college,"
Taylor said. "I have
been having trouble
with my arm for the
past two years. And I
like to hit more than
anything."
Taylor said he expects
to play in the outfield for
the Wildcats.

Jr. Babe Ruth

knee operation in
November for bone
chips.

Tuesday - West Fork
vs. Elm Grove-First
Baptist II, Westside vs.
Poplar Springs, University Red vs. St. Leo's I;
Thursday - Poplar
Springs vs. First Baptist
I, University Red vs. St.
Leo's II, Westside vs.
First Methodist;
Friday - First Christian vs. St. Leo's I,
University Blue vs. Elm
Grove-First Baptist I,
West Fork vs.
Memorial

759-9888

Lanning
captures
division

Wheel Horse
Power

_

ONLY

$19991

SAVE $200
S T Due won an open invitational race Saturday night at the Red Mile in Lexington. Cowley Vernon's
three-year-old colt covered the mile in 1:58 over a muddy track. Vernon plans on running his pacer in
the fourth Kentucky Sires Stakes race Friday at the Red Mile. S T Due has won the previous three Sires
Stakes races. He is trained by Susie Gossman and ridden by her husband, Jesse. Saturday, S T Due
came from last place to win the race by a length.

With 36- s d mower
FEATURES INCLUDE:
8 HP Kohler engine•8-speed
Uni-Drive transaxle•Notool Tach-a-matic " hitch system•Manual attachment lever
•Structural steel frame•Pinion & sector steering•Sealed
beam headlights•Cast-in
front axle•Greasable
spindles

HERE'S A NIFTY
PACKAGE

raduation rates
Percentage of college football players on financial aid who
graduated

49%

1981

Model 308-8

STOKES TRACTOR
& IMPLEMENT CO.; INC.
Industrial Rd., Murray
753-1319

A business insurance package, that is. It's SERIES
ONE, a broad-coverage, competitively-priced plan
for retail stores, offices,
churches, apartments and
State Auto
drug stores. Call us for,a ap Insurance
proposal and tiuotation
Companies

46.6%

'82
43.4%

'83

47.7%

'84
44.8%

85
Overall graduation rate

PURDOM, THURMAN
& MCNUTT
107 Maple
Southside of the CI. Square
753-4451

AponteDan McNutt
ell! Thurman
Pete Purdern

46.2%
Mate nonathlete graduation rate

V

41.5'16
cmca90 mow" Groove Soufc• Coal*, Football As•ocietton

Dr. Adam Lanning,
III, won the 50-59 age
division of the Bud Light
Mach Tenn Triathlon in
Tullahoma, Tenn.,
Saturday, June 7.
By winning. Dr. Lanning qualified for the National Triathlon Championships in Hilton
Head, South Carolina
Sept. 27.
Dr. Lanning completed the one-kilometer
swim in 22 : 06 ,
39-kilometer bike course
In 1 : 15 : 47 and
10-kilometer run in
53:54. His total time was
2:35:04.
"My time in the swim
was two-and -a -half
minutes faster than
anyone else's in my age
group," Dr. Lanning
said. "I felt good about
that."
Dr. Lanning's son,
Adam Lannhig, IV, also
competed in the
triathlsr. and finished
4,12pul, 10 "14/lutes ahead
of his dad, Tri 2: 19: 17.
Dr. Lanning finished
153rd overall out of 271
finishers.
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Youmans nearly
hurls no-hitter
By JOHN NELSON
AP Baseball Writer
Floyd Youmans came
within about three feet
of throwing his first nohitter.
Instead, he had to settle for the first shutout,
complete game and
home run of his career
In leading the Montreal
Expos to a 12-0 rout Sunday of the Philladelphia
PhiIlies.
The only hit off
Youmans, 5-5, was an
Infield single by Glenn
Wilson in the fourth inning. Wilson bounced the
ball up the middle. Second baseman Al
Newman fielded it
cleanly, going away
from first, spun and
threw — just late.
"He came within a
step, or a half-step of a
no-hitter," Expos
Manager Buck Rodgers
said. "That's big league
stuff ... He threw 61 pitches at 90 miles an hour,
and his top speed was
95."
Youmans agreed that
Wilson's ground ball
had to be scored a hit.
"If Al could have got
him, it would have been
a great play, but it was a
hit all the way,"
Youmans said.
The victory kept the
Expos within nine
games of first-place
New York in the National League East. The
Mets defeated Pittsburgh 4-3. In the rest of
the league, Houston edged Los Angeles 3-2,
Chicago defeated St.
Louis 14-2, San Diego
downed Atlanta 4-1 and
Cincinnati and San
Francisco split a
doubleheader, the Reds
winning the opener 7-3

and losing the nightcap
3-1.
Youmans hit his two.
run homer in the second
Inning, an inning after
Hubie Brooks hit a two.
run drive. The Expos
already led 8-0 when
Tim Raines hit a grand
slam in the eighth. The
homer was No. 5 for
Raines and was the
third grand slam of his
career.

The game drew 41,919
at Busch Stadium, giving the Cards 1,006,719
in 30 home games
already this year. It's
the earliest date at
which the Cards have
ever gone over the 1
million mark.

Lions Club wins

• The Pros, Go-fers and
Jammers won Middle
Division girls' softball
games late last week.
The Pros defeated the
Red Devils 12-8. The Gofers beat the Pros 20-7.
The Jammers downed
the Blue Angels 13-5.
Misty Darnell tripled
and home red for the
Pros against the Red
DeVils. Catherine Hurt

hit a home run. Melissa
Vance and Kelsey
Christopher hit triples.
Linda Stubblefield
cracked two homers for
the Red Devils. Jennifer
Howe hit one. Mari
Anne Gilbert went
3-for-3.
Lulu Banks, Susan
Bucy and Amy Perrin
smacked home runs for
the Go-fers. April
Haneline hit a triple.
Christy Lambert added
a double.
Darra Mitchell
clouted a home run for
the Pros. Vance and
Cathy White tripled.
Kaylin Haverstock
doubled.
Mary Catherine
Woolridge homered and
tripled for the Jammers. Tyra Gamble and
Jenny Turner tripled.
Madonna Randolph
doubled.
Amanda Edwards hit
a home run for the Blue
Angels. Tammy Chester
tripled. Janie Martin
doubled

Bowling Green finishes
second at state tourney
The team that
eliminated Calloway
County from the Sub• state tournament in
Henderson nearly won
the state championship
Bowling Green, which
beat the Lakers 3-1,
wound up being the
slate runners-up, losing
3-0 to Lexington Tates
Creek Sunday in
1:
, lizabethtown.
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Cubs 14, Cardinals 2
The Cubs had 20 hits
and scored a leaguehigh nine runs in the
sixth inning, paced by
Keith Moreland's three.
run homer, to inundate
the Cardinals. The Cubs
sent 13 batters to the
plate in the inning
against Greg Mathews
and two relievers
Moreland started the inning by walking and
drove in the final three
runs of the inning, making the score 12-0.

Patterson Johnson competition is like, what
came close.
caliber of athlete comThe Murray State petes in them.
University triple
"He knows he has to
jumper finished 10th at work harder and get
the NCAA Champion- stronger for next year."
ships Saturday, missing
Flanagan said
All-America status by Johnson, who is a
two places.
sophomore, leapt 51-7 on
Three competitors his first jump in Saturpassed Johnson on their day's finals, then had to
final jumps, moving wait a hour to jump
him from 7th to 10th. again because of a
The top eight finishers thunderstorm.
are considered AllThe 51-7 ended up beAmericans.
ing his best jump.
"Patterson told me
"He still may not have
after the meet that it finished in the top eight,
was a great learning ex- but the delay did have
perience for him," MSU an effect on him,"
coach Jay Flanagan Flanagan said. "He
said. "He said he now usually gets better as
sees what a national the event goes on."

Middle Division

SPORTING GOODS

Phillies rookie starter
Mike Maddux lasted only four innings. and
Manager John Felske
brought outfielder-pinch
hitter Greg Gross in to
get the final two outs as,
the fourth Philadelphia
pitcher. Gross had
never pitched in the majors, but, after giving up
a double by Andres
Galarraga, he struck
out Casey Candaele and
Herm Winningham to
end the rout.

Johnson places
10th at NCAAs

(Cont'd from page 6)
2-for-3 for the Lions Club
and had two RBI. Robbie Danner hit a double
and plated two runs.
Robert Orr hit three
singles, while Patrick
Orr hit two.
James Payne tripled
and drove in three runs
for the Kiwanis Club.
Bruce Thurmond tripled
and had a RBI. Scott
Adams singled and had
two RBI Jason Sammons and Andy
Rickman hit singles and
knocked in one run.

I

12 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

In Appreciation for your business and support for the last twelve years, we
are having a week long sale...Each day featuring a specific group of ITEMS on
special for that day only. Also, there will be a drawing each day for gift certificates...A GRAND TOTAL of $600.00 to be given away throughout the week
of June 9-14.

June 9
(

4 Winners will be
chosen for $25.00
Gift Certificates

June 10
S Winners will be
chosen for $20.00
lk Gift Certificates

Includes all tennis clothing,
all shoes for tennis, accessories,
rackets, warm-ups.

TUESDAY
JERSEY/SWIM DAY 20-40%
Includes all football, softball,
baseball jerseys and T-shirts.
All speedo & Arena swimwear

June 11

WEDNESDAY
NIK
E DAY
Includes all Nike

10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

shoes
and clothing, and
accessories

2 Winners will be
chosen for $50.00
Gift Certificates

June 13
)
1 One Winner will be
(( chosen for $100.00
Gift Certificates

June 14
10 Winners will be
chosen for $10.00
Gift Certificates

OFF
20-40%)
OFF
1

!ncludes all gloves, bats,
baseball shoes, and all
coaches shorts, softball pants
and 'erse s.

FRIDAY
RUNNERS DAY
Includes all running shorts,
socks, shoes, tops, sweat
clothing and worm -ups.

20-40%
OFF

SATURDAY
STOREWIDE SALE
June 9-14
EACH DAY A NEW SALE WILL BEGIN!
CHECK THE LIST ABOVE AND SEE WHICH
ITEMS WILL BE ON SALE EACH DAY.

— Drawing for the Gift Certificates will be at 6:00 p.m. each night.
— No Purchase Necessary
— Only the people who have registered THAT DAY are eligible to win that day's gift certificates
— Need not be present to win.

OPEN 9-6

The Purples won the
Sub-state by beating
Calloway County and
Hopkinsville, then
defeated Louisville St
Xavier in the semifinals
scored
twice in
_
. They
_
the sixth inning in the
Sub-state to break an 1 1
tie with Callow's \
County.

.44,10.001111111111111111114`
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FAIVIT AND AG NOTES
Farmers invited to
become nominees
for FmHA committee
.

•

Eligible farmers in
Calloway and Marshall
counties are invited to
become nominees for
the Farmers Home Administration iFmHAI
county committee,
FmHA County Supervisor, Ronald W. Nelson
announced today.
As a result of the 1985
Farm Bill, two of the
three members of
FmHA county committees must be elected.
The third member is
designated by FmHA.
The Calloway and Marshall county committee
assists the FmHA county office in determining
the eligibility of applicants for certain
types of FmHA loans.
Generally, farmers
who are residents of the
county but not FmHA
borrowers, are eligible
to become nominees for
the FmHA committee.
"Farmers in this
county, serving on the

Paducah livestock auction listed
Cattle 278 Calves 2
compared to 2 weeks
ago Slaughter Steers
and Heifers untested,
Cows steady-1.00 lower,
Bulls steady, Calves
Poorly tested, Vealers
untested, Feeder Steer
and Heifers near steady
with quality not as
attractive.
SLAUGHTER COWS:
Breaking Utility and
Commercial 2-4

committee, play an important role by assisting
in the process of loan applications and reviews."
said Nelson.
For the first election
only, two members will
be elected at the same
time. One member will
be elected for a term of
one year, and one
member will be elected
for a two year term. In
the future, all terms of
service will be for three
years each on a staggered basis.

BROCCOLI St RPRISE — A. E. ROCILM8J1 of the
old Murray-Paris Road planted what he thought
was broccoli this spring but when he harvested
his crop he wasn't sure what he'd grown. Apparently, Rockman was the victim of a seed mixup and ended up with several kohlrabi plants.
Kohlicrabi is closely related to cabbage and has a
turnip-like bulb.

New program will help farmers get loans
LEXINGTON. Ky.
1A13 — The Farmers
Home Administration
will be giving some Kentucky farmers more
help in obtaining
guaranteed operating
loans from local lenders
under a new program
called Operation
Assistance, officials announced Friday.
Kendell L. Seaton.
state FmHA director,
said during a news conference that some local
lenders have been reluctant to participate in a
guaranteed loan pro-

at

gram because of the
paperwork that is involved. Under the program, loans made to
farmers by local lenders
are guaranteed by the
federal government.
Seaton said $ 37
million is available to
Kentucky farmers for
guaranteed loans, while
only $12 million has
been committed by local
lenders so far this fiscal
year for real estate purchases and operating
expenses.
Seaton said the Operation Assistance pro-

CAPT

gram is meant to show praisals," Seaton said.
local lenders that the
Seaton said FmHA
FmHA is willing to help county supervisors, who
them process the will work with the apguaranteed loans.
plicants in obtaining the
"Once they realize it's loans, will assist only
not as complicated as it those farmers who have
first might appear, then more assets than
they have a better feel liabilities. He said most
about it." Seaton said.
Kentucky farmers are
"We will hand carry in that category.
the applications and
Kentucky farmers
personally introduce the already have used up
applicants to our local ther funds in the governlenders. We will present ment's direct loan proa complete loan gram this fiscal year,
package, including cash with nearly $50 million
flows, financial committed for
statments and an - operating expenses and
more than $10 million
for farm and land purchases, Seaton said.
Another 80 loan requests
• SPECIAL:
totaling $2 million are
Hot Hickory Smoked
"in the pipeline," but
✓ Ham Sandwich,
additional funding for
French Fries &
the direct loan program
Medium Drink
is not expected until October, he said.

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
.1..
1 99,-.9,4 Burgers
Chestnut St. Murray

s

•
t

.

753-0045

Napoleon Bonaparte
landed in France in
1815, forcing King Louis
XVIII to flee.

444i
1

We can put it
alltogetherfor you
and your business!
Some businesses don't advertise because they are puzzled. They don't know
where to begin Do they need an artist'
Should they hire an ad agency' What's
co-op about/ Who sets the type,
If you are not now advertising but
know that you really should be, then
give us a call. Our ad department can do
the complete job for you •Ne'll help you
set a budget, decide what items will do
test in an ad, help you locate and collect
Important co-op dollars, write hard-

hitting copy, even supply you with art
at no extra cost. and place your message
before the people who really count
the thousands of readers who can be
persuaded to become your customers!
Newspaper advertising is powerful
it really works and the cost is well within
the budgets of most small businesses
Just give us a call Well show you
how effective newspaper advertising
can ring your cash register We'll get
you results! •

Milierray Ledger & Times
753-1916

32.50-35.00, Cutter and
Boning Utility 1-3
33.50-36.50, Cutter 1-2
32.50-34.00.
S LAUGHTER
BULLS: Yield grade 1-2
1220-1320 lb. indicating
76-78 percent 41.00-45.50.
S LAUGHTER
CALVES: Choice 375 lb.
Calf 60.00.
FEEDERS:STEERS:
Medium No. 1 247-366 lb.
65.00-75.00, 500-600 lb.

52.50-56.50, 600-705 lb.
51-56.50, Medium No. 2
280-440 lb. 50.00-57.00,
500-600 lb. 50.00-53.50,
Large No. 2 443-485 lb.
41.00-43.00, 615-880 lb.
36.00-37.00. Small No, 1
400-500 lb. 40.00-56.50.
680 lb. 48.50.
HEIFERS: Medium
No. 1 200-300 lb.
57.00-61.00, 300-400 lb.
53.00-57.00, 400-500 lb.
51.00-54.00 couple 425 lb.

58.50, Medium No. 2
300-500 lb. 42.00-51.00,
500-650 lb. 45.00-51.00,
Small No. 1 410 lb. 43.00
STOCK COWS and
CALVES: Medium and
Large No. 1 480.00-520.00
Medium No. 2
355.00-380.00 with 100-300
lb. Calves at side.
STOCK BULLS:
Large No. 1655-1255 lb.
48.00-52.00.

Dairyman passes up opportunity
of the government's buy out offer

Nominating petitions
must be returned to the
FmHA Callowiy county
office by June 13, 1986.
Additional information and application
forms for those who are
interested in becoming
nominees for the county
committee are
available at the FmHA
county office. 104 North
5th Street, Murray, Ky..
753-0162.

Mirrray,Ledger & Times

EDITOR'S NOTE — Here is a dairyman who
wants a cow carved on his tombstone. Unlike
thousands of other dairy farmers who jumped
at a chance to get out of the business in these
hard times, Bud Wohler rejected the government's buyout offer. For him, there's no better
way of life.
By JULES LOH
AP Special Correspondent
CLAY CENTER, Kan.(AP) — Bud Wohler
stood with his overalls stuffed into rubber boots
watching a calf suck milk from a plastic bottle
through a nipple the size of his thumb.
"The last straw," he says, "would be sending
that calf to slaughter. Her and about 140 other
heifers.
"Makes no sense. The slaughterhouse doesn't
want her. It costs as much to slaughter a little
one as a big one and this one isn't worth her
weight in meat."
Besides, he says, it would be cruel.
"I would have to brand a three-inch X on her
cheek. They say I don't have to use a hot iron
but could use a 'cold brand,' whatever that is.
Either way, I believe it would make it hard for
her to eat."
"So," he says, "for these and other reasons, I
decided to pass up this opportunity."
Myron Wohler, known as Bud to his
neighbors, is not one to pass up a good deal or
to let sentiment intrude unduly on efficient farming. Not out here on the plains of northeast
Kansas, not in these hard times.
Like all dairymen, he routinely culls the poot
producers out of his herd. "Milk the best and
sell the rest." He also, as a sideline, keeps the
bull calves his cows produce and raises them
for the beef market.
No, Bud Wohler is a practical farmer with a
sizable dairy herd — 90 cows on the milking
line — and the opportunity he chooses to pass
up is the government's offer to buy him out.
All he had to do was sell his whole herd at a
price he felt fair and stay out of the dairy
business for five years. Meanwhile, he could
continue to produce anything he wanted on his
900 acres except milk.
Tempting. For a farm couple like Bud and
Lucille Wohler, their children grown,
themselves at an age when most couples begin
to think seriously about retirement, it would
seem like the chance of a lifetime.
Others apparently thought so. Nationwide,
40,000 dairy farmers jumped at the chance in
the first few weeks of the program. Before the
buyout ran into some legal entanglements, the
Agriculture Department had accepted about
14,000 bids.
The program's aim is to reduce U.S. milk
production by 12 billion pounds a year by killing or exporting 950,000 dairy cows and 600,000
heifers and calves. The program will cost $1.8
billion, part of it to be raised by assessing
dairymen, like Wohler, who choose not to participate. Dairymen who partitipate set a price
on their herds which the USDA accepts or
rejects.
"In the mid-America region," Wohler says,
"they accepted every bid from $22.50 on down.
Only one farmer bid $22.50, a guy over in
Manhattan. The lowest bid was $3.40. So it was
sort of a crapshoot."
He asked Lucille for the calculator — as important an instrument to today's farmer as a
hayfork — and, over coffee at the kitchen table,
did some figuring.
"That's $22.50 per thousand pounds of
average production. A gallon, by the way, is 8.6
pounds. Let's see. My average is 3,000 pounds a
day, times $22.50, times 365 days. That comes
to $246,375. That's what that bid would net me.
"But I'd probably have bid about $15." He
punched more buttons. "That would come to
$164,000, still a pretty good reason for a
55-year-old dairy farmer to quit for five years
and do something else. And that doesn't include
what my cows and heifers would bring at the

Hello,
stranger!
Searching for answers to all those who/
what/where questions about your new
city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
it's my job to help you get over the hurdles
of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info. Advice on reliable businesses
in your new neighborhood. And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be
one of the very first nice things to happen
when you're new here.
%stun
Kathryn C
Outland
753-3079

slaughterhouse." The heifers, once bred,
become the replacement pool for his milkers.
"If you bid right," he said, "and your bid is
accepted, you should have no argument."
Beef producers, who include Wohler, on a
smaller scale, did have an argument. No
sooner had the buyout started than they sued
the USDA in federal court complaining that
dairy cattle flooding the market were depressing beef prices.
That was resolved by the government agreeing to buy up enough extra beef (for the
military, for domestic food programs, for export) to offset the cow influx, and to see that
the cows are slaughtered gradually over the
18-month life of the program.
The face brand is to make sure none slips
back into production. Is Wohler's objection to
the branding, which is the same as that of the
Humane Society, all that is keeping him from
an economic windfall in these hard times for
American farmers?
"The branding, yes, and the slaughtering of
calves. They won't even let you give the calves
to somebody not in the milk business and let
them grow up. It just seems wrong."
Bud Wohler is a big man with a big voice.
Some might say gruff. But if you watch the
Wohler operation at the evening milking, watch
his blue eyes light up as he moves among his
cows, you get a sense of what he means.
"The first cow in line will be number 86," he
said. "Annette. She's a good old cow, but she's
slowing down. I guess she's going to have to go
to town soon. The last one in will be 121,
Holly."
Sure enough, the cow with ear tag 66
shouldered her way through the lumbering
Holsteins and stood on the milking barn ramp,
first in line. Number 121 moseyed around outside, holding out until last.
As the cows went through the milking barn,
six at a time on the milking machines, Wohler
knew the eccentricities of each one as well as
their production charts.
"Here's number 6, Janice. She will kick at
me once. Just playing." She did. "Here's Little
Dolly, 33. If this were a big dairy, she wouldn't
be around. Marginal, but I like her. Some of
them you get attached to."
The parade continued: Millie, Velvet, Doris,
Liz, Josie, Nell, Tulip...until all 90 cows passed
through, an earthy and satisfying ritual done
twice a day, every day.
Wohler's daughter, Ronda, works alongside
him in the milking barn. She lives on the next
farm over. Her husband, Bob Kopfer, works in
town but also helps Bud in the grainfields.
Bud's oldest son, Jim, is with him on the
farm full time. Jim's wife, Cindy, sees to the
newborn calves. Bud's second son, Larry,
raises hogs nearby but often drops by for the
evening milking. Under a shade tree near the
house seven grandchildren make their own fun.
The only one not present was Doug, the
youngest son. Doug had gone off to college,
longing for his graduation and return home to
work the dairy with his father and brother. Holly, the last cow in line, was one Doug had raised as a 4-H Club project.
Doug was killed last February in a pickup
truck accident. It devastated Bud and Lucille,
of course, and seemed, when the government
buyout offer came along, all the more reason to
accept it — "Just quit for a time," as Bud
says, "and try to get over this awful thing."
But, no. The milking done, the barn hosed
down, the children and grandchildren gone
home for supper, Bud Wohler stood in the
dooryard and surveyed his domain. The only
sounds were those of a distant tractor and of
meadowlarks nearby.
"When the children were little," he says,
"and we took them to the county fair, I always
told them, 'If you get lost, go to the cow barn,
you will find good people there who will know
you and help you.'
"If I ever do retire, this is what I would want
to retire to. I don't know any other way of life,
or any better one.
"Some time ago Lucille and I picked out our
cemetery lot and selected our gravestones. On
hers we had them carve a rose. She loves
roses.
"On mine I had them carve a cow.,"
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Myrtle Mae Lawrence
Mrs. Myrtle Mae
Lawrence, 87, Gleason,
Tenn., died Saturday at
7:30 a.m. at JackmanMadison County
General Hospital,
Jackson, Tenn.
She was the widow of
Johnny Lawrence and a
member of Gleason
First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include one

Mrs. Eva Lee Bynum

son, Thomas R.
Lawrence of Trenton,
Tenn., and one sister,
Mrs. Mary Sue Simmons of Murray.
The funeral will be today at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Gallimore
Funeral Home,
Gleason.
Burial will follow in
Hopewell Cemetery
there.

Mrs. Pansy Elm" 'xis

Services for Mrs. Eva
illness.
Lee Bynum were today
Born March 2, 1941, in
at 11 a.m. in the chapel Calloway County. she
of Blalock-Coleman
was the daughter of
Funeral Home. '
Riley Dunn and the late
The Rev. Richard
Maxine Arnold Dunn.
Holt officiating. Rick
One brother, Ronnie
Holt was soloist and Dunn, died in 1984.
pianist.
She attended NorPallbearers were J.T. thside Independent
Todd, Kenneth Todd, Church.
Howard Todd, Jessie
Mrs. Bynum is survivArnold, Cleo Colson and ed by two daughters,
Glen Colson.
Mrs. Mike (Karen)
Burial was in Coles Eldridge, Rt. 1, Almo,
Camp Ground and Mrs. Rodger
Cemetery.
(Carol) Wolfe. Rt. 3,
Mrs. Bynum, 45, of Murray; one son,
Murray died Saturday Stephen Bynum, Rt. 3,
at 12:26 p.m. at Murray - Murray; her father,
Calloway County Riley Dunn, Murray;
Hospital. Her death one grandson, Michael
followed an extended Paul Eldridge.

Consumer
Watch
By M.Jane Green
Department of Home Economics
Area of Consumer Affairs
When experiencing a
death, particularly that
of a family member, the
process of grieving
gives one an opportunity
to express feelings of
loss and to receive support and sympathy from
friends. When going
through this period of
bereavement, ones
reasoning and judgement may be affected.
Many do not feel that it
is proper to discuss a
funeral as if it were a
business transaction.
There is no time to comparison shop. Merchandise or services which
are uneeded or unwanted may be purchased because it is thought
to be expected. One purpose of a funeral is to
pay honor to the deceased in a respectful manner. Sometimes this is
confused in the expense
of the funeral with "paying" respect to the dead.

as $5000. All of Kentucky's funeral directors are required, by the
Federal Trade Commission to furnish an
itemized statement of
the funeral costs. Each
service or piece of merchandise is issued a
separate cost value.
During the selection
process, a "flat price"
will be determined for
all routine expenses.
Items can be added
ordeleted as the family
desires allowing family
members knowledge of
the costs that have been
added.
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prepaid funeral plans.
Advanced payments of
funeral services will be
placed in a trust fund
bearing the name of the
person making the arrangements. The money
will also earn interest
until it is withdrawn.
One-hundred percent of
the money which has
been placed into the
trust fund can be
withdrawn, including
any interest which has
been earned, at the request of the individual.
Survivors can be relieved of the financial
burdens a funeral can
cause by usng pre-paid
funeral plans.

PAGES

a graveliner. The main
purpose of a graveliner
is to keep the walls and
the top of The grave
from sinking in onto the
casket. A vault provides
virtually the same service but is more expensive than a graveliner.
• Ask friends and
relatives abourt the
reputation of different
funeral homes and visit
the facilities. Take someone with you. Ask
about costs. Ask about
the different types of
services provided.
• Decide where you
want to be buried. Visit
the cemetery. Ask about
costs of plots and payment plans. If you pure has e , you should
receive written
documentation about
your ownership of the
plots. In addition check
with the guardian of the
cemetery concerning
trimming, upkeep, etc.
• Write your plans
down. Include information about all benefits
you are entitled to and
any prepayments you
have made. Send copies
to your next of kin or
whomever will be
responsible for the arrangements. Do not put
the instructions in a safe
deposit box. Upon the
death of the owner, a
safe deposit box is sealed until an inventory
can be made of the
contents.

The funeral for Mrs.
She was a member of
Pansy Elkins was held Union Hill Church ,of
Kentucky law does not
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Christ.
require embalming
chapel of Collier
unless death has occurSurvivors include one
red due to comFuneral Home, Benton. son, John Elkins, HarO.D. McKendree and din; two sisters, Mrs.
municable disease or
the deceased is to be
John Hicks officiated. Ruthie Vick, Benton,
Burial was in Union Hill and Mrs. Avanell Cortransported across state
lines. The cost of emCemetery.
nwell, Rt. 1, Benton;
balming ranges from
Mrs. Elkins, 84, of two brothers, Jim Hurt,
Final rites for Mrs. Moffitt, and a son,
$100 to $250.
Hardin died Saturday at Murray, and Dayton
Harold Wayne Tynes.
3:30 a.m. at Long Term Hurt, Hardin; four Zelma Tynes were held
When making prearranged
Survivors include four
Care Unit of Marshall grandchildren; 11 great- Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
funeral plans,
A prearranged
chapel of Byrn Funeral daughters, Mrs.
County Hospital.
grandchildren.
funeral can be an4 ex- consider the following:
Home, Mayfield. The Dorothy Smith, Rt. 5,
cellent way to avoid
• A sealed casket
Rev. Glen Byers Mayfield, Mrs. Louise
many of the pitfalls fac- does not preserve the
officiated.
Darnell, Taylor, Mich.,
ing survivors during the body for long periods
of
Noel Robertson, 81, of children; two greatand Mrs. Virgie Bell and
death
of a family time. It does cost apGrands
ons
served
as
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Col- grandchildren.
Mrs. Jean Watkins,
member. Prear- proximately $300 more
dwater community,
Three surviving pallbearers. Burial was Mayfield; two
sons, Guy
in
rangem
ents can be than a "non-sealer"
McKe
ndre
e
died Sunday at 4 p.m. at sisters are Mrs. Del
Tynes, Mayfield, and
made by submitting casket.
his home.
Frazier, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Cemetery.
Kenneth Tynes, Rt. 5,
plans to a funeral direc• Although a burial
A retired farmer, he Mrs. Farria Fay Albin,
Mrs. Tynes, 79, Rt. 5, Mayfield.
tor, who will then keep vault or a graveliner
was a member of Col- Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Mayfield, died Friday at
is
Also surviving are one
Funerals are expen- these plans on
file. The not required by Kendwater Church of Mrs. Magdalene Pierce, 12:53 p.m. at Lourdes sister, Mrs.
sive.
The cost of a funeral director
Ernestine
will tucky law, many
Christ.
West View Nursing Hospital, Paducah. She Stroud, Peoria,
Ill.; funeral can be as high have information on cemeteries will require
Home. One surviving was a member of three brother
s, Jewell
Born March 20, 1905,
he was the son of the brother is Ralph Robert- McKendree United Mason, Detroit, Mich.,
son, Paragould, Ark.
Methodist Church.
Rex Mason, Farmlate George Clifton
The funeral will be
She was preceded in ington, and Felix
Robertson and Lula
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at death by her husband, Mason, Michiga
Mae Cherry Robertson.
n; 26
Coldwa
ter Church of Hubert Tynes, a grandchildren; 37 greatHe also was preceded in
Christ.
Hays Grady and daughter, Mrs. Noveline grandchildren.
death by one son, Gene
Henry Hargis will
Robertson, and one
officiate.
sister, Mrs. Bruce
Pallbearers will be
Adams.
Terry Downs, Edmond
He is survived by his Jones, Mark Jones,
COVINGTON, Ky. northern Kentucky
wife, Mrs. Lettie Adams David Jones, Kevin
Robertson, to whom he Adams and Terry (AP) — Mayors of three cities of Newport and
DEAR ABBY: In March I read a
cities planned to meet Covington.
He offered to give me everything
was married on March Adams.
Most women remain in abuRiverfest annually at- letter in your cotumn from a parent I wanted in the divorce if I would
today
help
to
Newpor
t
1 1 , 1928; three
Burial will follow in
sive relationships because they
whose daughter had actually been drop the charges
tracts
official
hundre
find
s
ds
way
a
of
to
against him. I are financially depende
daughters, Mrs. Linda church cemetery with
nt. So,
beaten to death by her boyfriend.
refused. I am glad I stood my girls, complet
Fay Jones and Ms. arrangements by defray an .anticipated thousands of revelers to
e your education
am
enclosin
I
g
photos
myself
of
ground
the
because
riverfro
$40,000
in
now
costs
nt,
for
making
this
it
has
it
been — learn a trade or a profession
Brenda Kay Robertson, Miller -Churchill
following the brutal beating I re- publicly validated that
wife beating so you can support yoursel
Rt. 7, Mayfield, and Funeral Home, Murray. summer's Riverfest and essential that the three ceived from my husband
ves
of
11
1/2
is unacceptable.
cities provide extra
and will never be forced to
Mrs. Johnny (Willie where friends may call save the celebration.
years. It was the first time he had
Abby,
you
have
my
permissi
on to tolerate abuse because you can't
police patrols and
Mae) Downs, Rt. 1, Far- after 4 p.m. today
physically harmed me, although he use my name and publish
Newport officials say cleanup workers.
these afford to leave.
mington; four grand- (Monday).
had threatened me with a knife pictures. Do whatever is
necessary
that without private
Newport City Com- several times. These last five years
to let women everywhere know that
financial support for missioner Thomas Fer* ••
I lived in terror of him, but didn't they do not have to tolerate
physical
police protection, rara said the city should know how to
get away without abuse! Urge them to contact
the
The funeral for brother, Freeman cleanup and liability in- get money from getting myself and my three chilDEAR ABBY: I am a mature,
Women's Advocates or other local
surance, they may try to Riverfest's promoters dren killed.
Maurice Ray Wyatt was Wyatt.
intelligent, sensitive woman of 33. I
crisis intervention groups.
Saturday at 1 p.m. in
The assault occurred in a public
A retired farmer, he stop plans for the or try to stop the Aug. 24
Don't back off, and above all, am also a woman who has been
LeDon Chapel of was a member of a Bap- fireworks festival, an event. He said Cincin- place at 3:30 p.m. I asked him to never go back!
approached often by total strangers
who say,"My,but you have a pretty
Ridgeway Morticians, tist Church.
annual gala on the Ohio nati groups reap profits meet me there because I was going
RAE BRENNAN,
face."
(I know I have a pretty face.)
Paris, Tenn. Burial was
tell
to
River
him
I
was
between
leaving
him,
Cincinand
from the festival, but
AMERICAN FALLS, IDAHO
He is survived by his
The message is obvious. What
I thought it would be safe. I was
in Story's Chapel wife, Mrs. Dorothy Mae nati and the neighboring Newport does not.
wrong. He nearly killed me. In
Cemetery.
DEAR RAE: I cannot publish they don't say is,"Too bad you're so
Glisson Wyatt, to whom
fat — why don't you do something
addition to severe body pummeling, your pictures, but I can
Mr. Wyatt,53, of Rt. 2, he was married on April
tell you
I suffered a broken nose, a blow-out that I and my staff were horri. about it?"
Puryear, Tenn., was 15, 1957; three
Well, I know I am fat. And I have
fracture of my right cheek, severe fled by them. The damage
pronounced dead on ar- daughters, Mrs. Delisa
to tried to "do somethi
NEW YORK (AP) — ning to succeed Addabng" about it all
eye
damage
,
broken
teeth,
contuyour
face and body defies
rival Wednesday night Jane Peoples, Sedalia
my life, and I am sick of it. I am not
, A special election Tues- bo in the election, the
at Murray -Calloway Mrs. Kathy Jo Sadler, day could send a black first in the New York Ci- sions and numerous hematomas on description.
lazy. I am active, healthy and I eat
my head, which became swollen
Thank you for sharing your
County Hospital.
Farmingtn, and Miss to Congress for the first ty borough of nearly 2 three times its normal size!
nutritious food. I know I eat more
story and reinforcing my advice
Born April 28, 1933, in Melinda Jill Wyatt, time from a Queens million people since its
sugar and fat than I can metabolize,
Your advice, to file charges and to "run from an
abusive
mate as but eating is one of the
Houston County, Tenn., Puryear, Tenn.; two district where
joys of
voters in president committed run as though your life depended on though your life depend
ed on it living.
he was the son of the sisters, Mrs. Louise past elections
over- suicide during a scandal it, was good.
—
because
it
does."
late Charlie Lee Wyatt Broach, Milan, Tenn., whelmingly
I am single by choice and by no
I ran to a shelter provided by the
backed a involving city contracts.
Now, a word to all girls: means
and Callie Evon Ellison and- Mrs. Dorothy powerful
am I lonely or man-hungry.
Although only one of Women's Advocates — a rape crisis Under no
white
circumstances should I'm satisfied
Wyatt. He also was Rushing, Huntingdon, Democrat,
with myself the way I
the
Democr
and
interven
ats
has
the
tion
group.
also
I
you tolerate a rough shove, a am,
the late Rep.
and need to know what to say
preceded in death by Tenn.; one brother, Joseph Addabb
party's designation on pressed charges. He was sentenced punch, a slap, a twisted
o.
arm or to strangers who walk up to
me and
one sister, Mrs. Inez Jack Wyatt, Milan,
Four Democrats and the ballot, all four claim to an indefinite term not to exceed any kind of physical abuse from tell me what
a
pretty
face
I
have.
Haynes. and one Tenn.; one grandchild..
years.
10
must
He
serve
120
days
at
to
be
natural
a boyfriend. It's a clear signal
heirs of
one Republican are runFAT AND SASSY
Addabbo, who died in a correction facility, where he will that his uncontrolled anger
be evaluated; then there's a possibil- could eventually escalate into
April.
DEAR FAT: Say, "Thank
(Cont'd from page 5)
ity that he will be released.
more severe punishment.
The Democratic canyou.,,
Wednesday,June 11
didate, chosen at a conWednesday,June 11
Wednesday,June 11
NOTICE
clave of party district
Automatic Transmission
classroom of Murray - Homemakers Club will Presbyterian Church
leaders, is Alton
We
Haul White
Calloway County meet at 1:30 p.m. at will include choir
Federal Stale Markel News Service
Service
Waldon, a black state Just I, 111111
Coldwater Grovel
home of Imogene rehearsal at 6:30 p.m.
Hospital.
lisolucky Purchase Area Rog Markel
assemblyman.
We
service
, repair or replace
Paschall.
and Dirt.
——— —
Report Includes I Buying Malice'
and session meeting at
Waldon, with the sup- Receipts:
automa
Act. 1211 Est. 500 Barrows
tic
transmissions.
—— ——
Health Express of
&K STUMP REMOVAL
7:30 p.m.
port of white district & Gilts .23 bleier Sews 1-3 Meter
Pot t e r to wn
Murray-Calloway Coun•
1-day
service
on most repairs
US 1-2 210140 Ube.
240.75-50M
— ———
Mechanically removed
leaders, got the nomina- U8 2111-210
1.2
1148.75-411.75
Lb..
ty Hospital will be at Homemakers Club will
Hazel and Douglas tion over two other US
24
Deep
2.3 210-2011 tbs.
11411.83-411.75
•All rebuilt units guaranteed
Crossland Grocery at meet at 10 a.m. in The Centers will be open
US 3-4 154-270 Lb..
540.25-411.23
Free Estimates
Crossland from 9 to 11 Boston Tea Party at from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. blacks, state Sen. An- Sows
drew Jenkins and the US It 270.350
$38.00-311.30
Treated Cross Ties
Holiday Inn.
a.m.
for activities by senior Rev. Floyd Flake,
US 1.3 354-430 Lb..
11311.00-40.40
and a U8
435
————
434-508
4343 Bob Kemp
1.3
1140.0041.00
Lb..
citizens. Free blood
——— —
Ladies Craft pressure checks will be white former city assis- L'S IS Over Ma Lb.. 141.00-43.110
Or
Few 43.30
tant health commisEvents at Calloway Workshop of First
US 2-3 3011.411, Lbs.
531.1111.38.00
given from 11 a.m. to 1 sioner, Kevin
514 S. 12th
435
4319
Bob
Kemp Jr
Estb. 1956
McCabe.
753-1750
Public Library will in- Christian Church will
Roars $34.11038.00
p.m. at Hazel.
clude Parents and Twos start noon in fellowship
— ———
at 9:30 a.m. and Story hall of church. Each one
Murray Bass Club is
Hours at 10:30 a.m. and should bring a sack
scheduled to meet at
3:30 p.m.
lunch.
6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
————
'— ———
Stockade.
South Pleasant Grove
Events at First
— ———

Mrs. Zelma Tynes

Noel Robertson

•••,17-

Woman Who Fled

Husband's Abuse Says

Riverfest needs help

'Don't Go Back'

By Abigail Van Buren

Maurice Ray Wyatt

Election on Tuesday

Events...

Hog market

GERRALD BOYD'S AUTO REPAIR
& SERVICE CENTER INC.

Wouldn't It Be Nice?

Gospel Meeting
June 8-13
7:30 p.m. nightly

FATHER'S DAY SALE
MONDAY — SATURDAY
JUNE 9TH — JUNE 14TH

Top Quality
Summer

1

Johnny Polk, Speaker

-

Sportcoats
$3750

24 R Timberline
by Doughboy
W/Sand Filter, Thru Wall Skimmer,
Maintenance Kit, Ladder, 20 mil. liner,
completely installed with

Rog. 44.50
Also available Surnmsr Sportcosts
Rog. 54.50

'4750

7 FOOT DEEP END!
$ 9
9900

SORRY, NO RAINCHECKS

Wholesale Stores Inc.
On Ills Corner Of South

5th & East Water St.
Mayflald, Kontucky—Phon• 247-2757
Is Mawr
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.4 p.m.
Saturday 10 s.m.-S p.m.
VISA 4 MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Do it your self kit
$ 1 249.00

dou9hbov

THE POOL SHOP.I:TO
4720 Raidland Rd.
yOI Paducah , KY 42001
15021 898 3666

•

•

Open
Mon.-Fri. 9 to 5
Sat. 9 to Noon

of Decherd, Tn.

Brooks Boyd, Song Director
of Rutherford, Tn.

Green Plain
Church of Christ
Old Murray-Paris Road
5 miles south of Murray
1 mile off Hwy. 641

a

-
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CLASSIFIEDS
2.Notice
Res ea um sia an um me

2

Notice

5

Lost and

Found

NOTICE OF RIGHT
TO NOMINATE
BY PETITION
The Farmers Home

Miirray Ledger & Times
6. Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment
24. Miscellaneous 2 6 . TV -Radio
OFFICE
2
FURNITUHt:TRAILERS;
2
row
GOVERNMENT jobs.
ATELLITE special CANCER
plow; disc & drag; 1 NEW shipment of 10' alum. disit
$16,040- 859.230, yr
remote
INSURANC
E
row
shelvingI
corn
load
compupicker;
buzz
Now hiring. Call 805-687I READER & ADVISOR
control block rec. reAdministration
No Age limit to apply.
saw;
desks,
te
r
home
storage
generator;
6000 Ext. R-8155 for
mote control pro(FmHA( is accepting
Advises on MI problems' If your present policy
111, ANTED sales per- log splitter; grader or cabinets, desks, chairs, grammabl
current federal list.
e motor
nominations
sonnel
snow
for
for
land affairs. Are you. is over 5 years old it
etc.
plow;
files.
South
442-4302.
Cryts
Weswelder;
1-IEALTH care addrive- tax & installation
tern
cultivator;
Used
Ky.
Office
&
Furniture,
Tenn.
air
$262
comCounty
Committee
'
worded? Problernised?
ministrator for 100 bed
$1334- one only. 759-1800,
' may not cover some
elections
personal care facility. weekly salary plus! No pressor; many tools; 1016 Jefferson St.. 601 S 4th, Murray.
of
the
for
newer
experience
wood
Paducah,
Ky.
bedroom
necessary
set;
Health care experience
Calloway and MarItSant
"tod
this gth
anddcstil
.
put -1 treatments such as
required. LPN with Will train. Must have kitchen set 4 chairs; PLAYBOY collection
chemotherapy. For
shall counties. This
SATELLITE double 10'
'mind at ease!
business background own transportation. For much more. Call 474- 1964 to 1985- 81200; two
free information call
notice is issued to inlike new 27" 10 speed alum. dish (2) Drake
preferred. Send resume appointment call 8856.
ISpecial-$5 Reading'
Jerry McConnell
bikes- $85 each; trundle 314 receivers Pro Sat
form eligible voters
to Carole Edwards, 502-247-6577 or 502-247- 20, Sports
Equipment
Insurance
bed with both 220 programmable mo
General Manager, Fern 6604.
• With Coupon I
of the right to
tax
753-4199
Terrace Lodge, 1505 WORK from home $60 RALEIGH marathon mattresses-$100; child's tor drive
LOCATED"
nominate candidates
'free Meal claim servIreStadium View Dr., per 100 inserting en- bicycle, brand new, chest, bookcase, and installation that's right
I 3210 Lone Oak Rd
by petition. Copies of
velopes information ridden twice. Call 753- desk unit- $60; 4 Subaru different channels in
Murray. Ky, 42071.
Paducah, Ky.
wheels- 130; 16 lots near different rooms Only
the petition and inHOME Assembly in- send stamp to K.S. 9774.
Ky. Lake- 81600. Phone $1825. Sat Dr Etc. Etc.
I
PH, 554-7904
structions on its
I
come
Assemble pro- Enterprises P.O. Box
Musical
759 1800, 601 S. 4th,
436-5574.
ducts at home Part- 1501-E Bloomfield NJ 2 2 .
I Open 8 APA-10 PtA I
completion can be
Help Wanted
6
07003.
PROTECT your in- Murray.
Time
Details.
AM-FM
Radio
Call
Shack
am ale Ian MB a•ea
obtained
from
your
ALTERATION Lady
813-327-0896. Ext 188.
stereo receiver, has two vestment put a rubber 27. Mobile Homes for
SO lb CONCRETE Mix
9. Situation Wanted
Sale
local FmHA office.
Apply in person at Big B
10x19 speakers without bed mat in your new
Just add water' $2 10
PART-time bookkeeper
Cleaners, Central ShopPersons
Mid -South 1-kholesale
for local company. Must CARPENTER wants speaker wire. Very good pick-up truck. Stokes 12x40 WHEELER, 2
ping Center 9 12 only
Tractor 753-1319.
BR, house type roof,
nominated should be
Building. 342 East
have computer ex- work. Call Rick Brun- condition. Call 762-4381.
P.ARYSITTER for infperience. Send resume ner 436-2922. Reasona- BALDWIN Orga-Sonic, RED padgent dress, furnished. Excellent
Washington Paris, 901
currently engaged in
condition. $3500 firm.
ant. starting July 25.
642-2552
to P 0. Box 1040.1, ble rates & references.
solid wood, two size 2, $60. Call 753-3134.
the operation of a
Mon -Fri., S:30-5:30. in
I will do babysitting for keyboard with 3 1/2 RON'S Muffler now Phone 527-3852 days,
Murray, KY.
farm, have their prinmy home
Must have
WANTED 30 overweight 5-12 year olds. Also, octave each, plus 13 key has: heavy duty shocks 527-0921'nithts.
own transportation & be
cipal farming operapeople serious about los- house cleaning, offices bass foot control. over for $15.90 ea. installed; 1970 VICEROY 12860,
non smoking
Retion within the counRecorpeting house,
ing 10 - 29 pounds in 30 or apts, any weekday. 50 selections of Pan- mufflers $26.95 in- central heat & air, 3 bR,
ferences required Call
oramic Tone. 45W, stalled. Will change set up as office or home.
days.
100 percent Call 753-2347.
ty
or
area
in
which
selling old carpet,
753-1206 or 759-1020.
WILL
do
34"H,
22"D, needs some your oil, filter with lube $3300 or best offer. Call
babysitting
guaranteed.
in
Call
762-4003.
activities of the
all in good condi- PAMs Cake Hut- when 1h0 you need a job &
my home (any age) have
transistors. As is. Best $14.95. 400 N. 4th St. 759-1401.
WANTED
babysitter
county or area comvou need a cake for any
hope for the future' You
1971 12x40 MOBILE
bid over $600. Call 753-3514.
provide day care for 1 references. Call 753-0370.
tion. Some just like reason
call Pam's Cake
may qualify if you
mittee are carried to
SATELLITE NCR home. 1 BR, utility
7-9p.m. 522.8776.
yr old girl in our home.
Hut Their cakes are
new.
14.Want
DON'T have a GED or
to Buy
out, derive the prinMon.-Thurs. Pay
BASS player looking for combo- complete satel- room with washer Br
always fluffy & moist
High School diploma &
negotiable. References WANT to buy dark fired work with country band. lite system, including dryer hook-up, partially
cipal part of their inCall 753-8200
and iced with a butter are between 16 &
required. Call 759-1673 tobacco base. Call 492- has vocal and harmoney receiver, motor drive, furnished, $2900. Can be
come from farming
cream icing made from
Best Offer
years old
Call us
10' alum. dish, remote seen 173 Riviera Court.
after 5:30p.m.
vocals. Call 753-6256.
8566.
scratch Their decorat(that is more than 50
between k,
control VCR. tax & after 4p.m. Mon-Fri.
WANTE1)
immediatelyANT to buy 3 BIT
ing is superb Best of all
Mon.-Fri JTPA 753installation- only $1695 1976 ATLANTIC, 14x65,
percent of their gross
sports reporter for house in Mur ray, 24. Miscellaneous
A Bad Time For
their prices are great. 9375 We need mechan*bonus 50 free movie 3 BR, bath and half. side
income must come
wee4dy
newspaper.
preferably
brick Call 1"x6"x6' CEDAR fencSo give us a call We
maintenanc
ics,
s.)
e
rentals- 759-1800 Sat. by side refrigerator.
PREGNANCY?
Must have journalism 753-4090.
from agricultural proing $1.65 ea. Mid-South
promise you'll be glad
secretarial trainees
DR Etc. Etc.
stove and heat pump
background, own & be
Wholesale Building; 342
Call
you did
759-4492 or
duction). be a citizen
proficient in the use of a
East Washington; SATELLITE super included. $5,800. Call
437-4455 evenings.
of
the
United
States
special- the Pico 437-4912.
LIFE HOUSE
35mm camera. Send
Paris; 901.642-2552,
System remote con- SEVERAL 10' & 12'
or an alien lawfully
resume to P.O. Box 185,
753-0700
2 1 / 2"x 4 ' x 1 2'
trolled rec/motor mobile homes. Ideal for
5 Telephone
Benton. Ky. 42025.
admitted to the
SHEETROCK $6.25.
1506 Chestnut
w/10' all alum. dish. lake or rental, furnished
Mid -South Wholesale
Operators Needed
United States for
Tax & installation only or unfurnished, AC.
GLASS work, glass
Building; 342 East
Immediately in Hardin
permanent
$1449- one only. Sat. Dr. Negotiable. 753-5209.
repair and replacement
Washington; Paris; 901Good pay. No commisSPEECH
residence, not have
Etc. Etc. -739-1800'. 601 S.
work for cars and
642-2552.
sion. Call 437-4222
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
LANGUAGE
4th Murray.
an FmHA insured or
trucks, homes and
2
WHEEL
tilt
trailer,
between
12 noon-6
PATHOLOGIST
SMALL Trailer suitable NICE 2 BR trailer, near
Please join us
businesses. Repair
guaranteed loan, and
4x8. Call 759-4663.
p.m Mon.-Fri
for camping or lawn Murray. No pets Call
15. Articles for Sale
storm windows. Screens
be well qualified for
7-8 a.m. Mon.-Fri.
40 FT. 36" galvanized equipment
Full time position with
$75 Shop type, 489-2611.
replaced, window glass
KING
chain
size
link
mattress
fence.
2
walk
committee
and
work.
at home or
exhaust fan, $35. 55 gal TRAILER for rent. See
National Health Corp. in
plate glass, insulated
EASY AS7SF, MBE,1
box
gates.
posts
springs.
&
Call
hard753-7580
Nominations must be
trash barrels $10 deglass. store fronts
Glasco, Ky. Provide
with our staff
WORK' 5714.00 per 100
SEE the new GTS Toro ware. Good condition. livered. Call 759-1799 Kenny at Dill Electric.
received in the Murmirror and glass table
diagnostics and therapy
$100.
753-7526.
Guaranteed
payment
push
mowers
at
at
Stokes
Bethesda
after 6 pm.
tops
M&G Complete
ray FmHA office 104
In our skilled nursing
No sales. Details-- send
Tractor, 753-1319.
ADMIRAL frost-free
Glass Co , Dixieland
30. Business Rentals
Ministries
facility and out-patient
N. 5th Street, Murstamped envelope:
refrig.
G.E.
40"
cook
STOP those high cooling
50 lb. Bag
Center. Ph 753-0180
clinic. Will consider
Elan- 332, 341S EnOFFICE
or Store space
stove.
115 S. 4th St.
Frigidaire
ray, KY 42071 no
in
bills! Standard size
Fertilizer 5-10-12 located in Southside
terprise, Ft. Pierce, Fl
CFY-SP Of CCC-SP. For
storm windows $21.25. counter over & large
later than June 13,
753-1622
33482.
Shopping Center aspprox
.
further information call
Special
Mid -South Wholesale air-hockey game. 753Murray
1986. FmHA com550 sq ft. Immediate
FEDERAL. state &
Building; 342 East 0789.
Dale Sandusky. M.A.
Price
Paving Co. Inc. SATELLITE system for Civil jobs now availa- mittee elections are
possession $275 per month
Washington; Paris; 901- AG Brokers has
CCC-SP, Regional CoorCall 753.4509 or 753-6612
vegetable crop oil for $5
Specializing in asphalt Father's Day- 10' all ble Call 1-201-556-2556 open to all eligible
642-2552.
dinator CommunicaA Ton
paving. sealcoating and alum dish- all in one ext. 16A5 24 hours for voters
THE new TORO string a gallon. Industrial Rd.
without
tions Disorders Serinfo.
Great for
trimmer now in stock at 753-4533.
Remote control
crack repairs. 7 yrs. exregard to race, color,
vices, National Health
tIEST service in town
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
CREEK VIEW
receiver- motor drive. FEDERAL. state and
perience. Providing
religion, national
lawn & garden
Corp. (901)465-9861
civil jobs now available
stereo processor with
While supply lasts! 5 gal on mowers, trimmers
quality
work
at
or write to National
SELF
origin,
age,
political
your
in
516.400
area
to
tax and installation
DRIVEWAY sealer and chain saws. We
reasonable prices.
Health Corp. Center
affiliation, marital
$67.500 Immediate
service what others
$1395- Sat. Dr Ect Etc
STORAGE
$5.95.
Mid
-South
Free Estirnate
P.O. Drawer D. Conopenings For updated
Industrial Rd.
759-1500. 601 S 4th.
status, sex, and/or
Wholesale Building; 342 can't. Stokes Tractor
Hwy. 641 N.
nersville, Tn, 38068.
615.s59job list call
Call 753-0411
Murray
East Washington• 753-1319.
handicap.
753-4533
24 Hr. private entrance
5155 Ext J271.
FIREWOOD, $27.50 a
Paris; 901.642-2552.
733-6734
rick delivered, 10 ricks SNAPPER mower
16, Home Furnishings
$250.
436-2778.
Call
blades,
HI MY NAME IS LINU5
all sizes. $6 99
I PONT
I WAS BORN
I WAS
AREN'T YOU KIND OF
4 PIECE living room FIREWOOD, $100 for 5 Wallin Hardware, 32 Apts for Rent
v‘A,+ I SIT WITH YOU
KNOW..WHEN BORN IN
IN DECEMBER ,
OLD FOR ME?
ricks.$25 for singles. Call Paris. TN.
suite Call 474-2241)
1 BOR. $150 & dep. 2
AND EAT LUNCH
WERE YOU OCTOBER..
753-2435.
SPECIAL PRICE now on Bdr $165 & dep.
6 PIECE living room
Near
BORN?
LARGE,
large,
large
Wheel Horse rear engine t'niv
suite, barn wood Also,
furnished 753console stereo
Call selection of storage riders. 8 hp and 11 hp. (3430.
489 2383 days, after buildings in stock for Overstocked. See us be- 1 BR apt. 1628-C Miller
immediate delivery. fore you buy. Stokes
5p.m. 474-2386.
Ave., near University_
Acree Portable Tractor 753-1319.
BABY bed & twin size Buildings.
Mayfield. TILLERS, chain drive. $120/ month. No pets
iron bed, $125 each. Call Ky.
753-3415 until 5p.m .
502.247-78.31.
5 h.p. Briggs & Stratton
753 3125.
LARGE safe, 5'3" high engines, $299.99. Wallin after 5p.m. 753-7123.
FATHERS Day Sale. by 38" wide by
1 BR furnished apt. $160
33" deep.
All recliners, easy Excellent for jewelry, Hardware. Paris, TN.
per moNth. Water &
WE
have
clean
good
55
chairs, oak rockers & money or important
cable furnished. No
WANT TO
VW441- TO
WANT TO 60 1-kAI•6
gal. drums. $6 each AG
lamps, on sale now. papers. Call 753-5980
900
PLAY
PLAY cTCi.?1 NO
ARDOND `tOOR P4006E
or Brokers. Industrial Rd children or pets.
Savings throughout the inquire at Hortons Lock
Coldwater Rd. 753-5980.
k I DE-NZAND COMPLAIN AE:OUT
753.4533.
store, through June Shop.
2 BR apt
with reLEEK"
NOT IAAVING ANYTAI46
WE have good, clean. 55
14th, Carraway Furni LAWN
mower bat- gallon drums, $6 each. frigerator. dishwasher,
TO DO 7
ture, 105 N. 3rd. teries, 12 volt,
$19.99. Jones's Fruit Stand, S stove. central air &
753-1502.
heat, water furnished.
Wallin Hardware, 12th St
Quiet, nice neighborKING size waterbed Paris. TN.
hood. $235 per month.
mattress. Call 753 4421 LAWN mower,
22" cut,
759-444)6.
after 5 pm.
4 h.p. Briggs Br Stratton
ALMOST new. 2 br. Apt,
WHIRLPOOL engines. $179.99. Wallin
in Westwood subdivison,
MICROWAVE ovens as Hardware, Paris, TN.
with built-in microwave,
low as $4 per week; 25' NEW shipment of push
range, refrifgerator,
Magnavox color TV as mowers including the
iti 19913 United Fmk. yrodiuro
At Rates As Low As dishwasher and disposal.
low as $7 per week; new Hi-wheel push. See
Wash-er and dryer
Whirlpool automatic us before you buy. Stokes
a month!
hookup, low utilities.
washer as low as $6 per Tractor. 753-1319
Lease and deposit reBennett &
week; Whirlpool re- ODD jobs- build decks,
quired. Call 759-1503.
frigerator as low as $8 patios; tree trimming;
Associates
FURNISHED apts.
305 N. 4th
per week. Goodyear concrete work. Phone
Renting now. Adults
753-7273
753-0595.
Murray
436-2904.
only. No pets. Zimmerman Apts.. S. 16th
753-6609.
LARGE 1 bedroom apartment. plenty of privacy
and parking, near hospital on Poplar Street.
Stove, refrigerator, air
36 Attributes to
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
conditioner. $135 per
39 Writing tablet
month. Call 759-1987.
APE
42 Helium
1 Demonstrate
MO
MUR-Cal apts. Norsymbol
6 Babylonian
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
43 Halts
abode of
JUST ONCE I WANTED
Now renting. Equal
000151 00°
45 Bridge
dead
TO SEE HtM DOING WHAT
Housing Opportunity.
46 Sit down to
11 Chief
759-4984.
HE'S SUPPOSED TO
dinner
12 Expel from
NICE 2 BR duplex in
SE POING
48 Cuts
easure
14 country
A OUOU MUD UU private area. Applian50 Small bird
Printer's
ces furnished. Call 75351 Kind of
measure
T U DUDO D0000 3343.
15 Soil
cheese
NOW renting 2 BR
53 Story
rme
17 O
Rorm
g ald
t an
E al MOD MUM apartments
at Em55 French article
bassy. Also, 1 BR
18 Perform
56 Tell
furnished apartments
59 Higher
20 Approaches
at other locations. Call
61 Repulse
23 Footlike part
A UU 000M MUM 753-3530_
62 Sedate
24 Old name for
1 or 2 bedroom ApartThailand
ment near downtown
26 Fear
DOWN
4 Blood carrier
10 mperative
Murray Call 753.4109 or
28 Niton symbol
5 Transgressed
11 Rent
PugsLiC *ANTS ME
762-6650.
1 Writing
3
29
1 Joint
To Qum THE DuSINESS
6 Paid notice
13 Experience
ONE bedroom furnished
Locate
implement
7 Note of scale
16 Sailors
apartment adjoining Un2 Sun god
33
5 Learning
8 Likely
19 Article of
iversity. 1303 Chestnut
Want
3 Unusual
9 Noose
furniture
Water furnished, no chil21 Check
dren. no pets, deposit re22 Surfeits
quired Call 753-3134
25 Frames of
TAKIl'sfG aplications
1.111
mind
for Section 8. Rent
27 Fights
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
between two
BR. Apply Hilldale
30 Court orders Apts
• Hardin. Ky.
32 Makt
Equal Housing
suitable
Opportunity
34 Short iacket
W 0 bedroom
36 Gaiety
Townhouse, furnished
37 Schoolbook
close to campus.
38 Part of
washer dryer hookup.
fireplace
Call 753-0915
40 Followed
VERY nice, clean, fur.
closely
41
fished apt . convenient
41 Go in
to Campus
Call
44 Quarrels
753.7276
47 Story
49 Narrow strip
33. Rooms for Rent
of wood
flOoJ. or rent. I block
52 Chart
54 Guido's high from campus
,t11
C _
pot*
BO furnished
57 Tellurium
$125.. month. Available
symbol
for summer session
58 Spanish
Also some available for
article
Fall. Call 759.9645
60 Roman 51

FM ND

watch at Murray
State Tennis Courts Call
753-85Th anytime
LOST Ladies wrist watch
between Park League
and Ky League If found
call 753-9600
LOST pair of appliance
dollies Please return to
Morris Refrigeration.
506 5 4th. 753-7205
LOST tan billfold in the
vicinity of Callaway
County Murray Hospital Keep money, return
cards Reward if no
money in billfold Call
753-0291

I MRS. THERESA.

I

I

6. Help Wanted

WANTED: person to do
plumbing work on new
house. Call 753-8292 at

FOR SALE

WE'RE
PRAYING
FOR MURRAY!

WANT
TO BUY
JUNK CARS
492-8812

$4

$1 50

Ag

Brokers

New Group Medicare
Supplements Plans
Announced

$21

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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CLASSIFIEDS
33. Rooms for Rent
SLEEPING rooms.
furnished. near Univ.
$100 & dep. 102 S. 16th.

Real Estate
GOVERNMENT homes
from $1
U repair
Delinquent tax property, Repossessions.
-34. Houses for Rent
Call 805-687-6000 Ext.
2 BDR. house. 4 mi. H-8155 for current repo
south. $175 & dep Call list.
1<OPPERUD Realty
753-0430.
2 BR house, in Country. offers a complete range
in East School District. of Real Estate services
garden spot. Re. with a wide selection of
ferences. $150 plus de- quality home In the city
posit. 753-9366 after & in the county. All
price ranges. Phone
5p.m.
2 HOUSES & 1 trailer in 753-1222 for courteous,
Hardin. Call 437-4569 competent Real Estate
service. We make buyafter 6p.m.
3 B11. houses on ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
Sycamore & Main
Lease or lease with WANT privacy? 3 BR. 2
option to buy Call story house, 2500 sq. ft..
753-4109 or 762-6650 or 2 car attached garage.
Located in the middle of
436-2844.
7 acres. Lots of trees.
40x40 outbuilding with
37. Livestock-Supplies
running water $37,500.
REGISTERED Ten435-4366 after 5p.m.
nessee Walking mare al
gelding. Show or pleas- 44. Lots for Sale
ure. Anyone can ride
them. Gentle. Phone LARGE wooded ,lake
753-919o.
rot, near Harnlin Ken ••
tucky & Pinebluff area.
38, Pets-Supplies
Good view of lake. Nice
TIEAUTIFUL AEC building site. Accessa
Pomeranian. Call 502- ble. Reasonably priced.
Financing available.
658-3427.
OBEDIENCE train Ken Shores Estates
your dog at home with 753-7531.
no force. 6 lessons. VHS TWO residential lots
video tape, $39.99. M. Highland Oaks sub
Adelman. Rt. 2 Box 5413. division. 53500 each.
Call 759 4903.
Hazel, Ky. 42049.
43

"Sete/ PttopeAtio"
Felt Safe
*55 ACRES IN 2 TRACTS
Location: 8 miles east of Mayfield, Ky.,
6 miles west of Murray, Ky.. just off
Highway 464(Backusburg Road) on the
Clayton Hargrove Road.
The first tract contains approximately
39 acres and has approximately 2,000
feet frontage on the Clayton Hargrove
Road. It lays level to gently rolling and
is ideal for row crop farming.
The second tract is located directly
across the Clayton Hargrove Road from
tract no. 1. It lays level to gently rolling
and has 657 feet frontage on the Clayton
Hargrove Road. Like tract no. 1, it is
also ideal for row crop farming.
The primary soil types of the entire
farm are Grenada silt loam and Loring
silt loam. The Grenada series occupies
broad areas on the smooth uplands. It is
also in small areas on terraces along
creeks. It consists of moderately well
drained soils that have a fragipan. It is
easy to cultivate, has moderate natural
fertilization and no organic matter content. It has moderate to high suitability
for all commonly grown crops in this
area. The hazard of erosion is none to
slight with good management practices.
Loring silt loam has undulating slopes
of two to five percent. It has a wide use
suitability, very good workability, and
good productivity. The lower part of the
subsoil is fairly permeable and permits
fairly easy root penetration. The level
phase has no erosion problems and this
is one of the best soils of the uplands.
This property is ideally located between Mayfield and Murray and only 4.5
miles from Farmington. It is in the Farmington Elementary School District
and the Graves County High School
District.
*This farm may be purchased as a
whole or each tract may be purchased
individually.
55 acres at $500.00 per acre equals
$27,500.00
16 acres at $406 00 per acre equals
$6,500.00
39 acres at $525.64 per acre equals
$20,500.00
Call Today for Your Inspection
If you would like to have your real estate
merchandised the "Select Properties"
way, call us for a no charge, no
obligation proposal

Ivirrray Ledger it runes

44. Lots for Sale
SO. Used Trucks
4 9 . Used Cars
CORNER lot in Oaks 1973 DODGE Polaris. 1978 FORD 800. 391 gas
Estates. Call 753 7634 good for parts. Call 436. engine, 562 trans. with
after 5p.m.
two speed aux. Line
5435
1975 PLYMOUTH Vali- tandom, 222' wheel
46. Homes for Sale
ant, low mileage, cream base, air brakes. dual
fuel tanks. 9.000 lb. front
BR modern frame puff. Call 753-8692.
home, utility shed & 1977 MERCURY axle. 34,000 rears, 67,003
well on 1 lot. $12.500. Marquis station wagon. actual miles. 810.500
John C. Steele 753-2875.
Call after 6p.m
Call 436-5439.
1980 CHEVROLET
3 BR. 2 bath, on 753-3293.
Camelot Dr. 'Large 1978 SILVER Corvette. pickup. L.W.B.. extra
great room with 38xxx miles, $8900. Call nice. Call 753-9872.
fireplace, fenced back- 435-4396•
Campers
yard. Lots of extras. 1980 CUTLASS Calais, 51
753-3119.
AM/FM cassette.
1976 MIDAS 21 ft., fully
ps. self contained with tub
NICE 3 BR home, cedar pb. good.tires. excellent
siding, 2 full baths, condition, reasonable & shower, air and
fenced in yard, in city. price. Call 437.4364 after awning, double axels
5p.m.
Extra clean garage
$3800. Cali 753-0659.
kept. $4.000. 489-2538.
1484 CAMARO 7•28
47. Motorcycles
chrocal metallic, tops
CAB -over camper.
1980 650 YAMAHA, good loaded, clean. $8900 or L.W.B., sleeps 4, AC.
condition, economical best offer. 753-7307.
DC. stove & refrigera
transportation Call 753- 1984 CUTLASS Sierra
tor, porta-pot. Extra
6747.
nice. $595. Call 759-1987.
sharp. Call 489-2430.
1982 YAMAHA YZ80, 1984 GRAND Prix.
52
Boats -Motors
water cooled, in gr,eat Call 489-2430.
shape. $350. Can be seen '78 CUTLASS Supreme 33' NAUTALINE
at Village Convenience. Brougham, tilt. p.b., houseboat 1967. T200's,
911 ,,Sycarnere. or ,
p.s.. a.c, stereo in,• gen-. VHF. 115.000.
759-9577.
eluded. Nice car. 759. 753-4065 evenings.
1083 650 NIGHT Hawk. 1195 or 753-8019 if no
ft. Cape
Call 753-6203.
answer.
Dory Day Sailer.
1985 230 QUAD Squad '82 MONTE Carlo. Ex- trailer, motor. $1250.
Sport 4x4. Very good cellent condition. Vinyl Call 247-4166
condition, good price. top. AM/FM cassette.
Call 759-9705 after 5p.m.
ac. low mileage, local 53. Services Offered
HONDA Odessey. $300. car. 86500. Serious in- 2 MEN want to do yard
Call 474-8088 after 6p.m.
quiries only. Call after work. Tree trimming.
6p.m. 759-4017.
removal of unwanted
48 . Auto Services
trees & shrubbery, mow
IMPORT Auto Salvage- 50. Used Trucks
yards, light hauling &
New & used parts. Open 1970 INTERNATIONAL wood for sale. Free es8-5, Mon.-Sat. 474-2325.
Scout 4x4. very solid timates. 753-0680 or 759body & mechanically 1683.
4 9 . Used Cars
sound. $1,650. 753-2708 ALL type masonry
1952 NASH good shape. after 4p.m.
work, block, brick,
perfect to restore. Call 1972 FORD F100, concrete, driveways,
436-2183 or 436-5615.
L.W.B., 360 V-8, auto., sidewalks. patios, house
ps, pb. H-D hitch re- foundations, new
1980 Monte Carlo
ceiver. elec. brake con- chimneys or chimney
55,000
actual troller, good.work repair. 25 years extruck. $500 firm. Alum. perience. Free .esmiles, extra nice.
topper for L.W.B. timates. Call Charles
1982 Dodge
Barnett 753-5476.
pickup, $80. 753-7526.
1975 CHEVY step side APPLIANCE
Ram Charger
pickup, good condition. SERVICE. Kenmore,
2 wheel drive, ex$1500. Call 753-6110 after 5 Westinghouse,
tra nice.
Whirlpool. 23 years
PM.
experience. Parts and
RICKS VINYL
'74 DODGE long van, service. Bobby Hopper,
ROOF &
318 automatic, power Bob's Appliance Sersteering. Needs only vice. 202 S. 5th St.
MOTOR SALES
minor repairs. $650 or Business 753-4872, 436753-9872
will take wreck on 5848 (home).
trade 753-5901.
APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan. Kelvinator and
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges
Gold
Silver
microwaves, disClosed
Closed
hwashers. reYesterday
341.80
Yesterday
5.17
frigerators. etc. Earl
Opened
Opened
Lovett, 354-6956 or 7535341.
Today
342.10
Today
5.22

Lz

nAILBOAT

Up

.30
Up
Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071

.05

753,7113
We buy Gold, Silver 6 Diamonds
We loon money on anything of value
Hours: 10-6 Daily. Closed Sunday

115 South 13th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-753-3492

MURRAY %.;!
HOT TUBS
Considering everything you go
through daily, who deserves a
REGENCY SPA
more than you?

INTRODUCING
The Newest and Best Car Lot
In The Purchase
z2L17- .
we
Consignment
Move'Em

Lot

Plead to Sail That Car, We'll Move It
Mead to Buy That Car, Come Buy
REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO.
811 Paris Rood•247-138S•Mayfield
704 B.C. Mathis Dr.0442-7269•Paducah

Double D
Downtown Murray, 4th 1 Poplar
or call 759-1211

NOTICE
A 10% PENALTY ON CITY OF MURRAY
AUTO STICKERS AND BUSINESS LICENSE
BECAME EFFECTIVE ON JUNE 1, 1986.
FAILURE TO PURCHASE THE REQUIRED
LICENSE COULD RESULT IN CITATION
INTO DISTRICT COURT.
JO CRASS
CITY CLERK
AUTO STICKERS MUST BE PERMANENTLY AFFIXED TO THE WINDSHIELD OF
THE VEHICLE.
I.
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ROOFING
Metal & Shingles.
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding.
Free estimates.

Call 759-1600
DAVE'S Window Cleaning Residential, commercial, one & two story.
References. 10,", Senior
Citizen discount.
753-9873.
bECKS, patios, foundations, greenhouse
additions. Custom energy saver homes. Contracted or hourly. Solar
home builders. Tripp
Williams 753-0563.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
•
FOR your roofing
needs, minor repairs or
complete roofs. 15 years
experience. For free
estimate call 759-1825.
GENERAL HOMff
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry.
concrete, plumbing.
roofing. siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276.
GENERAL Home
Repair- 20 years experience. Roofing &
painting. indoor & outdoor. Odd jobs. No job
to small. 474-8057.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
HAMILTON Cultured
Marble, tops- sinkspanels. custom made
vanities. Free Est, 7539400.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA approved. Save on those
high heating and cooling bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53. Services Otlersd
SEWING Machine ReWILL do bpshhogging
pair. All makes and
Yearry's Tree
and order gardens. Call
models. Home & In
753-8590
& Yard Service
dustrial. Bag closing
WILL haul white rock,
machines. Also scissor
Free Estimates
sand, lime, rip rap and
sharpening.. 40 yrs
Phone 436-2562
masonary sand, coal,
experience. All work
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
733-0789
Kenneth
guaranteed.
Let Rex give you a
Call Roger Hudson,
Barnhill, 753 2674,
Experienced
753 4545 or 753-6763
price on your sepStella, Ky.
tic tank & backhoe
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE.
work.
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
30 yrs. experience
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Larry Wood 753-0211.
TREE WORK. Corn
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
MOODY'S Mower plete removal, topping,
OVER
Repair
pickup and trimming,- stumps
20 YEARS
delivery. All work
•
mechanically removed.
EXPERIENCE
guaranteed. Call 753
Experienced. Larry
5666.
STOP BY AND SEE
Wood 753-0211.
MOWING, hauling. WET BASEMENT? We
OUR NEW SHOW ROOM
•
pruning, plantings. Also make wet basements
409 SUNBURY CIRCLE
roto tilling. Bushes and dry. Work completely
trees removed, rubbish guaranteed. Call or .
753-5940
• MURRAY, KY 42071
clean' ups, etc. Yard write Morgan Con• Watch for the date of our Open House •
work, minor repairs, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
•••••••••••••••••••••
odd jobs. Good prices, 409A,. Paducah, Ky.
refs. Z.611 Jerry 'at' 42001 or call 1-442 1026.
759 9661 or 759-4808 7
WE buy, sell & repair
eves, per week.
air conditioners. Dill
ODD job specialist, Electric 759 1577.
ceiling fans, electrical,
WE buy, sell & repair
LIFE
plumbing, fencing. You
air conditioners. Dill
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
name it, I do it. You
Electric 759-1577.
buy, I install. You
INTENSIVE CARE
break, I fix. Call 436
HEALTH
ALUMINUM
2868 evenings.
PAINTING = Paper
SERVICE CO.
Corner 1 3111 l Poplar
hanging, commerical or
Aluminum and vinyl
1 1 5 South 13th
residential, Free es
siding. Custom trim
timates. References. 25
Murray. Ky 42071
work. Refstrancas.
years experience,
Call Will Ed Dailey
(502) 753 6202
Tremon Farris 759-1987
753-0659

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

Hopkins Insurance Agency

,
,
..,,
Dial
-A
-Serv
ice
..
.
2
:•.

492-8714
JQINER'S complete
tree service, 32 !yrs
experience
Also.
stumps mechanically
removed 10" below
surface. Call 753 0366.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair
Phone 753 7203
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative mainten
ance Roofs, floors,
plumbing, wiring,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

00

IP
00

Police
911

91 1

All Season's Lawn & Leisure Center
205 North 4th St.-753-4110
John

Deere-Snapper-Roper-Echo-Stihl
We Service What We Sell

Cindi Lin Ceramic Studio
Hwy. 94 East 1 mi. from city limits
Open for classes Tues. & Thurs.
12-10 p.m.

%
.

s
e
so9

753-0079

Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl Siding,
Custom Trim Work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 753-0689
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
Trona and Carrier dewier
for sales and aervIce In Murray
and Calloway County.
802 Chaistnut.

MUNE
soemnege•••••••

753_8181

Poison Control
753-7588
PH 502 759 4034 DAYS 502-753-1458 NIGHTS
24 HOUR SERVICE

DUNCAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
HOWARD DUNCAN, OWNER

Truck Wash
RT 2 BOX 45A

GOLDEN MEMORIES
Videotaping & 35mm filming. Will film on
desired location for all occasions.
Weddings, Birthdays, Anniversaries,
Graduations, Reunions, Showers
or Insurance Claims...

759-1737

DON WILKERSON
ROOFING
15 years

•xperience
Residential & Commercial

(502) 489-2580

(502) 345-2602

Brenda's Beauty Salon
"Super Cuts Guys & Gals"
Open Tues. & Wed. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Thurs. & Frt. 7 .m.-6 p.m.
Sot. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
leanings by appt.
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Cantor
733-4382

Greg's Vinyl Tops
753-9841

Center Dr. off 641 N.
(Behind old Boston Tea Party)
m-F 8-5
Sell auto luggage racks.

T & M Cleaning
Prompt & Professional-Residential & Commercial
Free Estimates
Licensed, insured 8 bonded.
492-8254

MURRAY. KY 42071

Starting A New Business?

RENTAL SALES

Individualized logos &
drawings done for VERY
Reasonable Rates!

CENTER
7001 Mo..
,

'I) IIV

Buy Carolina Stoves For Quality Heating.

753-8201

211 Main

Lee's Carpet deanmg.
•Carpets oUpholstery
oFree Estimates
Satisfaction Guaranteed

•

Call 759-9567 after 4 p.m.

Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Industrial
Commercial
Residential
753-9562

Call 753-5827
15 Years Experience Estimates Welcomed

Dunnoway's Body Shop
404 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Bus. 753-8730

Res. 753-6965

MICHELIN •

WE REPAIR &
REFINISH FURNITURE
Experienced &
qualified. Also,
have unusual oak
& walnut furniture
1.
glassware.
Hubert Coles
Antique Shop

()mums

753-9224

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS MING
ON YOUR

nats.

753-1489

0‘
at
'44I

_

,---Safel'eil

,

CARROLL

.

Tire & Wheel Alignment

•info Rod Wheel Alignment
•Coput•rited
m
Wheel flelaneng

t,
,
....

it
.

1103 Pogue

Murray Ky

i

Murray's Newest Record Store
Carrying a wide variety of new & used records
Bring in your old records for sale or trade

Your Ad Could
Appear Here
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-5131 753-6952
Ray Elkins Carpet Laying
20 Years Experience
Highest Quality Workmanship

753-9559
Flowers

For All Occasions

1 CraY
•

Terrapin Station
605 Olive
OpeolOsm 6pm

Phone 753 8926
MF

10•m SIDm

Sal

Hel Air Shoppuip4l,enler
Mum.% AY 42071

15021 753-0932

To place your ad in the Dial-A -Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

•
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Some officials say fire marshal should control arson investigations
firefighters' frustration
over the state arson program stems from the
fact that it's not easy to
obtain convictions on
that charge.
"Arson is the most difficult crime in the world
to prove," Horn said.
"You almost have to
have a picture of the
firebug striking a
match. In investigation,
a lot of people have to
carry the ball."
However. Horn
doesn't want the program back, and he even
supported police this
year in stopping the

SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Some long-time
fire officials believe
Kentucky would be better served if arson investigators came from
the fire marshal's office
rather than state police.
The state fire marshal's office used to
have control of the program, but the state
police have handled it
the last 12 years. A
measure to transfer the
program back to the fire
marshal died in the
legislature this year.
State Fire Marshal
Gayle Horn said

He said 17.2 percent of respectively, compared
where fires may have only do slight damage officer.
been set deliberately,' and which have obvious
with the national rate of
The number of arrests those led to arrests. A
causes.
some firefighters said.
by state police in arson national figure for last 17 percent,
"We do the initial in- cases is higher than the year was unavailable.
Eugene Bemiss,
State police don't keep
Shelby County vfstigation to find the national rate for the last
The two previous statistics on arson conVolunteer Fire Depart- cause." Horn said. few years, Lite said.
years, 1983 and 1984, victions but would start
ment chief and a "When we feel the fire
July 15, when a new
He said state police in- showed the state's armember of the squad was not accidental, we vestigated 648 suspected rest rate at 21.7 percent state record-keeping
since 1961, uses as an ex- call in the state police." arson cases last year. and 20.2 percent, law takes effect.
"If they don't get that,
ample a downtown fire
that did heavy damage the case easily would be
to four Shelbyville thrown out of court. The
buildings in January arson investigator has
no reason to come until
1985.
"We knew and heard probable cause has
some things about the arisen."
Horn said the cause of
'fire that I can't divulge
Industrial Average
-18.96
I.B.M.
148% -11/s
but got no reaction from the Shelbyville fire in
84% + vs
Previous Close
1870.18
Ingersoll Rand
the state arson in- question has not been
Air Products
39
-1
/
4
Jerrico
1
/s
25% -IA
vestigation people," determined. But his in53% .3%
American Telephone
W/2 -%
Kmart
vestigators found
Bemiss said.
Briggs & Stratton
38/
1
4 -1/4
Kroger
52/
1
4 + 11s
"I don't want to make nothing suspicious.
Chrysler
38 -1
/
4
Overnight Trans.
33% +3/2
And because the fire
anybody in Frankfort
CSX Corp
801/, +
JCPenney
32/
1
2 -1
/
2
mad, but in my opinion, marshal's office didn't Dean Foods
491/4 unc
Penwaft
53% unc
the state doesn't have consider the case arson, Dollar Gen. Store
Quaker
Oats
18%
-11
/
s
73% -Vs
much arson investiga- the state police did not Exxon
59% -3
/
4
Sears
471/2 -3
/4
assign anyone to the Ford
tion,"
he
Said.
ment, call the Mayfield
Texaco
321A -%
33 -1/2
Horn said firefighters case, said Capt. Ken- G.A F
34%
Time Inc.
office at 247-5346.
82% -1%
get frustrated because neth Smith of the General Motors
77 -3
/2
U.S.Tobaceo
33% unc
they don't always Frankfort post that GenCorp, Inc.
78 +2%
Wal-Mart
481/i -8/4
understand how Ken- covers Shelby County.
Goodrich
Wendy's
401/4 -1/4
18% -1
/
4
that
after
Smith
said
tucky conducts its
Goodyear
31% -/
1
4
C.E.F. Yield
830
one of the building's ocinvestigations.
One of the fire mar- cupants called police
WOODMAN BUILDiNG
BETTY BOSTON
shal's 30 investigators is five weeks later, a state
300 MAPLE STREET
JACK UDDBERG
went
sent to the scene if a ma- police investigator
?MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
jor fire breaks out, Horn to the scene. "But we
nothing,"
Smith
said. Louisville and Lex- found
ington have their own said.
The state police have
full-time fire investigators But the fire a full-time arson inmarshal's office doesn't vestigator at all 16
send people to house posts, said Capt. John
fires and blazes which Lile, public information
measure in the General
Assembly.
"I think they (state
police) do an excellent
job with the resources
they have," he said.
Horn said about 40
states keep their arson
investigation under the
fire marshal's jurisdiction, "but their state
police mostly are
highway patrol and not
criminal investigators
like ours."
Sometimes, though.
it's difficult for local'
departments to interest
the state arson investigators in cases

Stock Market

Adults abused as children may
receive aid through new program
For further informaThe Western Kentucky Regional Mental tion and/or appointHealth-Mental Retardation Board, Incor-.
porated is adding a new
group to their program
of clinical services in
Graves County for
adults who were sexually molested as children.
Beverly Taylor. program director for the
agency's services in
Hickman, Fulton, and
Graves counties said,
We have identified
enough people in our
other clinical services
and through requests
from individuals in the
conimunity to warrant
the new service.
Publicity from our recent child sexual abuse
workshop, our newsletter, the "Interchange,"
and other educational
activities have made
people less reluctant to
seek help since they
realize their situation is
not unique."
Wasted mirage
The group will meet
on Monday evenings at
6:30 p.m. An orientation
and information
meeting for potential
group members will be
conducted June 16th.
Meetings will be at the
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242
Mayfield-Graves CounAlterations & Summer Storage
ty office, located in the
J.U. Kevil Center, South
$ 2Each
00
Coats, Dresses, Suits
10th Extended,
Mayfield. Psychologist
Trousers, Skirts,
$ 1 00
Dana Hardy and social
Each
Sweaters & Sport Coats
worker Kern Buck will
Prices Good 06-09-86 Thru 06-14-86
lead the group.

t

Why Wait 5 Minutes For Lunch?
Why Pay $3.29 For Just
Pizza & Spaghetti?
At Pizza Inn, you can get all the Pizza,
Spaghetti, Salad, Soup and all the Soda
you can drink for under

Every Sunday Thru Friday 11:00 a.m. & 2:00 p.m. &
Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Night 5:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
Coupon

('4)111)011

('oupon

Coupon

('oupoit

Buy 1 Sandwich
Get Next Sandwich For 990

1983 Silverado
Short wheel base, chrome bumpers, rails, rally
wheels, sliding rear window, P.L., Auto, P.W., air, tilt,
stereo, cruise.

('otii)on

DWAIN
TAYLOR
INC.
CHEVROLET,
G41 S. noway
757-7617

('oupon

Good Only Before 5 p.m.
Expires 946
Coupon ( oupon ('oupon
('oupon

Coup(

753-0900

PURCHASE
AREA

FREE DELIVERY ,

owl

Pizza inn

DEALER

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Turner
Charles Chips

Buttermilk

Potato Chips

89

/
1 2 Gal.

2 Liter Bottles

Turner 1/2% Milk

Gal $ 1 69
Field Pro-Leaguer

Ice Cream
4 Qt. Pail

Wieners

88
990

Pepsi, Mt. Dew or Diet Pepsi

reen Iceburg

Lettuce

2/890
Jumbo Head

Northern

Paper Towels Bathroom Paper

680
Jumbo Roil

4 Roll Pkg.

$1

69

Red Ripe

Fresh

Nectarines

Cantaloupes

59

Each

12 Oz.
Scott

6 Pk. 12 Oz. Cans

North Dakota

Yellow

Red Potatoes

Onions

Super Nice

5 Lb Bag
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Claiborne is named
June Dairy Month
Chairman for 1986
Jerry Claiborne, the
very personable and
successful coach of the
University of Kentucky
Football Wildcats has
been named as the June
Dairy Month Chairman
for 1986.
Among his responsibilities will be taping
of a radio public service
announcement and a
photo session for the
June Dairy Month
newspaper ad which
will be used by county
promotion committees
across the state.
"Coach Claiborne is a
fine example to all Kentuckians, especially to
our youth, and we feel
priveledged to have him

Kentucky Dairy Princess Kelley Dearing, American Dairy Association of Kentucky President J.C.
Williams, U of K football coach Jerry Claiborne and a friend kick off June Dairy Month in the Blue
Grass state.

as our'honorary chairman.'' said J.C.
Williams, of Hodgenville. President of the
American Dairy
Association of Kentucky. "We feel Coach
Claiborne's selection is
especially significant in
view of the fact that this
is.the 50th Anniversary
celebration of June
Dairy Month," Williams
further stated.
"June Dairy Month,"
Williams continued, "is
a salute to dairy farm
families and their efforts on behalf on their
industry, and that is a
true winning' team
celebration."

Dairy farmers to celebrate
annual month for 50th year

tic

In 1986, America's
dairy farm families will
celebrate June Dairy
Month for the 50th time.
Since the creation of
June Dairy Month in
1936, there have been
many changes in the
dairy industry.
Some 30 years ago,
there were almost 2
million dairy farms in
the United States. Today,
less than 220,000 dairy
farms supply milk and

June is Dairy Month

milk products to meet
the needs of an increasing U. S. population,
seeking the goodness and
nutrition of quality dairy
foods.
To
meet
this
challenge, dairy farmers
have increased the size
of their dairy herds,
made more effective use
of breeding and feeding
techniques, adapted
computer technology,
and made shifts in pro-

duction to meet the
changes in consumer
demand.
During the 1950's and
early 1960's, no meal or
family gathering was
complete without milk.
Through the 1970's,
Americans began shifting to other beverages
such as soft drinks, coffee, and juices. As a
result, milk consumption
began to fall. Today, con(Cont'd on page 3)

JUNE DAIRY MONTH-1986

When you're playing for
High-Steaks, don't go to the
Utter guys. We'll give you
the Best Hair Care without
milking you dry.
ST.441

IMP

MURRAY
MIMIC PtAill • • MON 7S3•0542
(aim MONO1I THOU SATIMA

For years, farmers in this community
have relied on our experience, knowledge
and resources to help them meet their
special financial needs

If you're an area farmer, drop by this
week and let us know how we can help you.
We salute all our local dairy farmers

OMAN SKOP,

it's the People at Peoples that make the difference.

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY!!
owmfo •140 OM TIED Irr
TOM & YVONNE KEY
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Dairy cooperatives aid farmers in bargaining for prices
Several of the 18 dairy
farms in Calloway
County belong to
Dairymen Incorporated
which is a cooperative
for dairy farms to help
them bargain for a better price according to
field representative
Danny Dolack.
Co-ops allow farms to
bargain for a better
price for their milk
Dolack explained. Instead of the milk plants
dealing with the individual farms, the
plants deal with the coops.

Dolack said that no
other farming group is
as powerful as the dairy
farms bcause of co-ops.
The co-ops can conduct
lobbying efforts in the
legislature which would
be difficult for individual farmers to do.
One of the items that
the dairy farms of lobbying against is a reduction in support prices
Dolack said.
Several local dairy
farms are out or will be
getting out of the dairy
business through the
government's reduction

Changes•••
(Cont'd from page 2)
sumers are moving to
low-fat milk products,
and have significantly increased their demand for
domestically produced
cheese. The dairy industry is responding to
this shift in consumer attitudes by developing
new products, such as
yogurt.
The dairy farmer's
financial commitment
has grown through the
years, too. Today, the
dairy farmer has an
average investment of
more than $500,000 in his
land,
equipment,
buildings, and animals.
That would qualify him
as a sizeable investor in
our nation's food production system.
In the past 50 years,
the manner in which
milk is marketed has
also changed. Many
dairy farmers used to
sell their products directly from the farm or in the
local community. To
meet today's growing
consumer
demands,

milk
is
produced,
packaged, and sold after
traveling hundreds of
miles in modern tanker
trucks.
Despite the many
changes in the dairy industry, there are several
areas that have remained the same. There is
still the commitment to a
high quality product,
with consistent flavor
and value, no matter
where it is purchased.
There is the dedication to
safe milk and milk products, inspected perhaps
more than any other food
by local, state and national agencies. Finally,
there is the continued
commitment to the dairy
farm family way of life,
where the goals and
aspirations of our nation
are still observed.
The 50th celebration of
June Dairy Month is a
unique time to reflect on
the contributions of
America's dairy farm
families and the dairy industry to our nation's
way of life.

program. Dolack said
that what many people
are not aware of is that
the dairy farms remaining in business are helping to pay for this. He
said that 67 cents out of

University also has a
dairy herd which
Dolack said is one of the
best herds in the nation
for Jerseys.
In Calloway County
the number of dairy

farnis will probably
stay about the same
Dolack said. He adds
that if the farms have
made it this far, they
probably will not have
to quit.

Ryan Milk is 'biggest cream user around'
Ryan Milk Company,
which was recently purchased by Dean Foods
of Chicago, is a local
plant that produces milk
by-products.
Jim Garrison, president, says that the firm
used to go out and talk to
farmer to recruit them
into the dairy industry.
Now. Garrison said,
most farmers join a
cooperative that does
the recruiting and
developing.
The plant also no
longer purchases milk
directly from the
farmers, Garrison said.
He explained that the
co-op develops the milk
supply and when the
plant needs a supply of
milk, they contact to coop who provides the
milk. The farmers deal
with the co-op and then
the plant deals with the
co-op.
In addition to purchasing milk, Ryan
Milk is "probably the
biggest cream user
around," Garrison said.
The plant purchases
"thousands and
thousands" of gallons of
cream a week from
several different places
Garrison said.
The plant uses the
cream for producing
products such as sterile

Protect Your Farming Investment

Let Us Write Your
Crop/Hail Damage
Insurance

The
Murray Insurance Agency
Bel Air Center

every 100 pounds of milk
sold goes to different
programs which includes the dairy herd
reduction program.
In addition to local
farms. Murray State

or long-life whipping
cream, Half and Half,
coffee cream and sour
cream.
Garrison explains
that cream is a byproduct of the standardization process used by
milk producers which
removes some of the fat
in the cows milk.
Ryan Milk employs
more than 100 local
residents.
It began in 1928 as
Dairy Corp. of America
and was called Murray
Milk Products. It later
became a co-op and was
sold to Ryan Group in
about 1940. Dean Foods
then purchased the firm
in 1986.
Ryan Milk delivers its
products to 31 states and
pioneered the processing of sterile or long-life
products at its Murray
plant. The firm moved
to the forefront of
technological innovation three years ago
when it installed equipment for ultra-high
temperature
processing.
The products made at

the local plant are
packaged in well-known
labels such as Sealtest
and Bordens.
The recent sale to
Dean Foods will make

technical and research
facilities, quality control back up and financial support for capital
outlay to sustain the
present rate of growth
available to Ryan Milk.

Calcium's effect on
hypertension studied
Now that scientists
have documented the effect of calcium in combatting osteoporosis, the
mineral is being studied
as a method of battling
high blood pressure.
Researchers
from
Oregon Health Sciences

University report that a
review of diets for 12,000
people
indicates
hypertension may be
closely related to deficiencies in certain
nutrients, most notably,
(Cont'd on page 4)

Quality Petroleum
Products
belcher oil cainc.
L.P. Miller St.
Murray, Ky.
753-0212

FARM CREDIT
SERVI
CES.
W

hat's in a name? In our case, a lot. It says we have short-,
Intermediate- and long-term credit for equipment, land purchases,
rural homes,land and building improvements, living expenses and
operating capital.
Our name also means we provide you with other financial services
Including insurance and farm records.
Best of all, our name is backed by nearly 70 years of ag lending
experience and a commitment to agriculture you won't find anyplace°
else.
And you get it all at one location. So you work with one loan officer who understands your needs.
So let's get together. You'll see what's in our name.

753-4751
Ti
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Jackson Purchase PCA
Federal Land Bank of Mayfield
Hwy. 641 N. of Murray 753-5102
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Milk continues to be an excellent food buy
Milk and milk product
prices have historically
risen more slowly than
any of the other major
categories
food
measured and reported
on by the United States
Bureau
of
Labor

Statistics (BLS).
The attached graph
shows
the
yearly
average retail price in.
creases of the various
food groups, beginning
with a base of 100 in 1967.
Of all major food

categories, milk and
milk products have
maintained the most
stable price. Through
1985, milk and milk products stood at 258.3 on
the index, a 158.3 percent
increase since 1967. Dur-

Food Prices - A Historical Perspective
Fruits &
Cereal &
Food
Meat
Dairy
Year
Vegetables
Bakery Pro. At Home Pol. & Fish Products
196.$
107.9
104.4
103.2
102.2
103.3
19613
109.3
103.3
108.2
110.8
106.7
1970
113.4
108.9
113.7
116.5
111.8
1971
119.1
113.9
116.4
116.9
115.3
1972
125.0
114.7
121.6
128.0
117.1
1973
142.5
127.7
141.4
163.9
151.9
1974
165.8
166.1
162.4
167.1
150.0
1975
171.1
184.8
175.9
178.4
156.6
1976
175.4
180.5
179.5
179.2
169.3
1977
191.8
183.5
190.2
178.3
173.9
1978
213.4
200.0
209.5
206.9
185.2
1979
230.2
220.1
233.0
235.1
207.1
1980
248.1
246.4
251.6
242.3
227.5
1981
276.4
270.4
270.0
252.9
243.6
1982
291.6
283.4
258.6
262.2
247.1
1983
292.2
292.5
282.2
267.1
250.0
1984
317.4
305.3
292.6
271.5
253.2
1985
327.4
308.3
296.2
262.3
258.3
Source: United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLSI.

ing this same period,
fruits and vegetables
have increased 227.4 percent; cereal and bakery
products 208.3 percent;
food at home 196.2 percent; and meat, poultry,
and fish 162.3 percent.

Based on the historical
price movements of
various food
these
groups, milk and milk
products continue to be
an excellent food buy.
Consumers not only
receive more value for

money spent on dairy
foods, but also get the increased
nutritional
benefit of milk and milk
products in the form of
calcium,
vitamins,
nutrients, and other
minerals.

Hypertension... (Cont'd from page 3)
calcium.
Another study showed
that people who consumed 1500 mgs. of calcium
daily had significantly
less chance of high blood
pressure than those who
received only 500 mgs.
per day.
The recommended
daily allowance,(RDA)
of calcium is 800 mgs. for
adults, but the average
person only consumes
between 450 and 500 mgs.
Milk and milk products are the best
natural source of the
mineral, accounting for
72 percent of the calcium

in the nation's food supply. An eight-ounce glass
of milk contains 290 mgs.
of calcium, with one
ounce of cheese 4roviding 200 mgs.
Dr. Jose Villar, assistant professor at the
school of hygiene and
public health at John's
Hopkins University in
Baltimore, Maryland,
believes that people concerned about high blood
pressure should get
about 1.500 mgs. of
calcium daily.
We
think
that
calcium is best used for
prevention rather than a

treatment. After all, if
you live a lifestyle for 20
25
years
that
to
facilitates high blood
pressure, then starting
on calcium isn't going to
erase all that damage,"
he said.
"In fact, trying to prevent increased blood
pressure with calcium
alone won't work if the
rest of your life is crazy.
But if, for example, you
keep your weight down
and limit the stress in
your life, then adding
more calcium may give
you that extra margin of
safety."

A salute to our dairy farmers
for a job well done.

Your job takes dedication, skillful management and a lot of
hard work.
Our job is helping to make your job a little easier. Efficiently.
Productively. Profitably.
You do a lot of work for us. We'd like to work for you.

/"
Imi
."/" Banis of Murray
!pi! "THE FRIENDLY BANK"
Member FDIC

7%

We Carry Almost Every Size NaN, Bolt,
Fastener, Glue or Whatever It Takes To Get
The Job Done. We Even Have Horse Shoes
& Horse Shoe Nails.
We now carry stainless steel bolts & nuts.
Largest Inventory In Our Area!

Murray Supply
Co.

201 E. Maim

7S3-3361
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The dairy industry: Then and now
The dairy industry
began with the discovery
of milk and its development is woven throughout the pages of history.
From early days to the
present, the cow has continued to be the servant
of many, and her importance as a food source
has not diminished.
Early Beginnings
The domestication of
cattle occurred between
6,000 and 10,000 years
ago. Men probably
hunted them as wild
animals prior to this
time.
The oldest written
record of the human race
is the Sanskrit of ancient
India, which dates back
6,000 years. It indicates
that milk had already
become a popular food.
In fact, the cow was so
important in these early
times, that wealth was

often measured in terms
of the number of cattle a
person owned.
The first settlers in the
New World made the
mistake of not bringing
cows with them. They
Mayflower carried no
cattle, which resulted in
lack of suitable food,
especially milk. This
caused the ship's death
rate to be very high. This
mistake was recognized
and afterwards one cow
and two goats were
brought over for every
six people on the ship.
Records indicate that
the very first cows arrived in America at
Jamestown, Virginia, in
1609. Later, as pioneers
pushed toward the West,
they remembered the
lesson of the early settlers and always travelled with two or three cows
following their wagons.

The Dairy Industry
Prior to 1850
Very few changes took
place in milk production
or in the manufacturing
of milk products in the
years following the settlement of Jamestown.
Most of the population
lived on farms or in
small villages, with each
family dependent upon
its cows for milk. As long
as the pasture was good,
there was an abundance
of milk. But during the
winter, the supply was
limited.
Keeping cows within
city limits presented difficultie..s_as these towns
became large population
centers. Feed supplies
had to be shipped from
the country, and city ordinances
regarding
dairy barns became
more
restrictive.
Generally,
farmers
within driving distance

Buchanan's
thinks Dairy Farmers
are
"Udderly" Fantastic!

began delivering milk
over regular city routes.
The milk had to be produced within a few miles
of where it was consumed because of the lack of
suitable transportation
and refrigeration.
The Dairy
Industry — Today
The middle of the nineteenth century marked
the start of the dairy industry as we know it today, with development of
the modern dairy industry having occurred
within the last 30 years.
Several developments
contributed to the formation of today's dairy industry. Most notable
among them were: the
factory system which
allowed milk and milk
products to be processed
in large quantities at
points throughout the
(Cont'd on page 8)

Buchanan Feed
And Seed

Distinguishing between natural
and imitation foods a dilemma
Shoppers pushing their
carts through the supermarket dairy case have
thousands of foods from
which to select. During
the past year alone, new
products
include
chocolate almond milk,
butter blends, cheese
snacks,
low-sodium
cheeses, low-calorie sour
cream, and flavored
butter.
But because of the increasing number of
available choices, the
consumer can become
confused about which
products are made on
the farm, and which are
made in the laboratory.
Since 1980, the dairy
industry has been helping shoppers with this
problem by identifying
real milk and milk products with the "Real"
Seal (a symbolic drop of
milk enclosing the word

"Real"). The "Real"
Seal can be found on
milk, cream, half and
half, butter, sour cream,
evaporated milk, ice
cream, natural and processed cheeses, cottage
cheese, and yogurt. Each
of these products must
conform to quality standards, set down by law,
before the symbol can be
displayed on its package.
The standard for milk,
for example, permits its
fortification with vitamin
D, and describes strict
guidelines
for
pasteurization and ultrapasteurization. Butter
must be made from
cream, and can have no
additives or preservatives other than food
coloring.
Imitations, on the
other hand, do not have
to conform to any set

standards. Therefore,
consumers
cannot
always be sure of what
they are buying and serving their families. In
fact, the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration
defines the word "imitation" to mean "Nutritionally inferior."
The "Real" Seal is
now being displayed on
packages of pizza made
with 100 percent real
cheese.
Fast
food
restaurants, such as
McDonald's
and
Hardee's, are labelling
their real dairy foods, as
shoppers become more
selective about their purchases. Those consumers who look for the
"Real" Seal know that
they are purchasing
wholesome
and
nutritious milk and milk
products.

Current year is 50th anniversary
of June Dairy Month observance
During the summer of
1986, America will
celebrate a number of
Important milestones.
The Statue of Liberty
restoration will be completed, and the Goodwill
Games will showcas4 the
first competition between 'athletes from the
East and West since 1976.
But there is another
celebration during 1986,
which won't receive the
hoopla of these other
festivities,
yet
it

represents one of the
foundations upon which
this country was founded. June 1986 marks the
50th celebration of June
Dairy Month - a time
when we express our appreciation for the hard
work and dedication of
our nation's dairy farm
families.
Too often, we take for
granted the time and effort which must be made
to ensure that there is
fresh milk in the supermarket. We forget about

the numerous quality
control tests which are
made on each sample of
milk.( before it is allowed
on grocery store shelves.
Now is the time to express appreciation to our
dairy farmers for their
dedication to a quality
product. We thank them,
during this 50th celebration of June Dairy
Month, for their contributions
the
to
economy of our community and to the health
of its citizens.

Industrial Road
Murray
753-5378

A salute to our
dairy farmers
for a job well done.
Richard
Orr Dist. Co.
logr Oletribster Of
Stashed Oil Predicts
Salutes Calloway Co.

Your John Deere dealer has
the balers built
for the haymaster in everyone.
530
^

LEADERSHIP
YOU CAN COUNT ON

p.

visit us today
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Safety tips given for handling milk products
Consumers have a
responsibility to provide
their families with the
safest and freshest food
possible.
Improper handling of

milk and milk products,
either returning home
from the store or in the
home, not only shortens
the shelf life of these proby
reducing
ducts

Some Things
Never Change.
Milk is one of the
"reliables." We can depend
on a supply of good fresh
milk for calcium and other
nutrients the body needs
because dairy farm families
are on the job every day all
year long.
Thanks,
Dairy Farmers!

Turner Dairies Inc.
472-2313

4th St., Fulton

Thank you,
dairy farm families,
for your dedication
and service to our
community.

freshness, but can also
pose safety problems.
The dairy industry
takes great care to insure an abundant supply
of fresh, wholesome milk
and milk products is
available to shoppers at
thousands of retail
outlets. However, the
consumer has a role in
keeping milk and milk
products fresh and safe
for home consumption.
Here are a few simple
tips to help keep milk
and milk products fresh
and wholesome:
In the Store
Shop only at
—
reputable outlets that
comply with local laws
food
safety
and
regulations.
— Pick-up perishable

milk and milk products
In hot cars for extended
periods of time. Heat
destroys
freshness
quickly.
At Home
—
Upon arriving
home, place milk and
milk products in the
refrigerator.
Check
the
temperature of your
A
refrigerator.
temperature of 33° to 40°
F. will keep foods fresh
for longer periods of
time.
— Do not let your milk
and milk products stand
at room temperature for
extended periods of time.
After using the product,
immediately return it to
the refrigerator.
— Never mix milk of

By following these few
simple tips, consumers
insure that their families
are getting fresh, safe,
wholesome milk and
milk products filled with
vitamins,
essential
minerals, and nutrients.

pasteurized,
is
and
homogenized,
vitamin A is added to increase its nutritional
value, flavor, quality,
and storage life. Milk
prodietion_has improved
over the years to the
point where the United
States has the highest
quality milk in the world.
From the time it leaves
the cow until it reaches
the consumer, milk is
never touched by human
hands. This closed
system insures that the
milk is sanitary and safe.
in
increase
The
population and demand

has opened the way for
the
in
expansion
marketing of milk and
milk products. Dairy
cooperatives have been
organized by dairy
farmers to meet the
needs
of changing
market conditions and to
help them in their dairy
milk production and
marketing tasks.
Research and scientific development has
lead to new feeding and
breeding techniques,
new products, and has
brought the nutritional
value of milk and milk
products to the consumer's
attention.
Because of these scientific innovations, fewer
dairy cows are needed to
keep pace with consumer demand for high
quality milk and milk
products.
The Importance of
the Dairy Industry
With an increasing
• U.S. and world population, it is becoming more

and more important that
dairy industry
the
develop new production
and marketing technithe
But
ques.
significance of the dairy
industry goe far beyond
the milk it produces. The
dairy industry has
always been a major taxpayer, employer, and ecnomic force for our
nation.
The dairy industry
continues to improve
technology and production techniques which
allow us to enjoy high
quality milk and milk
products. This ensures
an adequate supply of
high quality milk and
is
products
milk
available to meet the daily consumption needs of
U.S. consumers at
reasonable prices.
Today, just as in 1609,
when the first cow came
to Jamestown, milk and
milk products and the
dairy industry help keep
America strong.

(Cont'd from page 5)
improved
land;
machinery to milk cows,
milk, and
process
package it for consumer
use; modern transportation, which made it possible for milk to be shipped
across great distances;
and refrigeration, which
allowed milk and milk
products to be stored and
transported for longer
periods while retaining
their fresh flavor.
Milk
processing
technology has also
undergone significant
changes during the past
few decades. Today milk

(
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YoU and your cows have provided us with
good, healthful products. Your dairy dollars
have helped our community grow.
We salute you during your month!

WAI:MART
Store #410

5.9%
7.9%

A.P.R.
Financing

On Rangers

Financing

with approved credit

2 Plus 5 Year Warranty

On Bronco 11s,
F150s & F250s

•38 in Side Dishcharge
*Fully Equippped

36 Month Financing With
Approved Credit

PARKER FORD
701 Main St.

1.5%

11 H.P. Gilson
Lawn Tractor

Hurry! Offer Ends July 5th
Hwy. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
—.0
Sun. 12-6

— A product does not
have to look or smell unfavorable to be bad.
However, smell and appearance are indicators
of a product's freshness.
If in doubt, don't use the
product.

History•••

Akkaitqe,
I
)

varying temperatures
together.
— Keep all milk and
milk product packages
covered or sealed to protect them from other
food flavors in the
refrigerator.

items such as milk and
milk products on the way
to check-out. This way
they stay refrigerated
the maximum amount of
time.
— Carefully check the
package. Has it been
opened? Is it damaged,
thereby exposing the
product to air, light or
heat?
— Take a moment to
look at the contents of the
package. How does the
product look,smell, etc?
— Check the date on
the product to insure that
it is fresh.
— Is the storage case
for the product clean,
dry, and cold?
— Once you purchase
the product, rush it
home. Do not leave fresh

753-5273

$1295

•Headlights

While They Last

Hazel Lawnit
Garden Center
311 Main St.
492-8147

Hazel

-
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It is fitting that the
unveiling of the Statue of
Liberty renovation will occur during National Ice
Cream Month, since this
nutritious and delicious
snack welcomed many
immigrant families to
America.
In 1921, the Commissioner of Ellis Island
decided to treat all incoming families to the taste of
something
truly
American. He chose to
serve ice cream as a part
of their first meal in their
new country.
Americans have always
enjoyed ice cream, and its
popularity continues to increase. No longer is it
strictly a hot weather
treat. For many U.S. consumers, it is a staple for
calcium, vitamins, and
nutrients. This year alone,
the average American will
consume more than 15
quarts of ice cream.
Phillip Psysic, a New
York caterer, introduced
ice cream to the American
colonies in the 1700's.
George Washington had a
fondness for the frosty
dessert, and installed two
ice cream freezers in his
Mount Vernon home.
It wasn't long before
Americans were creating
new ways to enjoy ice
cream. A Philadelphia
concessionaire developed
the ice cream soda quite
by accident. Running out
of flavor for his soda
water, he added ice cream
as a substitute, much to
the
delight
of
his
customers.
But
many
people
thought soda water was an
intoxicating beverage,
and a law was passed in
Evanston, Illinois banning
Its sale on Sunday. To get
around
the
law, a
drugstore operator began
serving ice cream and
syrup without the soda. He
called his dessert "Sunday," but later changed
the spelling to "sundae"
when church officials objected to naming an ice
cream dish after the Sabbath Day.
The ice cream cone will
celebrate its 82nd birthday
this year. It was introduced in 1904 at the Louisianr
Purchase Exposition in St.
Louis.
In 1920, a Youagstown,
Ohio renfectionary merchant asked his daughter
to sample a new specialty
item he had developed vanilla ice cream dipped
In chocolate. Though she
loved the taste, she complained that it was too
messy. The merchant's
son went to the lollipop
counter and suggested
putting the new dessert on

a stick. This was tle
beginning of the Good
Humor Bar, or ice cream
on-a-stick.
Still a favorite today,
milk and cream are the
two main ingredients in
ice cream bars. Milk from
more than 25,000 cows dai,ly is used to make the
specialty dessert.

Though many changes
have occurred in the ice
cream industry over the
years, one fact remains
unchanged - vanilla is still
America's favorite flavor,
accounting for almost 50
percent of ice cream and
ice milk sales. Chocolate
comes in second, with
strawberry a distant third.--
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We thank you for helping to better our community life, business 8z
economy.
We hope you'll let us
help you better your
future through our full-

Hazel, Ky.

492-8136
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Dairy industry committed to food safety
American's
have
learned to be cautious
about the products they
buy. Shoppers are taking
time to examine goods
before taking them home

to
their
families.
Grocery story purchases
are no exception. With
thousands of food items
to choose from, the
average consumer must

Treat
Yourself
To An
American
Institution.
tipn an lie CIT4111
011C II idjt. .it id sAute
the dairt Win LIMIlles
V• 114

Jte on the lob evert, d.n. all Near

Imig.

making NUR' that we have enough milk. for
Ilet'11... I Millet 41111 all the "ther
, foods
good ti.ln‘

Enjoy Frozen Yogurt
and Gourmet Ice Cream

1

PUMA 1M
APANWAM• FROZEN

aucTirs

Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr.

ve
753-5520

carefully balance cost,
nutritional value, and
product safety.
Consumers have a
right to be concerned
about food safety. First,
there was the tampering
with a popular pain killer
- not once, but twice.
Baby food products have
been found to contain
glass shards. These are
only a few of the product
contaminations which
have been in the news
this year.
The dairy industry has
also experienced its
share of product problems. As with any food
from an animal source,
there are opportunities
for contamination.
However, the dairy industry is sensitive to food
safety, and has worked
long and hard to insure
that the milk and milk
products made available
to consumers in retail
outlets across the U. S.
meet high quality standards and are safe for
consumption.
Product quality control begins at the dairy
farm
where
strict
sanitary conditions are
followed. Cows are examined
daily
for
diseases and removed
from the milk herd at the
first sign of illness. Once

410.1111hibr

fresh milk is removed
from the cow it is never
touched by human hands
again, but begins a
journey of hundreds of
miles in refrigerated,
sanitary tanks, tubes,
and pipes. Before it
leaves the farm, the milk
is sampled to insure a
full-flavor, quality product. The milk is tested
at the dairy processing
plant. Samples are taken
during processing, after
processing, and in random checks of grocery
stores and other retail
outlets.
Many of these quality
checks are conducted by
the dairy farmer and his
producer organizations.
But a host of local, state,
and national governmental agencies including
departments
of
agriculture,
health
departments, and the
Federal
Drug
Administration(FDA),constantly monitor all steps
of milk production and
processing.
The dairy industry is
one of the most regulated
of all U.S. food production segments. Milk and
milk products are constantly tested, inspected,
and monitored to insure
that consumers receive a
high quality, safe food.

Because of human error, mishaps can happen. But through extensive testing and safety
programs implemented
by today's dairy industry, most problems
are detected before the
product goes to market.
Because of these
precautions, shoppers

need not worry when
they shop for milk and
milk
products.
America's dairy farm
families stand behind
their products, and are
diligent in their efforts to
provide the safest,
highest quality milk and
milk products in the
world.

Seventh celebration
of ice cream month
to be themed Shake!
The dairy industry in
the
Southeast
will
celebrate the seventh anniversary of National Ice
Cream Month during July, using the theme
"Shake!"
Promotional events on
the local, state, and
regional
level
are
scheduled to increase
consumer awareness of
ice cream as a nutritious
snack or dessert.
Ice cream remains one
of America's most
popular "fun foods," and
can be found in more
than 98 percent of all
homes in the United
States.
Ice cream is made
from milk so it has an
abundance of nutrients,

vitamins, and minerals.
It is one of the most
delicious foods women
can eat to increase their
intake
of
dietary
calcium. Ten percent of
all milk production in
this country is used to
make ice cream.
Join in this national
celebration by enjoying
your favorite ice cream
ptoducts during July and
throughout the year.
If every woman in the
U.S. met her daily
minimum requirement
of 800 mgs. of calcium
through milk and milk
products, the current 8
billion pound surplus
would become an 11.7
billion pound deficit.
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Parts
Used Trailers
Repair
Delta & Neckover
Welding
Trailers
Reconditioning W-W Trailers

We Salute
the
Dairy Industry!

ogr

ogic ANN/441 IE.41.7#

We Salute
Our Dairy Industry...
--J
vOi

Business
(502) 753-7246
David W. Brandon

WEST KY.
TRAILER SALES
121 North
Murray, Ky.
a

Ana is Dairy Month

See the complete
line of animal
health care products
at
your total farm store...

Southern States
Industrial Road

Murray

Your dairy products have
provided us with good,
healthful foods. Your dairy
dollars have helped our community grow. We salute you
during June Dairy Month.
Agents
Ray T. Broach
Robert Cornelison
310 S. 4th
753-4703
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Ice cream facts
1. Ice cream is consumed by over 98 percent of households in the
United States - with 86
percent purchasing ice
cream at least once a
month.
2. Children ages 2-17
and adults age 45 and
older eat the most ice
cream per person.
3. Eighty percent of all
ice cream eaten at home
is consumed in the evenings; either with dinner
or as an evening snack.
4. Adults consume
nearly one-half of all ice
cream novelties.
5. More pints of ice
cream are sold in very
large cities, while quarts
are more popular in
medium-size cities.
6. Ice cream consumption is highest in July
(National Ice Cream
Month) and August.
7. Approximately 25
percent of ice cream is
consumed
through
"bulk" servings (retail
shops,
restaurants,
universities,
etc.)
Twenty-five percent is
purchased in the form of
novelty items, and the
remaining 50 percent is
packaged and sold for
home use.
8. More ice cream is
consumed on Sunday
than any other day of the
week, with consumption
generally higher on the
weekends.
9. Easy does it at
desert time in the summer months; that's why
ice cream is so popular.
It's not only cool, it's
easy to serve, even in
fancy forms. Scoop it,
top it, sauce it.. make a
sundae, a float...shape it
into a handsome bombe'
or torte, or try an ice
cream pie. Ice cream is

easier to scoop for slice
for such elegant desserts
if moved from freezer to
refrigerator to soften.
Allow about 20 minutes
for 1,42 gallon, 10 minutes
for a pint for scooping,
half that time for slicing.
10. The precise origin
of ice cream is not
known, but historians
believe its early beginnifigs were evolutionary
...developing first from
the process of chilling
juices and milk, then to
concocting water ices,
and finally to frozen
desserts containing milk
and cream.
11. Ice cream was
known in the American
colonies about 1700. A
Virginian, dining at the
home
of
Governor
William
Bladen
of
Maryland, mentioned it
in a letter, writing"...a
Great Variety of Dishes,
all serv'ed up in the most
Elegant way,after which
came a Dessert no less
Curious; Among the
Rarities was some fine
Ice Cream which, with
Strawberries and Milk,
eats most Deliciously."
12. Although ice cream
was known 500 years
ago, just about all the
progress that has taken
place in ice cream
manufacturing
and
marketing has occurred
during the past 200
years. In 1776, ice cream
making was extremely
laborious, requiring lots
of ice ( hardly a commodity available yearround) and lots of labor.
The mix had to be
vigorously beaten with a
pewter pot at the same
time that the pot was
shaken up and down in a
larger pan of salt and
ice.

America Salutes You Dairymen

13. In the late 1700's
and early 1800's, ice
cream was advertised by
confectioners and caterers who offered it when
ice was available. They
made it in small quantities and it was expensive. Accounting books
of a New York caterer of
the time show an entry
of $200 for ice cream
sold to President
George Washington.
14. It takes about seven
quarts of milk to make
one gallon of ice cream.
15. When eating a food
as delicious as ice
cream, one is not likely
to think of its nutritional
value. Yet 14 cups of ice
cream will contribute the
same amount of calcium
to the diet as one eightounce cup of milk.
Another tasty way to get
your calcium is to use 4
cup of ice cream with 13
cup milk in a milkshake
and you'll have the
equivalent of a cup of
milk.
16. If your favorite ice
cream pie recipe calls
for "softened" ice
cream, remove it from
the freezer and place on
the refrigerator shelf for
about one-half hour. This
- way it will soften evenly
rather than melting on
the outside while the inside remains firm.

17. Ten percent of the
total milk produced in
the U.S. is used in ice
cream products.
18. Nearly one-third of
American households
consume at least one
gallon of ice cream every
two weeks.
19. The United States
consumption of ice
cream in 1985 totaled
almost 900
million
gallons, over 15 quarts
per person.
20. The ice cream industry employs 18,000
people, with an annual
payroll of $313.5 million.
21. The most popular
flavors of topping in
order are: chocolate
fudge; hot fudge; butterscotch; caramel; and
strawberry.
22. An average scoop
of ice cream has only 160
calories - the same as a
banana. Orange sherbet
has about the same
number of calories as
vanilla ice cream.
23. Like so many good
things, the ice cream
soda was invented by
chance. Robert M.
Green, a concessioner
at the Franklin Institute
Exposition in Philadelphia in October 1874.
gets credit for its creation. Green was exhibiting a soda fountain
- the popular drink of
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the time being a mixture of sweet cream,
syrup, and carbonated
water. Running out of
sweet cream he hurriedly substituted some
vanilla ice cream thereby launching a
shole new fashion in
sipping.
24. A cooler with a
charming Southern accent is refreshing Mint
Julep Ice Cream Soda.
Simple to stir up. too in a large soda glass
combine one scoop
vanilla ice cream, a few
drops of peppermint extract, and a few drops of
green food color. Mix until well blended. Fill
glass two-thirds of way
to top with chilled lemon
soda. Add two more
scoops of vanilla ice
cream and fill glass to
top with lemon soda.
Garnish with a fresh
mint sprig or frosted
mint leaves. Makes one
serving.
25. In 1846, ice cream
and ice cream making
were introduced to the
world of the average
citizen when Nancy
Johnson, an innovative
woman
from
New
Jersey, invented the
hand-cranked ice cream
freezer.
The
now
familiar
crank-and paddle. freezer-in-a -
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bucket, was an immediate sensation.
26. Commercial ice
cream making began in
Baltimore in 1851, as
milk
dealer
Jacob
Fussell established the
first wholesale ice cream
business in the U.S....
prompted as an outlet for
his surplus cream.
27. Introduction of the
cone for ice cream at the
1904 World's Fair in St.
Louis touched off a
dramatic increase in the
popularity of ice cream.
The ice cream consessionaire, running out of
dishes, served ice cream
in cones rolled from
dough intended for
zelabia, a crisp waferlike Persian pastry offered by a neighboring
concessionarie. The idea
was an immediate and
spectacular success, and
by 1924 some 245 million
cones were sold.
28. Of the five major
frozen desserts enjoyed
in the United States i ice
cream,
mellorine.
sherbet, ice milk, and
water ices), ice cream is
by far the most popular,
accounting for 65 percent
of the total frozen dessert
consumption.
29. Vanilla is the
favorite U.S. ice cream
(('ont'd on page 10)

We at Ryan Milk salute the good people of Murray
and
Calloway County who have been loyal and suppo
rtive
through the years. Almost every week some local
resident
calls to tell us how proud he was to find Ryan Milk Produ
cts
in Miami, Rochester, San Antonio, Chicago, Kans
as City or
a small town in-between. We appreciate this and we
appreciate this community's support.

Properly fertilized pastures and crop land
work harder to produce more milk from your
dairy herd.. and provide extra feed next
winter. Saves you buying hay!
Our power-packed fertilizer can enrich your
soil with needed nutrients.. make pastures
pay off in a big way. Ask about low cost Fertilizer Spreader Service, too.
Murray. Ky
502-753-1933
Paanarsvaa, Tn
901-822-5345
Fancy Fenn, Ky
502-623-6391

Sichala. Ky
502328.8194
Hoist Ky
502-498.8142

We also recognize the 4significant contribution our
employees have made to our growth. Although we no Inger
sell products locally, we are proud that Murray is still our
home base.

Call Ky. Toll Free 1-800-592-3969

-414.4aiU442
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- Osteoporosis
Osteoporosis is quickly
becoming one of our nation's major health concerns, with consumer
fears leading to the creation of an entire industry
focusing on calcium-rich
products.
Osteoporosis develops
when the body lacks
enough calcium and
begins taking it from the
bones. These weakened
bones then become
susceptible to breaks and
fractures.
Five
years
ago,
osteoporosis was virtually unknown, though the
effects of the "brittle
bone" disease were
prevalent, especially in
elderly women. Today, it
afflicts 15 to 20 million
Americans, including 30
percent of the women
over 45 years of age.
The prevention and
treatment
of
osteoporosis focuses on a
basic mineral - calcium.
Ninety-nine percent of
the calcium in the body is
stored in the bones.
Along with phosphorus,
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a health concern

calcium helps build and
maintain healthy bone
tissue.
So why is osteoporosis
such a major health problem? Because twothirds of all American
women do not get enough
calcium through their
daily diet.
The current Recommended Daily Allowance
(RDA) of calcium is 800
mgs. for adults, according to the National
Academy of Science's
Food and Nutrition
Board. Yet many men
and women receive only
500 to 600 mgs. per day.
Milk and milk products provide the best
source
for
natural
calcium. Seventy-two
percent of the calcium in
the nation's food supply
comes from dairy foods.
An eight-ounce cup of
milk with every meal is
all that is needed to meet
the RDA for calcium.
Leafy green vegetables
wand small fish, such as
sardines and mackerel,
are also good, natural

ralAg*P
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sources of calcium.
Many consumers use
supplements to get their
calcium. But according
to the American Society
for Bone and Mineral
Research, the most effective way for healthy
people to assure they are
getting an adequate
amount of calcium is to
consume milk and milk
products. Nutrients such
as lactose and vitamin D,
which are found in milk,
help the body absorb
calcium.

is Dairy Month

Supplements, on the
other hand, do not provide assistance for
calcium absorption, so
the calcium is expelled
from the body. In addition, some types of
calcium supplements
may
contain
other
chemicals such as mercury or lead, which can
be harmful to the body.
To date, there is no
cure for osteoporosis, but
the process can be slowed down or stopped with
proper eating habits.

6r
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Today's dairy farm is far from the
one-man, one-man's-power operation it
used to be. With electricity to help,
dairy farming is now more efficient,
more productive and more profitable.
We are proud to play a part in
helping the dairy farmer farm better
electrically.
And we salute you for your
contribution to America's industry,
economy and strength.

"Milk . America's Health Kick- is the
theme tor the 198h celebration of June
Dairy Month in the Southeast.
This year marks the 50th annual obser% ance of June Dairy Month, recognized as
the single largest food promotion in the
United States. During the past 50 years.
June has been a time for communities to
loin together in a month -long salute to
dairy farm families, thanking them for their
vital contributions to America's economy
and the health of its citizens.
During June Dairy Month, government
officials, equiprtitht suppliers, bankers.
and other businesses Will pay tribute to the
dairy industry, the cow, and the man who
brings millt4o the table— the dairy farmer.
As pan of this 50th celebration, the dairy
industry will open its doors to the public to

Ice cream...
(Coot'd from page (1)

U.)

ELECTRICITY
Get the most for your money.

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Coop. Corp.
IVA

753-5012

acquaint them with the industry and make
dairy farmers better known to those they
serve. June Dairy Month also provides an
opportunity for nutritionists, food editors.
and others concerned with the. American
diet to emphasize the good taste and nutntional value of milk and milk products.
Hundreds of local, state, and region
events are planned throughout the Southeast to honor the members of the dairy
industry tor providing an abundant supply
ot milk and milk products to consumers in
the region.
June Dairy Month is a special time to
reflect on the many contributions of the
more than 200.000 dairy farm families in
the United Slates who work hard to ensure
there is always fresh milk for American
consumers.

441e
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You
Are
bps!

Dairymen. your
modern rnethocls
and machinery have been a boost to the
industry. and the community! Our thanks
and a hearty salute for a job well done!

Munvy Elocirk
Co.

401 011.4 St.

7534312

and ice milk flavor, accounting for almost half
of these products sold.
Chocolate is next, then
nut meats, strawberry,
candy or crunch, coffee,
and peach.
30. Most ice cream is
eaten in households
where housewives are
between the ages 35-54.

Real cream should be
among the last purchases at the grocery
store and should be
refrigerated at home as
soon as possible. Kept in
Its closed carbon at 40,
degrees F or lower, It
will stay fresh for about
oneweek.
Ultrapasteurized cream
keeps up to eight weeks
before opening, then its
life equals that of
pasteurired cream
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Factors may result in 1986 being turning point for dairying
In 1986. milk production and commercial use
are expected to post
large increases and the
surplus will be heavy, a
situation apparently
similar to last year. But
annual totals might
mask forces set in motion during the year that
could result in 1986 being
a turning point. Effective
returns to dairying will
be squeezed further, and
the buyout program will
start winning the race
with production.
Commercial disappearance in 1985 surged
to a record 131 billion
pounds, up 3.3 percent
(3.6 percent on a daily
average basis from 1984
and 7 percent from 1983.
Prospects for 1986 commercial use are good,
although the strong
growth rate of the past
two years might not be
sustainable. Retail dairy
prices are expected to
decline slightly, implying a larger drop in real
prices than in most recent years. Real per
capita income is expected to rise. Unless the
economy falters, commercial disappearance
probably will increase

2-4 percent in 1986.
Milk production this
winter posted increases
from the program reduced levels of a year
ago. January's8 percent
gain was followed by a 7
percent rise in February.
February milk cow
numbers were up 3 percent from a year earlier
and the largest for the
month
since
1975.
However, the size of the
herd has contracted
slightly
from
the
December peak, largely
because of heavier cow
slaughter. Output per
cow in January and
February was up 4.4 percent from a year ago.
This reflected the sustained boosts in concentrate feeding since
mid-1985.
Milk production reached 143.7 billion pounds in
1985, up 6 percent from a
year earlier aid alniost
3 percent from the 1983
record. Production accelerated after the end of
the diversion program
and posted large increases during the second half of 1985. For the
year, average cow
numbers were up 1.8 percent from 1984, while

milk per cow rose 4.2
percent.
Dairy Outlook
The 1986 outlook is a
volatile mix of both
positive and negative
factors. The year is starting with substantial upward momentum and a
large herd of both cows
and heifers. The milkfeed price ratio will be
lower but still modestly
favorable. However, profitability of milk production will be reduced. Cow
slaughter has been
higher than a year
earlier and is expected to
remain large. The herd
buyout program will
start to remove milk production during the last
three quarters of 1986.
Even without the herd
buyout program, increases in milk production would be expected to
diminish as the year progresses. However, output would still show a
large increase for the
year as a whole and
might still be above a
year earlier at yearend.
The effect of the buyout
program
will
be
unknown until data on
the contracts accepted
become available this

spring. However, the
program is unlikely to
hold annual milk production at 1985 levels — even
if the ultimate impact is
large. The program may
keep the rise in milk production below the expected rise in commercial use.
The support price for
manufacturing grade
milk during 1986 required by the Food
Security Act of 1985 will
be $11.60 per cwt. This
resulted in the support
level during first-quarter
1986 being $1 lower than
a year earlier. The level
in the second quarter will
be 50 cents lower than
1985 and in second-half
1986 the level will be even
with second-half 1985.
The level of support will
be reduced 25 cents on
both January 1 and October 1, 1987. The Food
Security Act also requires a 40-cent-per-cwt
deduction from April 1
through December 30,
1986, and a 25-cent deduction from January 1,
1987, to September 30,
1987. In addition, to carry
out the provisions of the
Balanced Budget and

Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985(GrammRudman-Hollings r, the
CCC is expected to have
a deduction of up to 12
cents per cwt from April
1 through September 30,
1986.
Prices received by
farmers for all milk
delivered to plants and
dealers during 1985
averaged $12.73 per cwt,
72 cents below 1984. The
effective all-milk price
adjusted for differences
in deductions I was
$12.61, down 34 cents
from
1984.
During
January-February this
year, the price received
by farmers for all milk
averaged $12.45 per cwt,
$1.40 below a year
earlier. For all of 1986,
the all-milk price is expected to average 20 to 60
cents lower than 1985.
The effective price will
be down 45 to 85 cents.
The BLS index of retail

Soybean & Milo
Farmers
Apply
StacDust®
Before
Planting

The calcium debate: natural foods vs supplements
Consumers no longer
question the need to increase their calcium consumption. The publicity
surrounding
osteoporosis, the brittle
bone disease, has opened
the public's eyes to the
need for more calcium in
the diet.
Now consumers want
to know whether they
should eat calcium -rich
foods, or rely on supplements to do the job.
According to the

American Society for
Bone
and
Mineral
Research, the most effective way to increase
consumption of this important mineral is by
eating foods such as milk
and milk products.
Nutrients such as lactose
and vitamin D. prominent in dairy foods, help
the body absorb calcium.
Milk and milk products provide 72 percent
of the calcium in the nation's food supply: The

National Academy of
Science's Food and
Nutrition Board has
established the Recommended Daily Allowance
of calcium (RDA) to be
800 mgs. per diy for
women. A woman would
only have to drink one
eight-ounce glass of milk
for every meal to meet
her RDA for calcium
naturally.
A major problem with
supplements is that the
calcium amount varies

Some pills, for example.
contain only 40 percent
calcium, so that a
woman would have to
take three each day to
meet her RDA.
Labelling of these products can also be deceptive. Not all supplements
provide the actual
amount of calcium per
dose.
Experts agree that
natural foods such as
milk and milk products
are the best sources of
calcium

dairy prices was below a
year earlier in January,
but by less than 1 percent. Retail dairy prices
probably will drift lower
through most of 1986. The
wider margins set last
year probably will provide a cushion to absorb
the modest expected increase in marketing
costs. Unless wholesale
markets tighten more
than expected in late
1986. Retail dairy prices
this year may average
slightly below the 1985
level.
Wholesale prices for
major dairy products
have been dominated by
support purchase prices
since early 1985. Ample
supplies probably will
hold prices near support
levels until at least early summer. Seasonal
rises during the second
half may surpass those
of 1985, but probably will
be modest.

Improves fertilization,
lowers cost and produces
higher yields.

Ag Brokers, Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-4533

ONLY

k

Farmers Have
Enough Problems.
As a farmer, you have enough problems without having to worry about
insurance.
Let us help. Give us a call. We'll sit down with you and work out a
sound insurance program that is designed specifically for your
insurance
needs.

4

Den McNytt

Pm

Purdom,Thurman
& McNutt Insurance

753-4451
407 Maple
SouthsIde Court Sq.

$1199

SAVE $100

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Key start•8 HP Briggs &
Stratton engine•Spacesaving storage bars with pivoting battery•Tight 24 turning
radius•Turf tires•Extended
foot mats•30 Mower deck
with one-hand height
adjustment

(*'
:1* "i

STOKES TRACTOR &
IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
Industrial Rd., Murray
753-1319

Model 108-3

Ito

-

0110.MIMAM•40~1100•+.00...11.•••••••••••••••••••
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MCKEEL EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
Is Proud To Have Served The West
Kentucky Dairy Farmers For Over
Fifty Years!
Case International 85 Series Tractors

Choose from
14 different
ways to get
your work
done
right
•
•
••
-

You can fit your needs exactly
with an 85 Series tractor
because you choose from four
horsepower ranges, in row crop,
utility,
low-profile
and
mechanical front drive models.
That's why 85 Series tractors fit
so well into any type or size of
operation. Dairy, beef, row
crops, small grain, orchards and
vineyards—small acreages or
big spreads. These tractors pro

For Solving All Your Hay Making Problems

885. 72 PTO nlY

duce in a big way in so many
ways on so many farms.
With their high-torque power
and efficient transmissions,
they'll never get "lost" in a big
field. And their compact size
allows them to work in tight
quarters that are off limits to
larger units. Get one and you'll
use it more days per year than
any other tractor you own.

It Not Only Rakes, it'reds, Windrows,Spreads
Much Much More. See It Today At
1934-1988

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY — $03 WALNUT — 753-3062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110
585, 52 PTO hp'

685.'. PIO hp•

Get this rugged nine-footer
for big capacity haymaking.
the Model 4138 Havtertee Sackvar Coodmooter features
•Fu• width onterm•shing cbewoo rub
bar robs gem uniform condmonmg
• Ackustatee reel picks up
locked crops
• Steitteber moves 1 632 strokes per
minute for NM clean cutting
• Equal angle PTO
It it isn't•timer, New Nollsond. •
it Noll•11•,8,ine mormer-ocindisioner

yew mierizol

85 Series tractors-they're
field and feedlot-ready.

1934-1988

MUIDAT — 303 WALNUT — 7334062
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

1934-1988

WattallIn - 113.8831
PADUCAH — ALIA IT. — 4444110

SPERRY+NEVV HOLLAND mar

pm hp'

McKee! Equipment Co.

McKeel Equipment C
-

485.42

19341988

,McKeel Equipment Co.
MURRAY— 503 mutual--753-3062
PADUCAH—JULIA ST.— 444-0110

Dog
VALUES
SUGAR
GRANULATED

5 LB. BAG

66
°

WITH TWO FILLED "FOOD FOR LESS" CERTIFICATES

ei1111111111.11;11111116,1

BIG JOHN % GAL

ICE
CREA

GRANULATED

SUGAR

5 LB. BAG

WITH (2)FOOD FOR LESS CERTIFICATES

GRADE A LARGE

FAYGO

EGGS ®

SODA
FOR

,
1 Ilk ilk ,
4

C!)

16 OZ. BOTTLE

290

WITH ONE FILLED "FOOQ FOR LESS" cptyincan

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE
WITH ONE FRIED "F000 FOR LESS" CERTNICATT

s299

1 LB.BAG

-

'

ft

STAR KIST

TUNA
twit.711"'
.4.00

PARK Al==IVIASHER
min".111

DETERGENT,
69*

1
50 OZ BOX

REG.'2" VALUE

Atitimmaimanaraztata4minamodliseamakaij

PARADE INSTANT

POTATOES

15 OZ. BOX

PARADE

PORK AND BEANS15

3/$100
OZ. CAN

DOW (BONUS PACK 20.4 OZ.)

BATHROOM CLEANER

$159

KELLY'S (REG.'1")

SLOPPY JOE

15 OZ. CAN99

KELLY'S

C

CHILI HOT DOG SAUCE 10 OZ. CA49
TERS OF SLCCESS-

ai

Collection Of Two Inspirational Cassette
$995

Tapes for Just

Di Norman Vincent Peale
Author of The Power of Positi‘e
Thinking - His loptc Why
Positise Thinkers Get Positive
Results
1iBod
Internationally Recognired
Motivational Expert His Topic
Recrgnizing Opportunity

TT
TORTILLA

CHIPS

Hoz $179
REG. p2"

Continue Your Cillection Today!

TICKET

KEEOLIER

SODA

CHIPS DELUXE
PECAN SANDIE0199

2 LITER BOTTLE

59C
^

REG.$2"

•

t
..:‘`.tttrtet:-

","

-

0 •

••••

-- .011•••••••••••00
..

........••••••••••••

QUALITY I
LOUIS RICH TURKEY 8OZ.

BOLOGNA002
BUY ONE GET ONE

HOLLY FAR S MIXED
CUT PARTS OF

FRYERS LB.
00.410010#111111alkiefillifillikiabilitetzi

•It-, 0-.A01

eilMiati ••

ECKRICH POLISH, BEEF OR
SMOKED

FRESH ITALIAN
FRESH
LINK ROPE OR

1SAUSAGE LB.$14"9
SAUSAGE I RiEliTeBALUY
BACON 12OZ $119
LEAN LBS OR MORE)

s199

FRESH

LB.

BLUE
BELL t4
SLICED

r,

BACON
$139
120L

DELTA PRIDE

WHOLE
CATFISH
LB.

$269

1

(4

GROUND
CHUCK Ls $158
CARL BUDDIG

THIN
SLICED
MEATS
2% OZ.

2/99'

U5

,,...__
--....„
—

.

--

•

AO

•-•

-••••••=•••11••••0 •••• •rag 411N•••••••=•••••••••••........10.=••••••,..

...••••••••••••••••••••••-.10+

q

MEATS!
.
1•
•187047..9:LC.'s,,wirVIIIIIIMIONIOL

FRESH DAILY

GROUND
BEEF

4 LBS. OR MORE

—7.Pr"—.ipriv.411111111,

LB.

US CHOICE BEEF

L42 RIB EYES LB.$399

FoliK
19
SAUSAGEz169
BEEFPATTIE
58
MIX

°
"M°1
:79
(3 LBS

CORN KING WHOLE
BONELESS

HAM

4149
--mmoNer.

1
MRS.
FIELD PRO—LEAGUER REGULAR
PIMENTO

SPREAD
240Z.

$289

: BEEF
WEINERS

99c

12 OL

FIELD
SLICED

BOLOGNA
L. $149

Nit
40,

,f•:4127,

'

•

-

COUPON
VALUES
WITH THIS COUPON

WITH THIS COUPON

25 C OFF

WITH THIS COUPON

40'OFF

KRAFT 8 OZ. CATALINA,1000 ISLAND
OR ITALIAN

$100
-

POST 14 OZ.

DRESSING

COUNTRY TIME SUGAR FREE8 QT

HONEY COMBS

COUPON GOOD NM 6/15/96 AT BIG JOHN

LEMONADE

COUPON GOOD TIM 6/1546 AT DIG JOHN

WITH THIS COUPON

$10° OFF

CRYSTAL LIGHT

RELISH

BUY A QUART JAR OF HEIFETZ SWEET PICKLE
REUSH AND GET 1 PKG.

QT. JAR

GOLDEN SMOKE WIENERS

$

COUPON GOOD TMIU 6/1546 AT BIG 101111

COUPON GOOD THUM 6115 AT BIG JOHN

COUPON

HEIFETZ SWEET PICKLE

8 QT.

OFF

99

FREE

REG.PRICE'2", NOW'1"

KELLY'S SLICED

WITH COUPON

KELLY'S
19
12% OZ. CAN$1

BEEF N GRAVY
SUNSHINE

I SALISBURY STEAK

12% OZ. CAN$

CHESTY OR KAS (REG.'1")

POTATO CHIPS TWINpzA.CKyr
q9c

MAXWELL HOUSE

CAT ROMAN MEAL (OR NATURAL MEAL)16 OZ.
COFFEE
FOOD SANDWICH BREAD 89°
LEWIS BAKE SHOP

31/2 LB.

vvw

8 COUNT PKG.

„
4

c CHERRY PASTRY

99
ii

19

HEIFETZ HAMBURGER SLICED

8 OZ. JAR

•

ma;:wei
House
1

QT.99° $499

DILL PICKLES

J

IN STORE

FRESH CINNAMON

STICKS
12 OZ.PKG.

t429
A
ORANGE SNER

BLUEBERRY CAKE

DONUTS

6

4.99c

FOR $129

rntAwsontY DESSERT

AUTO DINNER

ROLLS

CAKE

ROSEBUDS

12IN.PIM

89°

CUPS
4CT.

a

49'

$4

9

PEPPERIDGE FARMS (COCONUT OR CHOCOLATE FUDGE

CAKE

17 OZ. REG.$229

99
1

BIG JOHNS

ICE
REAM
ONLF
GALLON
PARADE FROZEN

00%t

9

BUTCHER BOY 5 OZ.

LEMONADE 6:AziLV I BURRITOS 2/$100
TONY'S MICROWAVE SAUSAGE OR CHEESE

PIZZA

8 OZ.

2/$2
99

Ira CREAM BARS

0-

6 PACK $2
29

COTTAGE
CHEESE
24 OZ. CARTON

KRAFT ORANGE,GRAPEFRUIT OR
ORANGE PINEAPPLE

JUICE

TEXAS STYLE 10 CT.

BISCUITS

49

(REG 69 )

LITE FLUFF 8 OZ. CAN

CRESCENT ROLLS

$119

PARADE SUCED 12 OZ. 16 SLICES SINGLES

AMERICAN CHEESEs149

9'iFKR ireil3N6NHEESE iooz $19. 8

,

of

_

J

N

FRESH
FRUITS

CALIFORNIA WHITE SEEDLESS

reemmemmin,
1

FLORIDA YELLOW

CORN

CALIFORNIA

AVOCADOS

c
, 5.99 2 99
IN THE HUSK

FOR

1

HOME GROWN
YELLOW OR ZUCCINI

SQUASH

FLORIDA FANCY GREEN

PEPPERS

.69' 3.99'

01 WASHINGTON STATE WINESAP

139

APPLES

REMEMBER TO HAVE YOUR "WHEEL OF FORTUNE" CARD PUNCHED
AT BIG JOHNS EVERY WEEK ANYTIME YOU COULD BE THE NEXT BIG
MONEY WINNER. THE "BIG MONEY" IS NEVER WORTH LESS THAN

CASH

500
1$
00FREE
THE "BIG MONEY" INCREASES ANOTHER '100" EVERY WEEK IT IS NOT WON.
z
THIS AD GOOD JUNE 9-JUNE IS, 1986.

.
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